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" Our lives begin to end the day we 

become silent about things that matter.'^. 
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This past season, the Boys' Cross Country team experienced its 

best season since 1983. In a constant state of improvement over 

the last eight years and increasing its win total from 0 to 7 . The 

team began the season with a loss to league and state power¬ 

house Lexington, the eventual league champs. Then the boys 

won 5 in row, and entered a huge meet against an improved 

Burlington squad. Though they ran well, the team lost in a 

close 29 - 29 decision. There was no rest for the boys, who faced 

another though challenge against Reading. This time, the boys 

came though with a 32 - 25 win. In the final meet of the season, 

the boys smashed Woburn, beating the tanners for the first time 

in 8 years. In the league championship meet, while Lexing¬ 

ton won, the boys exacted revenge on Burlington by finishing 

second. Captains Paul Richard and Justin Laliberte finished 8th 

and 14th respectively. Gabe Negron finished 20th, while fresh¬ 

man phenom Pete Steele finished 22nd. Next year, the team 

will also be rejoined be Dan Feblowitz, who as a sophomore 

this year was fourth for the team in the Lexington before losing 

the rest of the season to a foot injury. With such a strong team 

returning and Lexington and Burlington losing some key play¬ 

ers, the Sachems look to challenge for the League title next year. 
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The 2004 Girls' Cross-Country team had one of its strongest 

seasons in years. Led by captains Rachel Bandi and Barbara 

O'Connell, the team boasted an 8-1 record by the end of the 

season, losing only to the undefeated Lexington. However, the 

girls went on to defeat Lexington and the rest of the teams from 

the Middlesex league in the meet at the end of the season. This 

success was due to hard work on the part of the entire team 

starting from the middle of the summer, continuing all the way 

through October. This level of achievement could not have 

been possible without the outstanding athletes competing on 

the team. In the senior class, O'Connell and Bandi gave notable 

performances, but Jen Keating also contributed a great deal in 

her first year on the team. The junior class consisted of three 

returning runners: Rebecca Carter, Katharina Eidmann, and 

Liz Gillis, in addition to newcomer Tissy O'Connor. However, 

a reason behind the strength of the team last year was the 

overwhelming number of underclassmen, and the numerous 

standout performers from those grades.The team would not 

have even come close to where it was in 2004 had it not been 

for the exceptional coaching of Mr. Cantillon and Mr. Masi. 
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All throughout July and August so many devoted girls came 

down to Manchester field simply to play field hockey and 

improve their skills before the season began in the start of the 

September. Such enthusiasm at the summer clinics created an 

easy job for Senior Captains, Eliza Bailey and Michelle Tavener. 

The girls' dedication was certainly a deciding factor in one of 

Winchester High School's most successful Field Hockey sea¬ 

sons in history. With an overall record of 11-5-3, the team tied 

the school record of number of wins in a season. In addition, 

the field hockey girls shattered Winchester High's previous 

records for goals in a season with the new stat of 61. The team 

also accomplished an amazing feat by tying the annual power¬ 

house, Watertown, 2-2 for the first tme in years. Yet, the team's 

great dynamic on the field could not have been accomplished 

without its outstanding coaching. Head Coach Michelle White 

sparked the team's chemistry through BBQ's to kick off the 

start and end the season, a White Water rafting trip in Maine, 

and even a trip bowling. Not to mention the numerous team 

dinners and secret psyches to pump up team spirit. Congratula 

tions to the Winchester High School Field Hockey team of 2004 

for such an amazing season! 
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The Winchester High School golf team enjoyed a successful 
2004 season after experiencing a "rebuilding year" in 2004. 
The team posted a final record of 2-7. Despite the poor record, 
the season was important. It allowed many young players to 
gain valuable experience in match play. The 2004 team went 
on to post a solid record of 5-5 and went on to compete in the 
state tournament. The team was led by coach Thomas Walsh, 
senior captain Jeff Elefante, and junior captain Ryan Mont¬ 
gomery. The team got off to an exciting start winning the first 
four matches of the season. This led to the highly anticipated 
match with a strong Melrose team who was also undefeated. 
The team then went on to hit a collective slump, losing the next 
threee matches. With two matches left, the players maintained 
focus on their goal of qualifying for the state tournament. They 
were able to do so by defeating Belmont in impressive fashion. 
Senior Amanda McPhee and juniors Ryan Mongomery and 
Ben Taylor were recognized for their outstanding play by being 
named Middlesex League All-Stars. Coach Tom Walsh expects 
to have a plethora of returning players next year, all of whom 
are capable of making significant contributions. 
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This year's 2004 Winchester High School Football team was full 

of ups and downs throughout the season. The Sachem football 

team worked extremely hard this off-season to step up their 

game and return to respectability in the Middlesex League. 

The team took pride in its hard work and attention to detail, 

although the overall record was not what the Sachems were 

looking for. The team started off on the wrong foot, dropping 

their first 5 games. In all those games the Sachems put up a 

valiant effort and kept the Sachem fight. After these 5 losses 

the team rebounded winning 3 straight due to great coaching 

and leadership from tri-captains Mike Romeo, Tom Nolan and 

Mike DeRosa. The team was also kept together by the great 

senior leadership from Erik Dieter, Scott Grady, Zack McWade, 

Jimmy Morin, Mike Maggio and Charlie MacLeod. Going into 

the 100th Thanksgving Day Game, 3-1 in the last 4 games, the 

Sachems fell to the Tanners, but showed their tenacity by play¬ 

ing hard until the clock expired. The team would also like to 

personally thank Coach John Donohue and his staff for their 

leadership and work ethic they shared with the 2004 Sachem 

Footbll team. 
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The cheerleaders were led by Coach Kate Sullivan and Captains 

Danielle Diamond and Michelle Hall. After losing 10 girls, the 

team worked intensely, acquiring advanced skills & team unity. 

During the pep rally, two last minute casualties emerged and 

they needed to revise a routine that took three months to nail. 

This year's “Junior Clan" dominated. Kristi Bowser preformed 

a standing back tuck for competition, Patricia Connelly smiled, 

taking many hits to the face while experimenting with stunts. 

Jessica Eaton made a smooth transition from a sturdy flyer to 

a solid base, Dina Massery conducted a 1/2 time routine, and 

Kara Pilotte became the team mediator. Meanwhile, the sopho¬ 

mores made immense progress. Ariel Callen possessed versa¬ 

tility, fronting, basing and flying, while Devin Dobbins faced 

her fear of flying, and Casey Economo shocked teammates 

with new talents. Amy Kent was so dedicated she slept in her 

uniform & Spunky Lara Merullo returned flawless. Monica 

McCue, took it like a champ after the infamous incident. 

Freshmen, Medeline Merenda often left the team speechless & 

Chelsea Osbourne, frequently underestimated became a strong 

competitor. With these diverse personalities, the team was dif¬ 

ferent from all other years. 
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It was the year to shine, as the senior class was extremely skilled 

and well known in the league. Following the "re-building" 

mindset of last year 's fall season, the Sachems prepared for a 

serious and committed fall of 2004. Many of the players on the 

team have played together so long that we could go back to 6th 

grade when we qualified for the state tournament. Keeping this 

history and experience in mind, we came out for our '04 season 

with a renewed determination. The WHS boys' soccer team and 

coaches expected nothing less than successful results. A solid 

record was managed comfortably throughout the season finish¬ 

ing at 12-3-3 and tied for second place in the league. Defeating 

Woburn in the first round of the state tournament was one of 

our finest accomplishments. However, our success dramatically 

ended in the North Semi-Finals, where we lost in double over¬ 

time. The referees made two questionable calls which took away 

two of our incredible goals and our dream to win the state tour¬ 

nament. Everyone contributed to our success, and as the season 

progressed we all shared a special bond in an effort to take it all 

the way. From the players who played on the field, to the players 

who motivated us from the bench, everyone had the same desire 

to win. It was truly a memorable experience! 
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The Winchester High School girls' varsity soccer team were led 

to another successful season by captains Martha Bilicki, Katie 

Connolly, Jackie Graham and Stephanie Walker. Other lead¬ 

ers included seniors Courtney Fallon, Laurel Hosemer, Jenny 

McCardle and Chrissy Norberg. The sachems finished their 

season with a record of 10-4-7 and although it was not like the 

usual and expected close to perfect record that they are known 

for, the girls had a lot to be proud of. The sachems always have 

a very hard working and dedicated team as this season was no 

different. All of the returners from the previous year committed 

much of their summers to training, whether it was on the field 

or in the gym, they were working, and it definitely showed. 

The Winchester girls' soccer team had a great year and came 

just short of Middlesex League title. The seniors will be greatly 

missed but are proud of the team they are leaving behind. Next 

year they have a very strong team coming back, and they will 

surely be competitors for the Middlesex League title. Lastly, the 

underclassmen wish seniors success in their futures. 
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This year's swim season was as exciting and fun as the rest. 

The freshmen and new sophomore swimmers were a wonder¬ 

ful addition to the team; their speed was intense and it kept the 

upperclassmen on their toes. The Juniors and Seniors taught the 

underclassmen the dedication and fun loving spirit that makes 

this team so unique. Relays, distance, sprints and all four 

strokes were the strongest they've been, and it was obvious this 

was a team that knew how to get the job done. In a sport where 

one stroke attracts much more people then the rest, it was 

great to see so many people trying new strokes like butterfly or 

backstroke. They tried it anyway and gave the team something 

to laugh at. The team this season was plagued by illness and 

injury but everyone shrugged it off and came through when it 

was needed the most. Nothing was ever held back in competi¬ 

tion or practice, and the team deserves all the accolades they 

receive. The season reached a peak at the league meet when 

the team competed at Bentley College. Every single swimmer 

broke their best time and showed an incredible effort that made 

Winchter's presence known. With such an impressive show of 

skills and hard work, the team was happy to end the season on 

a high note. 
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Every year, when it's time to sign up for winter sports, students 

are faced with four important questions. Question #1: Do you 

enjoy taking part in physical exercise an hour and a half before 

sunrise? Question #2: Do you enjoy listening to old Spring¬ 

steen classics while you work out? Question #3: Does your 

ideal sport include tight, revealing clothing? Question #4: Do 

you know how to swim well enough to float from one end of 

a pool to the other? If you answered “yes" to all four of these 

questions, you're probably one of the eighteen members of the 

Boys' Swim Team. If you answered “no", you probably aren't, 

and you probably think those of us that answered “yes" are 

completely insane... and hey, maybe you're right. Crazy or not, 

the rag-tag collection of swimmers called the Boys' Swim Team 

had another great season this year. Led by captains Glenn 

Marmon, Ben Taylor, Jon McMurry, and Luke Stevens, coach 

Paul Masi, and a red ducky mascot named Swim Buddy, the 

swim team had a highly respectable record of 2-4. This year 

continues the recreation of the old WHS swimming dynasty. 

With seasoned veterans such as Ben Taylor, PJ Robichaud, Bren¬ 

dan Carroll, Paul Perry, Will Leathers and Max Pappas return¬ 

ing for one more season, the team has nowhere to go but up. 



16-6, no one thought we would have made it, and even though 

we were still "rebuilding" we did it. For most teams that record 

is not half bad. After all it is a winning one, but it was almost 

the end of a dynasty. After 26 years of being all around champi¬ 

ons under Coach Tremblay's watchful eye, this year we almost 

set a new record for the most consecutive loses. Despite our 

brawls, we had notable successes during this past season. One 

of the most important in my eyes would be that we had 30 odd 

underclassmen that remained enthusiastic especially when 

things looked slightly bleak for us. Yet, things turned around. 

Senior Captain Travis Tremblay, set new records for the most 

wins in a high school career. Junior Wrestler, Adam Fiorenza 

was victorious at the state tournament and took second. The 

other captains Vincient Booker, John Noble and Robert Barber 

proudly lead the way throughout the season and well into the 

state tournament. However, the triumphs did not end there. 

Many of our younger wrestlers took the initiative and jumped 

into the lineup as key components. I am extremely proud of my 

team. Over the past few years, we have beaten all the odds and 

still have a great deal of room for growth and improvement. 
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This years WHS Varsity Girls' Gymnastics team was fighting 

against the odds, consisting of only six girls: senior Michelle 

Hall (Captain), juniors Caleigh Moran, Martina Mirabella, and 

Jessica Eaton, sophomore Courtney Gallaher, and freshman 

Keren Avnery. Although the record may not show, the WHS 

gymnastics team had a great season; much of the success can 

be contributed to their caring and enthusiastic coach Candice 

Lentini. Posting consistently higher scores each meet, the team 

improved by leaps and bounds. Michelle gave leadership to 

the team and competed primarily on bars, beam, and floor. The 

all-arounders, Caleigh and Courtney dazzled the crowd with 

fantastic routines throughout the season. Jessica was the most 

dependable when it came to beam, remaining rock steady, and 

barely ever falling despite the complicated routine. Martina in 

her first year of consistent competition participated on the vault 

and filled in on beam. Keren showed the most improvement 

out of anyone on the team, with her scores on floor, vault and 

bars skyrocketing, demonstrating her pure potential for years 

to come. Getting new skills, perfecting their moves, and build¬ 

ing strong team bonds, the team united as one becoming the 

closest it had been in years. 
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It was a unique up and down season for this year's Boys' 

Varsity Hockey team lead by senior captains Scott MacKenzie, 

Chris Murphy and Steve Sreter. Unique in that the team had 

a precedent setting co-head coach tandem, up and down with 

wins and losses. The Middlesex league was balanced with no 

team running away from the competition. The first half of the 

season was marked by three games in which the opposing team 

came from behind to tie the score in the final minutes, starting 

with the season opener against Melrose and concluding with a 

last second goal by defending Middlesex League champion Bel¬ 

mont. Winchester bounced back from these games and a tough 

loss to perennial Super Eight champion, Catholic Memorial 

with strong wins against Burlington, Stoneham and Wakefield. 

The second half of the season started with promise with a big 

last minute victory over league leading Burlington, but injuries 

and a tough third period loss to eventual league champion 

Reading made every win harder to come by in hopes of state 

tournament qualifications. The season concluded with another 

come from behind loss to St. John's of Shrewsbury that left the 

team out of post-season play. We practiced, we played, and we 

had some fun. 



The Winchester High School Girls' Hockey 2004-2005 team had 

the most successful season in the program's history. Despite 

a large number of underclassman, coaches Tom Johnson and 

Eddie O'D were able to form a team that played with tenac¬ 

ity and finished with an impressive 14-7-1 record. The team 

opened strong, winning eight of nine games, including huge 

wins over Belmont and Lexington, affectively sending a 

message to the Middlesex league that they were a force to be 

reckoned with. Undoubtedly the highlight on the season was 

the team's 3-1 win over defending state champion Woburn 

who had not lost in 57 games. In the tournament that the 10th 

ranked Sachems defeated Marblehead before losing to St. 

Mary's in the quarterfinals, the team that would later go on 

to win the championship title. The freshman class made its 

presence known pouring 9 players onto the team. A positive 

outlook and unified team chemistry were important in the 

team's success. The Sachems sent four players to the league 

all star game, forwards Leah Nakamoto and Brittany Mills and 

defensemen Michele Mills and M.B. Leo. This season was one 

to be remembered and a sign that opposing teams should run 

for cover. 
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What is the essence of track? Most people think track is all 

about runnng in circles and wearing skimpy uniforms. Well, 

these people are dead wrong. It's about more than just being 

on a team; it's about making a great group of friends. Track 

has a wide variety of kids, everyone from football players to 

ballerinas. Track's about taking a three mile run and making it 

fun (by taking a break in the middle to flash oncoming traffic 

or play football). And there's one thing that the track team has 

that no one else has: THE RAJJ. Track's about variety; we have 

kids from every walk of life. Track's one of the best sports out 

there because whether you're one of the best in the league or 

state, like Justin Laliberte, aka Muffin, and Paul Richard, or one 

of the worst in the league, like me, Jake Hochberg, you can still 

feel like you belong. So everyone who doesn't already do track 

should join. 
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The Winchster High School Girls Winter Track team had a 

great season this year, finishing with a 6-1-2 record. The team 

was very competative against the best teams in the league, and 

managed to tie Lexington and Woburn (it is not an easy feat to 

get exactly 43 points in a meet). In 2004 the girls placed 7th as 

a team in the Class C State Meet, with many of the participat¬ 

ing runners returning to become key contributors to the team's 

points. Current senior Jen Katz placed 1st in the dash in 7.41 

seconds, a new school record, and continued on to the All State 

meet. She also competed at the All State meet in the Long Jump. 

Junior Katharina Eidmann finished 1st in the All State meet in 

the 1000m run. Her best time of the season was 2:58.48, break¬ 

ing her own school record. Senior Barbara O'Connell placed 

21st at the Class meet in the 1000m. The senior captains, Jen, 

Barbara and Courtney Fallon led the team to their winning 

season along with the dedication of several underclassmen. 

Head coach Mr. Cantillon and assistant coach Skehan, as well 

as the boys coach, Mr. Kline were always there guiding the 

girls. The girls are looking forward to another winning year 

with next year's captains Katharina, Julia Marder and Liz Gillis 
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The girls' varsity basketball season ended with a record of 7-13, 

and though this might not be the most successful records, the 

girls' played their hearts out every single game up until the 

end. The 2004-2005 season started off hard with tough tryouts 

led by new head coach John Fusco, and assistant coach Rob 

Russell. "94-4-32" became the girls' slogan for the season, and 

even though it wasn't achieved in the end, the girls' accom¬ 

plished so much more. They had some tough competition this 

season, and a few injuries that couldn't have been helped, but 

the lady sachems seemed to work it out. They came to practice 

with huge smiles on their faces ,and when it came to the games 

they were always ready! Captains Chrissy Norberg, Katie Con¬ 

nolly, Martha Bilicki, and Meg Foley were very successful with 

the team. Both on and off the court the girls seemed to act as a 

unit, standing by each other's lockers, and walking down the 

halls together; they were inseparable! Although the girls were 

not always victorious, they did win both games against their 

rival Woburn. With new friendships and a bond that cannot be 

broken, the girls' varsity basketball team of 2004-2005 has left a 

lot to look up to, and has set the bar pretty high for up coming 

players. Good luck next year girls, win us that trophy!!! 
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The 2004-2005 boys basketball team was much improved 

from the year before; increasing its win total by six games. 

Captains David Bigelow and Evan Galante established a clear 

focus on success from the beginning of the season, ensuring 

a better outcome than the previous year. Unfortunately, the 

team fell short of qualifying for the state tournament by one 

game. Tough losses towards the end of the season to Stone- 

ham, Burlington and Belmont sealed the Sachem's fate, yet the 

returning players next season will bring further success, and 

hopefully a tournament berth for the first time in three years. 

Highlights of the season include Captain Bigelow's game win¬ 

ning-shot against Melrose the first game of the season, as well 

as Doug Miller's record tying 37 points against Wakefield. 

Other memories include the Sachems' decisive home-win over 

Stoneham, in which the team hit eleven three-pointers, includ¬ 

ing six treys from junior Nick Koup and five from Captain 

Galante. Although 2004-2005 ended disappointingly for the 

Boys Sachems, the squad must be proud of their improvement 

from last year, paying many teams back for losses from the 

year before. The team also looks toward to holding the annual 

Middlesex League All-Star game next year. 
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The Sachems have done it again. Back-to-back Division 2 

State Championships '03 and '04! What more can be said? In 

addiion to a state championship, the Boys' Tennis Team left the 

2004 season with an undefeated record of 24-0 and Middlesex 

League Championship title as well. The undefeated season 

increased the winning streak to 33-0, and counting. The team 

has graduated three starting seniors, Mike "Deuce" Collins, 

Mike Lannon, and Eugene Svirkin. However, with a strong 

group of underclassmen, and dedicated training during the off¬ 

season, the Sachems hope to perform and match their success 

of the previous two years. The team prepares for another suc¬ 

cessful season this spring, led by Tri-Captains Joe Bryan, Chip 

Palumbo, and Anders "Rat-Dawg" Rathlev. The team would 

like to thank their coach Paul Sughrue, who unfortunately will 

not be returning for the 2005 season. Despite losing their coach, 

the Sachems expect nothing less than another winning season 

as the team will seek the 3-peat State championship, and be 

known as a dynasty. 
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The Winchester High School 2004 Girls' Tennis Team truly 

had a wonderful season. Under the leadership of a new coach. 

Jennifer Griffin, and senior tri-captains, Katie Campbell. Sarah 

Martin, and Katie Nicholson. The Girls' Tennis Team was 

extremely successful. The season can be attributed to hours of 

practice and hard work. The successes of the Girls' Tennis team 

included Middlesex League Champions with a record of 18-0, 

going to the State Tournament, and competing in the Individu¬ 

als Tournament. Such successes were achieved with a strong 

Varsity line-up, lead by Katie Nicholson, Wei-Jen Hsieh, and 

Sarah Martin playing Winchester's first, second and third Var¬ 

sity singles. The starting Varsity lineup also competed against 

other teams in the region during the Individuals Tournament 

but unfortunately fell to strong teams, such as Concord-Carlisle 

and Boston Latin. The team was able to overcome these strong 

opponents before going onto the State Tournament. At the 

Tournament the Girls' Tennis team was able to beat Lexington 

and Chelmsford before losing in the Semi-Finals of Division 

1 play to Newton South. Overall, the girls had a wonderful 

season that they hope to repeat and improve upon in the future. 
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The 2004 varsity softball team welcomed back many veteran 

players; the seniors included captains Missy Swymer, Court¬ 

ney O' Connell, Lauren McLeman and Lauren Pisani, as well 

as Amanda Dorian, Kate Nutile and Jenn Zickell. The team 

was coached by Jack Squeglia and Steve Swymer. The sachems 

played competitively throughout the season, however, they 

lost many close games due to a lack of hitting. Their record 

at the end of the season was 8-12. They also put on a good 

show against Reading, one of the top teams in the league; 

unfortunately they lost in extra innings, 2-1. Other contribu¬ 

tors to the team were juniors Sara Hirschfeld, Amanda McPhee 

and Martha Bilicki. Sophomores included Kristina Nardone, 

Laura Stone, Nicole Wolfe and Siobhan Kennedy. Finally, Sara 

Pongratz was the team's only freshman and was a positive 

contributor. The team had a very strong defense, led by the 

pitching of Missy Swymer and fielding of Courtney O'Connell. 

Missy, Courtney, and Laura Stone were all elected as Middle¬ 

sex League All-Stars. The sachems hope to be successful in 

2005 and look to earn a spot in the state tournament. The 2005 

team will be lead by senior captains Sara Hirschfeld, Amanda 

McPhee and Martha Bilicki 
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The Boys' Baseball Team was very successful as they made it 

to the semi-finals of the 2004 State Tournament. The Sachems 

got off to an unbelievable 5-0 start, which included a season 

opener win against Wakefield 23-1, a school record for most 

runs scored in a game, and a perfect game thrown by ace Evan 

Galante. The boys slipped a little bit but rebounded due to the 

great leadership from tri-Captains John Dawley, Ralph Vitti and 

Matt Shanahan. Once the team qualified for the State Tourna¬ 

ment, they all got Mohawks to show their excitement and team 

spirit. The Sachems moved onto the Semi-Finals against soon 

to be the State Champs, Lincoln-Sudbury. The Sachems offense 

was shut down by a great pitching and defensive effort by LS 

and marked the end of a great season for the young Sachems 

Baseball Team. The 2004 team survived by a good offensive 

attack lead by Evan Barden , Evan Galanta, Nat Stone, Brendan 

Lynch, Joe Nigro, Matt Shanahan and Ralph Vitti. The Sachems 

also had the best pitching staff in the league with a 2.78 ERA, 

which was lead by closer Mike DeRasa, Barden, Galanta, Mike 

Romeo, and Scott Mackenzie. The 2005 squad is looking to 

build off what the 2004 team did and become a powerhouse in 

the Middlesex League. 
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This season, the boys' spring track team looks to improve on 

last year with veterans and rookies alike helping to anchor the 

squad. The teams loses some key performers such as sprinter 

Phillip Dei and miler James Tener. However, their spots have 

been filled and the team looks to be very competitive. All 

around athlete Justin Laliberte returns as the teams top per¬ 

former, competing in a range of events that include the 400 

meters, the 100 meters, the 300 meter hurdles and the long 

jump. Tom Youmans also returns as the team's top athlete in 

the Javelin and 200 Meters and will try to add the high jump to 

his arsenal this year. Another three event star is Gabe Negron, 

who will compete in the 800 meters, the high jump and the 

triple jump. Discus and Shot thrower Tyler Wood will also be 

very competitive. Along with Gabe in the 800, Winchester's 

top middle Distance runner. Bill O'Connell, will compete in the 

grueling two lap race. In the mile, freshman Matt Smith leads a 

squad of nearly 10 runners. In the 2 mile, the longest race, senior 

Paul Richard comes off a winter season in which he lost only 

twice, and junior Shane Tully joins the revered "Deuce Squad" 

in track's toughest endurance test. All in all the track team is 

much improved over last year and looks to post another great 



The girls of the Winchester High School track team performed 

extremely well during the 2004 spring season against the other 

challenging teams in the Middlesex League. The team was 

led by captains Sara(h) Wilson, Kelsey Wegner and Christina 

Dill. Spring track athletes spent the hours after school each 

day dodging goose poop, lacrosse balls and Humphrey, the 

infamous bump in lane one. Despite these challenges the team 

amazed its fans with a spectacular 8-1 season, losing only to 

Reading. Girls' coach, Mr. Cantillon, can be credited for inspir¬ 

ing each girl to run, jump and throw to the best of her ability. 

He was helped by sprint coach, Skehan, and the boys coach, 

Mr. Kline. Without these great coaches the team would not 

have been so successful. Adding to the great success of the 

team were many individuals ranging in grade from fresh¬ 

men to senior. Fifteen qualified for the Division III State Meet, 

three went on to compete at the All State Meet (Wilson, Jen 

Katz and Katharina Eidmann) where they represented Win¬ 

chester well. While interval workouts, repeats and skill days 

were challenging, the girls enjoyed group "games" during the 

sunny spring practices. Although the end of the season banquet 

celebrated the achievements of the athletes it was a sad time for 

many seniors ending their WHS athletics career. 
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Ranked third best in the state of Massachusetts, the Girls' Var¬ 

sity Lacrosse team entered the 2004 season with high expecta¬ 

tions. A small team of only 18, the tight-knit group showed no 

mercy to their opponents. Clenching a nearly perfect season, 

they dominated the Middlesex League and entered the tourna¬ 

ment as first seed in the North. Head Coach Sue Ontso and 

four oustanding captains, Katie Brooks, Molly Collins, Shauna 

Culhane, and Anita Marignetti provided the team with a strong 

backbone and a will to succeed. After trampling over the first 

two teams during tournament, Winchester met its match. A 

sorching day in June, the girls took the field to play Framing¬ 

ham, whom they had knocked out of the tournament the year 

before. After an exciting first half, the team lost the match. 

However, the team finished with an impressive record of 19 

wins and 2 losses and 0 ties. The team would like to thank 

all of the fans for their support. The 2005 team will be led by 

captains, Gurt Aiken, Britt Henry, Christine Norberg, and Steph 

Walker who hope to maintain the reign of terror and continue 

the dynasty created by the Girls Varsity Squad. 
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Boy's varsity lacrosse at Winchester High School has been a 

successful and respected program for decades, and the 2004 

season was no different. The season had its ups and downs as 

the Sachems worked on finding their offensive rhythm. After 

a tough loss to St. Johns during the season opener, the team 

bounced back quickly and went on to win their next few 

games, including a big win against over Weymouth. Other 

highlights included a respectable third place finish in the Mid¬ 

dlesex League and a double overtime victory against Southing¬ 

ton, one of Connecticut's best. Much of the team's success can 

be credited to the defensive unit of captain and All-America 

Mike Lynch, seniors Steve Spang and Jono Boyer-Dry, and 

junior goalie Dan Scopton. The combination of these players 

was nearly unstoppable as they recorded one of the best defen¬ 

sive seasons in recent years. At the other end of the field, the 

offense was lead by captain Fred Borges, and seniors Matt Roy, 

Dave Khuen, Chris Moran, and John Garvey. A talented group 

of younger players included Jeff Elefante, Chris Murphy, Dave 

Bigelow, Jim Morin, Jon Lord, and Mike Maggio. The 2004 

season would not have been a success without the instruction 

of Coach Pirani and his outstanding staff. 
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The Sailing Team was a great mix of upper and lower class- 

men; some experienced and others new to the sport. With the 

guidance of the captains and coach, the team worked hard to 

improve their skills and refine their strategies. Thanks to the 

support of student and parent drivers, the team was able to 

commute into Boston in order to hold practice at Community 

Boating, Courageous Sailings, and Boston University. 

The team regularly participated in interclub practice racing, 

and took a few opportunities to race against other teams in the 

area. During the course of the season, members had the oppor¬ 

tunity to sail on Club 420's, Rhodes 19's, Mercury's and MIT 

Tech Dinghies. The team qualified to attend to the Downest 

Fleet Racing Champioships at the Maine Maritime Academy, 

and sent four students on a trip downeast to participate in the 

weekend regatta. It was a great experience for the sailors who 

attended, providing them the chance to sail in a collegiate envi- 

roment. At the end of the season, the team raced in the League 

Championships at CBI in both the Mercury and 420 divisions, 

and also the opportunity to race in the State Championships 

held at MIT. Overall, the season was full of fun and excitement 

and all sailors went away loving the sport more than ever. 
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ct & Commit 
This was the innaguaral year of Connect and Commit's existence. The club, founded by Wendy 

Jebens, met a lot of enthusiastic support from students, parents, faculty, and the community at 

large. Jebens, along with Co-Presidents Alissa Cooper, Patrick Dawley, and Kaitlin Fitzpatrick, and 

Treasurer Jenna Kelly, and SecreataryJason Burke, worked hard to establish a stong foundation of 

community service-learning within the school and to provide various opportunities for this service¬ 

learning to the student body. With smallPlanning Committe" meetings every week and large 

group meetings once a month, the club managed to accomplish a lot in its beginning operations. 

Many different projects have been undertaken since this year, including the city-wide "Serve-a-thon ”, 

volunteering at Rosie’s place in Boston, a toy drive for Cradles to Crayons, recyciling through "No 

Waste Wednesdays”, a tsunami relief fund, tutoring at elementary schools and McCall, furniture 

moving with the Mission of Deeds, shoveling for senior citgens, an Aberjona River clean-up, and a 

prom fashion show with all proceeds going to Help for Abused Women and Children JHA WCJ. 

The members are very excited about all they have done to help the community and hope for the 

club's continued success next year. 
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Student Cour 
The Winchester High School Student Council is a consortium of students dedicated to improving 

Winchester High School and serving the community of Winchester. Meeting weekly, the council 

discusses issues that are of importance to the student body and serves as a conduit between the 

administration and the students. During the 2003-2004 school year, the council created a detailed 

proposal for a school senate, which will, for the first time, give students a large say in 

the school’s affairs. Student Council also works on improving morale within the school by planning 

schoofspirit events, which engage a wide array of students in fun and uniting activities. At the 

beginning of the year, the council planned the Winchester High School Oktoberfest. This activity 

united students in a variety of entertaining activities such as pie-eating and root beer drinking 

contests, eating doughnuts [sometimes off of stringsJ, playing football with pumpkins, and 

scavenger hunts in leaves. The council also has planned a number of community service activities, 

such a food and clothing drives during the holidays and recently, Student Council orchestrated a 

wildly successful charity dodgeball tournament. There are currently other plans in the works, and 

Student Council will most assuredly continue its diligent work for the students, the school, and the 

community. 



The National Honors Society is a group of thirty-one high achieving students who 

strive to apply themselves to their schoohvork and community. The purpose of 

NHS; as stated in the NHS constitution, is "to create enthusiasm for scholarship, 

to stimulate a desire to render service, to promote leadership, and to develop char¬ 

acter in the students of secondary schools”. The group assembles once a month to 

organise fundraisers and events in attempt to meet this goal. This year, they held 

a fundraiser for research center at the St.Jude’s hospital. St.Jude’s is a hospital 

dedicated to caring for young children diagnosed with Leukemia and other diseases. 

In addition, they organised the second annual Senior Prom at the Jenks Center- a 

wonderful night of dancing and mingling for students and seniors. 

There is also a tutoring network that has been set up through the group through 

which several members volunteer to tutor other high school students in all subjects. 

This has proven to be a very effective way for students to receive quick aid from 

people who have been in the same classes. The National Honors Society reaches 

as far as it can to use traits of a hardworking student, a great leader, and a loyal 

serviceman, that each member possesses, to better the society of its members. 
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Art club, solace in a normally chaotic Winchester High School. Every Thursday the art room is 

flooded with art aficionados and stragglers alike. A place where you can work on artwork, find 

ample supplies for any project willing, and find like minded people willing to give you honest 

advice. The stereo blasts classical Greek polka folk, and experimental free jagg. Lay back and 

wait for the afternoon to fly by while you ’re here. A place full of open minded dabblers and 

craged art kids, along with the every dayJoe shmoe. This club, along with photo, is led by the 

always lovelyJen Levatino, has been the engine of many a community based art project. Wander 

into the art room on Thursday afternoon, and you ’re bound to find something to do. Goya head, 

we dare you. It’s dark. An eerie glow shines from above. The sound of running water resonates 

in the background. No, you are no a part of some makeshift horror film in the woods; you are in 

Winchester High School’s very own darkroom. But don r be fooled, Photo Club is by no means a 

contricting environment. It is a place to go hang out with friends, listen to music while you print 

and develop film jja little Orchid and Charles Bronson will do the trickJ, and most importantly, 

have fun. Quite simply, Photo Club isphotally awesome1 



Along with such spectacular vocals, Select Singers pride themselves on another aspect on the Stage: 

the dance-break. Led by Pete Wild’s signature "wet noodle, ”[variations include the aldente and 

limp noodleJ, the Selects Singers have become notorious for having fun while amusing the crowd. 

With the steady skills of the vocal percussion, carried out byJon Myers and Dan Feblowitg, the 

crowd can’t help out have a toe tappin’good time whenever the Select Singers perform. 

lect Singers 
The Select Singers, a contemporary A Cappella group, is one of many groups at the Winchester 

High School devoted to entertaining. Select Singers was founded three years ago under Mrs. 

Noonan. However, this year, the group was led by Nicholas Hart and has been thriving even since. 

Colorful renditions of popular music such as I’m Walking on Sunshine ” and "Leave Me Breath¬ 

less’” have made this year truly special. Solosits this year have also been exceptional. With solos by 

Allison Lange, Alex Greavers, Lilia Cosgrove, Alex Larmon, Steve Pidacks, Maura Bastarache, and 

Christina Galante, the pool of talent never ceases to a mage the crowd. The Select Singers have sung 

at many shows this year, including the 'A Cappella Fest, ” and the 'Spring Sing Fling. ” 



Octets 
Contrary to popular belief, there is more to Octets than having weird inside jokes Ji.c.Manfred], 

being gang-like in the halls, and essentially devoting one’s life to its cultish demands. It may be a 

little known fact, but the Octets do sing. In fact, this year the Octets sang so much that many of 

them actually fell victim to the vocal node epidemic. Yet it was worth it-this year was one of the 

best years the Octets had ever seen. The Octets were directed by Mrs. Rahmeier and led by senior 

captainsJenna Weiner,Jill Kinton, Britt Henry,Justin LaLiberte, Ausin Rogers, andJosh Feblow- 

kg. Members included senior Lyra Brennan, juniors Alex Eiler, Nate French, Alexi Brooks, Besty 

Coughlan, Allie McCarthy, Libby Galvin, Amorette Colby, and Claire Martin, and sophomores Anna 

Goodman, Tom Casserly, Keil Coit, Herve Gerard, and Steve Feigenbaum. This year, the Octets were 

motivated by more than them traditional competition with the Select Singers, the Octets were invited 

to sing at the International Choral Advent in Prague, Cgech Republic. They performed in concert 

halls and high schools alike, which provided the chance to meet international choirs and local Cgech 

students. Yet when they sang in the Christmas Market in the center of downtown Prague, and were 

surrounded by the warm lights of that beautiful medieval city, they knew they had been given the 

experience of a lifetime. With all the late night practices, trips to Europe, jokes, arrangements, songs, 
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Chorus 
From the WHS auditorium to the cathedrals of Montreal, the chorus has certainly made its mark 

this year. With two classes during the school day and one class after school, the chorus was repre¬ 

sented by a variety of newcomers and returning upperclassmen. The year’s repertoire began with 

songs from a wide assortment of musical genres, all sharing the common theme:"the joy of singing 

together. ” The winter concert was a huge success, with all three classes coming together to perform. 

The Aboriginal chanting of "Kungala ’’[accompanied by the rain stick j stole the show. The real high¬ 

light of the year for the chorus was undoubtedly the spring trip to Montreal. Members of both the 

orchestra and chorus traveled to Montreal in April, experiencing the sights and culture of the city and 

performing together at the Notre Dame cathedral. Prior to the trip, the chorus spent weeks on a vari¬ 

ety of classic sptitual songs in Latin, German, and English. The trip was a complete success and one 

that chorus students won r soon forget. As the year drew to a close, the chorus spent the remainder of 

its time preparing repertoire for the Strawberry Pops, based on the theme of "old favorites. ” While 

the Strawberry Pops was, once again, an immense success and perfect ending to the year, it brought 

with it the reality that it would be the final concert under the direction of Mrs. Rahmeier. What she 

has done for the chorus and for the music department as a whole over her career is nothing short of 

remarkable. The chorus wishes her a wonderful rettement; she will be sorely missed. 
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Jazz Band 
The 2004-2005Jagg band faced a number of challenges. Many labs and ocher scheduling con¬ 

flicts led to having an incompleteJagg Band on most days and with a number of new members 

we needed to practice harder than usual. Despite these difficulties the Jagg Band managed to 

have another great year. In December, we had our first concert in which we performed along 

with The Octects. In February, we played at the Young Performers Concert. The Spring 

brought a number of other great performances including the Not-For-Seniors-Only 'Senior” 

Prom, the Jagg Band tour of the elementary schools and the St. Eulalia 5 Dance. 

At the end of April, we traveled to Montreal along with the rest of the music department. 

Finally,we finshed the year with two memorable performances at the Strawberry Pops and 

Town Day. This year, theJagg Band says good-bye and good luck to eight seniors:Joshua Fe- 

blowitg[piano J, Glenn Marmon [bassj, Steve Hingston [irumpetj, Josh Burdick [drumsJ, 

Ben Rolfs [trumpet J, Jon McMurry [Trombone J, Alex Mandeville [saxaphonej, and Jake 

Hochberg [trumpetJ. 
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Orchestra 
'It’s Friday, happy Friday, I hope you have a nice weekend... ” 

The Friday song is the orchestra anthem, played and sung dutifully every Friday at the end of 

class. Orchestra is like a family, where each grade mingles with all of the others. Everyone 

looks forward to class, where playing music often serves as a stress release for hectic schedules. 

Orchestra has enjoyed yet another musical fun year. Dr. John McCann, with help from 

orchestra presidentJill Kinton, conducted once again with lots of humor too. By the request of 

many an orchestra player and to the delight of audiences, students got to perform Pirates of 

the Caribbean, among other fun songs. A new approach to orchestra was taken this year, introducing 

the orchestra and sinfonietta groups. Although the old orchestra members were missed as they 

went into the new group, many orchestra concerts featured combined performances. To future 

orchestra members: keep up the Friday song tradition, orchestra parties, and the good times in 

class that everyone enjoys!!! 
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Concert Ban 
This year was a wonderful year for Concert Band. Once again the Concert Band 

was able to practice together during the school day. All of their practice paid off and 

performances were wellrecieved by all. This group is an integral part of the music 

program at Winchester High School. This young group was especially energetic and 

eager to learn new and challenging pieces. After hours of practice, the band was able 

to produce a repetoire of exciting songs. Their performances were characterised by 

tteless peal and fervor. Concert Band will miss the graduating senior Charlie Feng, 

but the group looks forward to another fun year under the leadership of returning 

members, including Alex Eiler, Robin Donovan, Kim Mullane, Kristen Gagalis, Eric 

Hochberg, Dennis Gallagher, Alex Wankowicg, and Steven Crean. The Concert Band 

would like to thank Ms. Priscilla Miller and Dr. McCann for all of their hard work 

throughout the year. 
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This year was another excellent year for Winchester High School Marching Band, 

under the leadership of band conductor Ms.Miller. The Marching Band was seen 

on the stands and on the field at every home football game this year, including 

the annual Thanksgiving Day game. Throughout the football season, the Marching 

Band entered the field to play "On Wisconsin ” as the football players ran out, 

followed by the playing of our national anthem. This year our halftime show 

featured songs such as "Cheeseburger in Paradise, ” "El Chupacabra, ” "Agtec Gold, ” 

and "Magnificent Seven, ”and was something that we built upon over the course of the 

fall. The band also marched in many community parades, including the Veteran’s 

Day parade, the Memorial Day parade, and theEnKa parade. This year the Marching 

Band continued the tradition and showed great school spirit, and hopes to do 

the same next year. 
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Musical 
At the outset of the year, the musical’s future seemed in jeopardy. Without Brian Milauskas, could 

we pull off a show as splendiferous as West Side Story? Our messiah came in the form of Jason 

"The Punisher ” Van Dinter, a director who ruled with an iron fist and an incisive wit that would 

leave even the toughest freshman girl in tears. Aided by the invincible Mary and Nick Costello, 

as vocal and musical directors, Dinter brought Little Me to life. The story opens as Belle Poitrine 

is telling her life story to the famous writer, Patrick Dennis, in preparation for the release of her 

intimate memoirs. Older Belle and Patrick were played by Meg MacCaughey and Chris Schleicher, 

titans of the stage and screen, and aspiring Daytime Emmy winners. The audience sees her life 

story through a series offlashbacks, watching the well-stacked Belle Schlumpfert jjill KintonJ climb 

the social ladder in pursuit of her true love, Noble Eggleston[Tom CasserlyJ. Along the way, Belle 

encounters various eccentric friends and paramours, such as Mr. Pinchley, Fred Poitrine, and Prince 

Cherney, all played by Benjamin "Let My People Go ” Katg, as well as Schnitgler and Valdu Val, 

brought to life by Tom "Why Do I Even Come To Auditions ” Casserly. Little Me was made pos¬ 

sible by the epicefforts of the cast of 80, the pit, the tech crew, the choreographers, the stage crew, 

and a team of Himalayan Sherpas. Also deserving of high praise is Ryan Dunn, voted MVP by the 

cast two years running. 
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BBQClub 
Zen and Art of the Barbeque Club 

The smell of the ribs Is in the at. The grill is singling. Old and new friends are shooting the 

breeze, the Ultimate Frisbee Club is on the field, and teachers are playing bocce. The late day sun 

is warm and everyone is ready to chow down. The fire of the BBO Club has been lit. This club 

brings the school community together on Skillings field and everyone is welcomed. It is a club 

that is an oasis for kids and teachers; a place to connect in an uncomplicated way, around food, 

on a field, on a spring day. It's a way to congregate, watch the Sachems battle in their lacrosee 

and baseball games, and simply relax. Later this spring, I will hand off the official charcoal torch 

to my vice president, Anthony Rentas. Then he will be the chief cook and you will be the dish 

washer. I know that he can handle the heat and keep the club cool in its third successful year. 

-Patrick Howley 



MCI at Winchester High School is a forum in which students can be exposed to the different 

cultures in their own school and also teach about their own unique culture or experiences. Advised 

by Mr. Burke and Mr. Kurhajetg, MCI has been a continuing success at the high school and grows 

more instrumental each year. Most of its members have been coming since freshman year, but the 

group continues to welcome new faces at each meeting. In the past we have hosted cultural work¬ 

shops, gone to exhibits and most importantly facilitated thorough discussions and debates on the 

status of cultural importance in the world, in the United States, and in Winchester. This year, in 

cooperation with the Social Studies Department, MCI was instrumental in organising WHS’s first 

ever Civil Rights Day. On Civil Rights day, during each student's history block, kids participated in 

workshops, exercises and discussions focused on a variety of different social problems or concerns. 

As the end of the year approached, the MCI group puts together the traditional Multi-Cultural 

Dinner during which each student shares a part of their cultural cuisine with the other members 

of the group. All throughout the year MCI welcomes students and challenges them, students go to 

MCI because they seek diversity and knowledge about what else is out there beyond Winchester and 

what is familiar to them. Anyone who seeks to enrich their high school years will beneft tremen¬ 

dously from this unique club. 



JSA 
Junior Statesmen of America chapter at Winchester High School was started just three years 

ago and it has grown every year since. Every Wednesday students meet to participate in planned 

debates, impromptu speeches;, and thoughtful talks. This year, popular debate topics have included 

"resolved, that the liberals and liberal social programs are responsible for the decline of traditional 

American values” and "resolved, that public schools be prohibited from presenting a positive view of 

homosexuality”. These debates are always fun as students fully participate in the process with re¬ 

spect and maturity. Such a stimulating environment provides ample opportunity for growth of one's 

views and the amelioration of one’s oratory. In addition to these weekly meetings at Winchester 

High School, JSA members attend a myriad of state and regional conventions throughout the course 

of the year. In October and again in April, JSA puts on regional conventions at local colleges. This 

year, fall regional was at Harvard University and spring regional took place at Emerson College. In 

addition, JSA hosts three larger conventions each year-one in Danvers, Massachusetts in November, 

one in Washington, D.C in February, and one in Stamford, Connecticut in April. Here students get 

to debate a wider array of topics in a larger and more diverse atmosphere. This year, WHS brought 

six students to Fall State and to Winter Congress and nine students to Spring State. We have had 

an exciting year and we look forward to many more in the future. 



Excel 
Students 

Rami All 

Chris Brophy 

Jared Callen 

Laura Carey 

John Connolly 

Sara Gigli 

Jahmal Haney 

Ronny Maggio 

Nate Martin 

Advisors 

Dan Markomtg "Marko” 

Jill Persichetii "P” 

Carolyn Pratt "Intern ” 

Danielle Provengano 

Jared Staffier 

Miguel Tirado 

Rachel Troisi 

Nicole Vanyo 
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Drama 
A framed British aristocrat shoves four large muffins into his mouth as a drunken servant collapses 

onto the couch. An adorable, innocent girl in love creates a marriage in her head, while a seductive 

snobby lady argues over her diary entries. A dashing gentleman confuses a batty old governess. What 

ever-so-fabulously acted event could this be?None other than the Drama clubs daggling production 

of, "The Importance Of Being Earnest”. Under the joint dictatorship of Lyra Brennan and Chris 

Schleicher, more and better Drama Club events have been established this year, including a Spring 

production of, "Arsenic and Old Lace”, quit the poisonous comedy. With the cunning, money-hungry 

treasurer Jason Burke at their side, and the steady, shoe-extraordinaire secretary Sara Hirschfeld 

constantly soothing faculty advisor Trade Evrigenis, a recipe for success has been made. The hard 

work and pep of the bustier-wearing, spandex-sporting Vice President Stephanie Walker was also 

vital. Whether it be practicing through the chaos of the Brennan household, adopting freshman to 

the thespian lifestyle, or coveting the mascot "Blu-man ” jj a terrierJ, the leaders of Drama Club have 

lost sleep jj andsanityj to make this year a wildly fun and lucrative learning experience. The seniors 

graduating this year leave behind great memories of unforgettable friendships, mind boggling sets, 

and exciting shows. 
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Spectrum 
Spectrum is the Gay Straight Alliance here at WHS. The members of this club are 

commited to creating a safe place for all students in the school regardless of sexual 

identity. The group meets about every other week to discuss issues surrounding GLBT 

youth, and to plan upcoming events. Our goal is to encourage people to keep them minds 

open. Spectrum participates in two national events each year, to raise awareness about 

the prejudices that GLBT youth face in their daily lives. National Coming Out Day is a 

day to show pride for your own sexual orientation. The National Day of Silence is when 

students across the country stay silent to echo silence forced on the oppressed members of 

the homosexual community. These events seem to receive large amounts of interest and 

respect here at WHS, which we are very grateful for. Overall, Spectrum is an entirely 

accepting group where no discussion is taboo, and one can meet new and interesting people 

with something to say. 
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SOS/SADD 
The members of SOS/SADD found themselves confronted with an issue from the very beginning 

of the year: student interest in the club had more than doubled, but funds were low. After rais¬ 

ing several hundred dollars from parental donations at Open House, the students, led by faculty 

advisers Dan Markowitz and Faye Kurnick, were ready to plan what would become SOS/SADD’s 

busiest year. They began by holding a Stress Management Fair for juniors, in which students were 

able to attend workshops on yoga, nutrition, hypnotism, or massage. This program, though very 

popular with the students, cjuickly drained what funds had been raised. The EnKa Committee came 

to the rescue by graciously donating $1000. With this money, the students put together several 

more programs, including their annual Depression Workshop and a sexual health day. In April, 

they stunned the school by selecting some forty-eight students to have their faces painted blue and to 

remain silent throughout the day. Each student represented one adolescent who would statistically 

be killed by drunk driving incidents over the course of vacation. They followed up this program with 

a presentation called Sean SSBetsie, in which the mother of a teenager killed by drunk driving spoke 

to seniors. The year proved to be a resounding success for the students of SOS/SADD. The leader¬ 

ship of co-presidents Katie Pennachio, Kristina anucci, Joe Vitti, and Livia Venegiano was vital, and 
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Outing Club 
Last year’s Outing Club was unprecedented in its membership and level of activity. Thanhs to the 

combination of exciting weather, enthusiastic members, and the continued leadership of Paul Masi, 

this year has more than lived up to that standard. With a wide variety of trips spanning a broad 

range of activities and skill levels, the Outing Club has continued to provide outdoor recreation 

opportunities for experienced and inexperienced members alike. The club started off the year with 

rock climbing trips to both the Medford fells and the Quincy cfuarries, giving new climbers a chance 

to learn important skills and challenging even the most seasoned Outing Club veterans. This winter 

proved to be a good one for the Outing Club. While Winchester lay paralysed under two feet of 

snow, intrepid Outing Club members took advantage of the excellent snowshoeing conditions in the 

fells. And while fellow high school students despaired in the snow-filled weeks and months 

that followed, Outing Club members enjoyed one of the best cross-country skiing years in recent 

memory. A successful downhill skiing trip rounded out the winter season. But the year is far from 

over for the Outing Club. Coming into the spring, it hopes to run trips ranging in nature from 

climbing to hiking and even kayaking. 
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Italian Club 
The American media has an enormous influence on people’s perceptions, stereotypes and 

prejudices. With the impact of The Godfather, Good fellas, "The Sopranos” and countless other 

stereotypical movies and television shows, it is commonly thought that to be a successful Italian 

means to be involved in organised crime. The Winchester High School Italian Club was created to 

confront these stereotypes and replace them with facts, culture and successes of Italians and 

ItaliamAmericans. ”11 Circolo Italiano di Winchester High School”, was founded this year by 

Jessica Frattaroli and is advised byJill Persichetti. Not only does the club help to fight stereotypes 

many students have about Italian-Americans, but members sample Italian cuisine and study 

Italian culture. We have begun to study those Italians who break stereotypes- from the Roman 

orator Cicero to former Massachusetts Governor John Volpe, a life long resident of Winchester. 

The Winchester High School Italian club serves as a forum to voice opinions and frustrations, 

but it is also a testament to what faith, persistence and hard work can accomplish. 
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Literary Mag 
You may have seen our posters around school soliciting you to "submit. ’’Maybe you obeyed and 

maybe you didn’t, but the empty pages of our Soul, Winchester High School’s literary magagine, 

were filled nonetheless. At Soul, we support the writers, photographers, and artists of Winchester 

High school, and strive to foster growth and exploration in the creative fields. For those of you 

who did submit, we commend your talent and bravery. Be it prose or poetry, ink or photography, 

we know how hard it is to hand your work over to someone else. As editors, we work ttelessly 

to make sure that you are comfortable submitting to us, and that your work is faithfully 

displayed. But, alas, were not perfect, and the occasional misspelled name or typo do slip by us. 

We apologise if you were a victim of these pesky errors, but beg you all to remember that 

we are only a couple of students working on a magagine just stepping from its infancy. This 

publication means a lot to us, and we will continue to improve it, promoting your work with 

innovation and respect. As we say in Soul, "Fall rock our editorial world. ” 

Thank you to Mr. Miles, for your patience and assistance! 

fa-." 
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Harvard Model Congress 200^ marked the fifth and, arguably, best year in which WHS students were 

able to participate in a nation-wide mock Congress. Eighteen WHS students attended the conference, 

which was held in March at Boston’s elegant Sheraton Hotel. Over fifteen hundred high school stu¬ 

dents from across the country congregated in Boston to discuss and debate many of the same hot issues 

that are debated in actual US Senate and House of Representatives sessions. The students attended 

meetings with their respective committees and met with other students to draft bills that addressed 

issues involving topics, such as government surveillance, narcotics, and education. The students spent 

their free time dining at Boston’s Hnest restaurants and shopping along prestigious Newbury Street. 

Although the meetings were designed to address serious issues, this did not stop the delegatesfrom 

occasionally injecting some humor into the proceedings by inviting speakers such as Bill Clinton or Ui’s 

Bono, or even engaging in debate over the constitutionality of the chatperson 5 attire. After a weekend 

of intellectual bonding, the Harvard Model Congress group left Boston with a newfound respect for 

the United States Congress and an increased desire to become more active participants in 

the politics of our country. 
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Space Monk 
We are the experimental primates shot into orbit in the name of science. We circle your cruel\ 

fragile world in tin can satellites; gaging at the Earth; looking at you looking at us looking at 

you. When your civilisation collapses, we shall return to this rock’s surface and rule in your 

stead, whipping the backs of your descendants and throwing our plastic discuses, amongst 

other things. Only the head of a forgotten monument protruding from the sand will remind 

the universe and Charlton Heston of your species’ existence. We run, jump, and 

throw Erisbees like mad. But only for a short period of time, then we sit down and catch our 

breath. We are the Space Monkeys, hear us jabber and/or squawk. We may not be 

organised; we may not be funded or supported by the school at all; we may not have a faculty 

advisor; we may not even be in shape, but that’s cool, we don t sweat it. Want to join 

the Space Monkeys? We know you do! Well what are you waiting for?Just come on down, 

we be playing disk every day in fall and spring, rain or shine. We know you ’re jealous 

of the prehensile tails. 



Stampede 
WHS Seep /Hip Hop Team 

2004-2005 was another eventful year for Stampede. Captains, choreographers and team-mates 

worked exceptionally hard to make it all happen. The fall season recruiting fAnd those huge 

footprint posters that took over the halls ~j had an exceptional turnout, which included several new 

members, most of whom had never stepped before. Though it took a lot of drive endurance and 

patience for all involved to put together a whole routine while training the new members, thanks to 

some hot choreography props Mandi Ohanna and VitaJ some last minute replacements [Thanks 

J-Baby and Elite J, AMASSING costumes f You ’re the best Adeebaj and pre-rally late night practice 

jjThanks Mr. and Mrs. HinchiJ. The vast majority held strong and the fall pep rally performance 

was a huge hit. Those who made it to the stage for this performance deserve the biggest congratg. 

The post rally party was a bittersweet time, as it meant the goodbye for several of the members who 

would be doing other winter sports. The team continues to meet outside of school, just for fun, and 

looks forward to a fresh start next year. 



Red & Black 
Despite such setbacks as the loss of their beloved "smells like cat pee" couch and the record-setting 

breakdown of two computers and a printer, the staff of the Red Sd Black has managed to unite 

to put out nine editions this year, including the much-desired and fabled Senior Edition. Under 

the commandeering leadership of AdmtalJulia Schilling and her newborn daughter Nora, the 

Red Sd Black’s official mascot, the staff sprung into action at the year’s start to provide the 

student body with information on current events, arts and sports, as well as subtle socialist 

propaganda. Editor-In-Chief Joe Vitti and Business Manager Christina Grassi took the helm with 

the aid of newcomersJenna Weiner, Sara Hirschfeld, Alissa Cooper, Alex Kowalski, Dave Stein, 

and Caroline Turner, in addition to a large core of staff writers, committed to capturing the 

very essence of life at WHS and processing it into that gross newsprint stuff that turns your 

hands black. After many a long night spent in the Red SdBlack room with no company but the 

creepy yearbook editors, the staff somehow managed to retain sufficient sanity to put out a 

top-cjuality publication and retain a reputation that will live for years to come. 

harvard 
BWTEltSTr 
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The 2004-200q school year began with an unprecedented project to welcome freshmen, known 

officially as Peer Alliance Link, or PAL Class boundaries were transcended through unique 

community-building events designed to unite the student body and promote positive changes to the 

High School. Upperclassmen will remember being partnered with three freshmen proteges. The teens 

became "pals” to each other and instructed the rookies about high school life. No one will forget the 

vivid green T-shirts that upperclassmen sported while they conducted tours, met with freshmen PALs, 

and offered help and a smile to any student who needed directions or had questions. The "Landscape 

Day” community building event served as another important outlet for the PAL program. The day’s 

activities included bringing upperclassmen and freshmen together to beautify the school, getting to know 

each other, addressing important school issues and brainstorming solutions, qoo freshmen and their So 

upperclassmen mentors got down on their hands and knees to begin a new landscaping renovation of 

the high school’s back courtyard. The incoming freshman class adopted this area which had been sadly 

neglected in the past. Seniors leave their freshmen PALs to continue turning a plethora of weeds into a 

manicured haven to enjoy lunch, relax, and host a multitude of class social events. The newly formed 

organisation has already made a dynamic impact on student life, and will continue to do so long after 
g T I T' 1 T 7' 1 r 1 .1 ... 
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The JigsawJunkies had yet another successful, yet gruelling season. The year started off with train- 

ing at summer camp, where fiesty young pugglers were puggled by some of the world’s most famous 

pugglers, including Morty VanHooperschmidt,Janet"TheJig’Jostenberger, and many others.Jen 

Katg secured the autograph of the ippq World Champion, Bjorn Yngve Ambrosius. She reported, 

"He was dreamy. ” Although the team was cjuite starstruck, they united and put the pieces together 

for a successful year. The first major convention of the season brought the team together as they 

traveled to Cairo, Eygpt for an intense competition. Dan Wu left the convention with these words, 

"I waspuggled. That’s all. Simplypuggled!” AdvisorJillPersichetd commented, "These kids are 

doing puggles I didn ’t even attempt until I was well into my twenties. They give new meaning to 

my life. ” The team really heated things up at the annual contest at Woburn which, after a five hour 

bout, finally ended on BA to G-6, one battleship. Few people will never fail to not forget the "Milton- 

Bradley’’ incident of 2004. After a questionable call by the volunteer official, both teams, being equally 

and unjusdfibly outraged, protested. Mayhem ensued. Pugglepieces were everywhere. Deren Guler 

suffered minor injuries, but was seen working on a q,000 piece the next day. TheJigsawJunkies 

aren’t just about self-indulgent puggle solving. The team spent much of their time volunteering at 

local schools, encouraging young students to "put the pieces together’’ and to dedicate their lives to the 

mundane an underappreciated task of solving trivial puggles. 
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ingiish/ESL 

ROISIN O BRIEN 

TRACIE EVRIGENIS 

KATIE HILLSTROM BRODIE MILES 

JUDITH HESSION 

LAUREN MARSH 

GERRY SKINDER SUSAN SWAN JOHN WADDELL JENNIFER ZEUU GLORIA DOVE 
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WILLIAM ALTMAN 

LORIN MALONEY MARGARET HARVEY CHRISTOPHER KURHAJETZ BARBARA LETTERIE JOSEPH CANTILLON 

THOMAS WALSH LAWRENCE RINALDI ELIZABETH PORTER JANET NEEDHAM EMILY MOUTZOUROS 



Science 

MICHELLE WHITE JO AHH STAITI TRACY REGAN LAURENCE SMITH 

ELISARETH ANGUS 

CLAUDIA CARRAL WILLIAM CHASE JODI CHIPMAN PETER FRANCIOSI 



BARBARA LARAMIE PETER LEOFANTI AMY DONOVAN 
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IllS§ -ici Foreign Language 

roseann innes FRAN IANOUETTE EILEEN MILNER MAUREEN PALMA ANNA TIRONE 

ELVIRA RORSARI RORERT GRANVILLE WILLIAM ALTMAN 
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Special Education 
◄ 

PATRICIA CRONIN LEANDRA ELION SUSAN RROOKS 

DANIEL MARKOWITZ HARRY MCCRENSKY 

JOHN PIRANI CAROLYN PRATT mlM REID 

JEN FILLINGAME JAMES GOODWIN 

JILL O’BRIEN 

HHB 
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Computers and 
Technology 

RONALD D’ADDARIO CHARLES KACAMBURAS JOHN FOSCO DONALD KOZAK 









GERALD CHAPMAN SUSAN MOCHRIE OFFICER DAN PERENICK 



SUSAN BROOKS 

JILL PERSICHETTI 

Student Support Staff 



Nurse and Office Staff 

JOANNE DOHERTY SUSAN FLOOD RUBA GNANARATNAM MIA GUSTIN SUSAN MOYNIHAN 



JOE O BRIEN 

Custodial Staff 
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PHILLIP DOUCEnE CHARLIE UZOTTE BOB REARDON 

MICHAEL DINANNO 

TOM YUSKUS 

PETER ANTONUCCIO 
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FaCs/PE/Health 



ROSIE HEALY 

Food Services 
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Oktoberfest 
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So random! 

Do you get it? 
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Rachel Arria Ashley Aiken 

Maria Athanassiu Paul Austin 

Rachel Bandi Ingrid Becker Paul Bedward 
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104 • Seniors 



Anna Brennan 

David Bigelow 

lH® 

Martha Bilicki Kailene Bernard 

Vincient Booker Marissa Bottaro 

. 

Lyra Brennan Allison Brown Brian Brophy 
Seniors *105 



Joseph Bryan 

Jason Burke 

Erika Cassino 

Theresa Buonopane 

Kristina Burke 

Krysten Cefalo 

Joshua Burdick 

Katrina Cardoso 

Samantha Chin 
106 • Seniors 



Stephanie Chin Marissa Cohler Elizabeth Conlon 

John Connolly Katherine Connolly David Conway 

Michael DeRosa Danielle Diamond Emily Covino 

lISl 

Seniors *107 



Erik Dieter Ara Diloyan Stephen Donnelly 

Matthew Dooley Samantha Doucette 

Jeremy Dunn 
108 • Seniors 

Eric Duzan Joseph Eccleston 



Sarah Eisenmann Jeffrey Elefante Dylan Ewing 

Courtney Fallon Andrew Fatato Paul Fay 

Nicholas Ferraina Joshua Feblowitz Jennifer Fenton 
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Seniors *109 
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Nicholas Gagalis Evan Galante Leah Gallagher 

Michael Foley 

Jessica Frattaroli 

Ben Fichera Meagan Foley 

Diana Fowle Mark Freedman 

110 • Seniors 



Joseph Gaudet Beth Gould Joseph Geannaris 

Scott Grady Jr Jacquelyn Graham Maggie Granfield 

Manon Guillermin Michelle Hall Deren Guler 
Seniors • 111 



Tess Halperin Nicholas Havas Rebecca Heinold 

life 

Brittany Henry Amanda Hinchey Stephen Hingston 

Sara Hirschfeld Katie Holleran Jacob Hochberg 
112 • Seniors 



Jason Hoover Laurel Hosmer Patrick Howley 

Kellie Johnson Paul Jonak Jeffrey Hyde 

Erin Julian Jennifer Katz Julia Kaufman 

Seniors *113 



Randolph Kazazian IV 

Sean Keffer-Fries 

Jillian Kinton 

Emily Keefe Jennifer Keating 

Hilary Kent Alicia Kinton 

Benjamin Kounaves Heuna Ku 
114 • Seniors 



Anna Laurila Justin Laliberte Rebecca Larson 

Caitlin Leonard Eugene Leonard Natalie Lin 

Caroline Lombardi Jonathan Lord Matthew Little 
Seniors *115 



Megan MacCaughey Kathryn Loubsky Jacob Mabior 

Scott MacKenzie David Macklin Jr Charles MacLeod 

Michael Maggio Ronald Maggio Jr Emma Mahon 
116 • Seniors 



Joseph Martignetti Nathan Martin 

Jennifer McArdle Sean McGrath Jonathan McMurry 

Ansen Malanakarot 

Glenn Marmon 

Claire Mahoney Alex Mandeville 

Seniors *117 



Zack McWade Sean McSweeney Amanda McPhee 

Christopher Murphy M.Ezideen Nadar James Morin 

If n 
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Leah Nakamoto Natassa Negron Thomas Nolan 
118 • Seniors 



Scott Osborne 

Patrick O'Brien 

Shant Orchanian 

Christine Norberg Barbara O'Connell 

Andrew Olson 

Michael Palumbo Melissa Panniello Kathleen Papetti 

Seniors • 119 



Francois Ranoux Anders Rathlev Paul Richard 

Andrea Richmond 
120 • Seniors 

Mou Riiny Rachel Robich 
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Scott Peterson Jason Pratt Adeeba Rana 



Marco Rodrigues Austin Rogers Benjamin Rolfs 

Michael Romeo Brian Roy Andrew Sack 

Tina Sajonian Timothy Sack 
Seniors • 121 



Christopher Schleicher Kristin Savino Francis Sempel 

Coryn Severino Jiayu Shao Jessica Signor 

Iain Smith Moris Sosa Stephen Sreter 
122 • Seniors 



Jared Staffier Luke Stevens Julian Stone-Kronberg 

Laura Swearingen Bethany Studer Emily Sullivan 

Peter Tambone Michelle Tavener Marianna Terzakis 

Seniors • 123 



Travis Tremblay Quinn Tian 

Dayna Trocki 

Kelly Torlone 

Rachel Troisi Caley Turney 

Nicole Vanyo Sarah Vosnak Stephanie Walker 
124 • Seniors 



Xinyu Wang Jenna Weiner Dan Wu 

Rachel Zauderer 

Not Pictured 
Rachel Anglin 

Liana Araujo-Lane 

Peter Attardo 
Tristan Castrichini 

Nicole D'Arco 
Adam Fahim 

Lawrence Gee 
Taylor Hoffman 

Carlos Nai 

Joey Yang 

Sam Zegas 

Thomas Youmans 

Rami Ali 
Seniors *125 
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Khastter Abrcu 

Robert Batson 

Michael Bouboulis 

Victoria Bratt 

Mark Annese Robert Barber Sean Austin 

Gregory Belmonte Ross Bergen Leanne Bertochi 

Michael Bowler Kristi Bowser John Bradley 

Caitlin Brett Thomas Brewster Alexander Brooks 

Courtney Bryan Jared Callen Alexander Campbell 

130 • Juniors 



Pete Campbell Laura Carey 

Rebecca Carter Anna Cheimets 

Christina Cianciarulo 

Amorettc Colby 

Sarah Cleary 

Anna Collins 

Patricia Connelly Paige Connolly 

Brendan Carroll Robert Carson 

Michael Chiuccariello 

Cameron Coady 

Ariel Ciampa 

Casey Cokkinias 

Michael Collins Laura Colt 

Alissa Cooper William Corcoran 

Juniors *131 



Elizabeth Coughlan Melissa Crowley Sheridan Cullune Jennifer Cutler 

Jay D’Abbraccio Philippe Dangerville Maureen Davis Patrick Dawley 

Tanya Detnasi lan Denhardt Nicholas Destefano Marco Dicarlo 

Krpysptof Diduch MaciejDiduch Sarah Donnelly Caiclin Drew 

Casey Dupuis Jessica Eaton Linnea Edstrom Katharina Eidmann 

132 • Juniors 



Nathaniel French 

Kaitlin Fitzpatrick 

Elipabeth Galvin Louis Gambardella 

Elizabeth Encarnacao 

Jaccjueline Ferrick 

Chana Foley 

Brian Gaither 

Benjamin Ganp 

Kirill Evseev 

Adam Fiorcnpa 

Neil Foley 

Nicole Galimi 

Maryalice Gill 

Juniors *133 



Christina Grassi Lori Gordon Elizabeth Gilli: 

Kevin Hall Sean Hanlon Kathryn Haley Logan Greiner 

Samuel Hartnett Abigail Hearl Fay Hardy Shannon Harvey 

Kathryn Hollabaugh George Hrisulev Cody Hudson Alyssa Iuliano 

Lou Lou Johnson ShelleyJohnston Julia Kane Elene Kasseris 

134 • Juniors 



Jeffrey Ready Peter Kasseris Siobhan Kennedy knna 

Robert Khajavi Sean Killeffcr Patrick Kimmett Nicholas Roup 

iaooL 

Angele Labastide Alexander Kowalski Brenton Rraemer Kevin Lannan 

Jeffrey Leland William Leathers Daniel Lattangi Alexandra Lannon 

Phillip Lyons Katev Lynch Edward Imomis Erik Lindberg 

Juniors *135 



Claire Marian Paula Marino Julia Marder Agnes Maes 

Nicole Marquis Alexandra McCarthy Benjamin Masi Dina Massery 

Kelly McKeown Ryan McHugh Thomas McNamara Clancy Meagher 

Daniel Medwar Michele Mill Martina Mirabella 

Alexander Mitropoubs Danielle Monteiro Michael Monteiro Ryan Montgomery 

136 • Juniors 



Michael Morrison Catherine Mulhern Caleigh Moran 

Michael Murray Kristina Nardone 

John Noble iamm 

Connor 0 Bricn Devon 0 Connell 

Henry Neels 

Mark Oliver 

William 0 Connell 

Claire Murphy 

Gabriel Negron 

Katherine Ou 

Kristin 0 Connor 

Elizabeth 0 Donnell Francis 0 Loughlin Robert Pace Maxwell Papas 

Juniors • 137 



Valerie Paraiso Jessica Parsons 

Margaret Peplowski 

Kara Pilotte 

Paul Perry 

Matthew Pisani 

Annie Phan 

Ia£2. 

John Prokos 

Lauren Randall Saku Rautiainen Keith Redwine 

Anthony Rentas Ryan Riedl Matthew Richard 

Kavita Patel 
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Kathryn Pennachio 

Kristin Pielech 

Katrina Quick 

Paul Rohichaud 

Olivia Reeve 

138 • Juniors 



Samuel Robinson Emma Rolfs John Rowland 

Alicia Sacramone Meredith Ryan TuliSaha Elena Samochvalov 

Christopher Scanlon Darnel Scopton Erica Scheer Andrea Savino 

Christopher Seward Aliana Serra David Seaver 'erstrom r 

Knsten Shea SheetalShah Anna Shafiro Samuel Seymour 

Juniors • 139 



Daniel Sheehan 

Sarada Sivaraman 

Jeremiah Sheehan 

David Snebold 

Allison Sheridan 

David Stein Thomas Stirling Sara Stockwood Laura Stone 

Heather Teahan tamm 

Katrina Timlin Jason Troisi Lauren Tuccelli Shane Tullv 

140 • Juniors 



Daniel Wang David Whitney lenna 

I ^ 

Jacquelyn Wilson Nicole Wolfe Tyler Wood Joseph Zampitella 

I 

Not Photographed 

Zachary Kenney 

Juniors • 141 







Richard Amice 

MatiopAyuel 

Derek Barauskas 

Michael Armstrong 

Katherine Bailey 

Hannah Arwe 

Shawn Baker 

Alia Asiaban 

Jennifer Bandi 

Jessica Bardi James Barrett Maura Bastarachc 

Timothy Bercochi Gampaolo Bianconi Mariko Blakely 

144 • Sophomores 



Margot Boyer-Dry 

Kathleen Burke 

Andrew Carr 

Jonathan Celona 

Meghan Cleary 

Timothy Bradley 

Will Burstein 

Erin Carter 

Jessica Cepeda 

Mike Cleary 

Anya Bottaro 

Ariel Callen 

Andrew Celentano 

Kelvin Chen 

John Bryan 

Brittany Cain 

Thomas Casserly 

Divya Chacko 

Thomas Cleary 

David Buonopane 

Sophomores • 145 



Justin Cohler Kcil Coit 

Genevieve Colton Michael Cnboy 

Phillip Deng Steven DeRosa 

Samuel Crey Nigel Crocombe 

— 

, 

... , 

Eric DiMare Lisa DiTuIlio 

Bn'anna Colby 

Daniel Cnway Darcy Corcoran 

Rachel Collins 

Colin Currie John Delegas 

Peter DiCarlo 

Devm Dobbins-McCarth y 

Courtney Dillon 

Martin Donahue 

> 

146 • Sophomores 



Christine Donnelly 

Casey Economo 

Ryan Dunn 

Samantha Engle 

Lauren Fallon Daniel Feblowitg 

Victor Eiorentini Alexandra Fenerhs 

Robin Donovan 

Chengcheng Feng 

Rebekah Epstein 

Scott Ebbott 

Laila Ewing 

Anne Faber 

Maria D Amico 

■■ 

Megan Driscoll 

Kara Dunlea\y 

Stephen Feigenbaum 

Kevin Flannery 

Sophomores • 147 



Brian Foley 

Alice Frenkel John Frongillo III 

Paul Foley 

Jennifer Fry gel Anthony Fucdllo 

Dennis Gallagher Courtney Gallaher Teresa Galli Kimberly Garlow 

Michelle Garnache Nathan George Herve Gerard Sara Gigli 

Alexander Giller Nicole Giuliano Alexander Goldbcn Bianca Giggi 

148 • Sophomores 



Anna Goodman 

Caiclin Grelotti 

Matthew Haffenreffer 

Meghan Grant 

Alexandra Haberstroh 

Benjamin Gould 

Nils Guillermin 

Jahmal Haney 

Jesse Holland 

Hannah Griesinger 

William Htschfeld 

Brett Henrikson 

Mark Hokans 

James Henry 

James Hollahaugh 

Patrick Hingston 

William Ha lb rooks 

Nicholas Hawksworth 

Sarah Gcodell 

Jordan Greiner 

—— 

Sophomores *149 



Katharine Holland Lillian Holland Alexander Holmes Miles Howard 

Ramsay Kamal 

ElijaimanJr 

Benjamin Katz; 

AudreyJoy AlexJacobson 

Olga Karlinskaya Laura Kaufman 

— 
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Aista Kaglauskas Sarah Kennedy Amy Kent 

Sarah Kounavcs Emma Krane Mark Krikorian William Lakricg 

150 • Sophomores 
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Kristen Lee A llison Lange 

Chong Lh m Shayna Liu 

Charles Margossian 

Samuel McElhinney 

Kyle MacLeod 

Allison Maguire 

Reid McCarthy 

Kristen Leathers 

Thomas Maggio 

Daniel McHugh 

Sophie Maes 

— 

Adam Mandeville 

Monica McCue 

Eleanor McIntyre 

Sophomores *151 

Nicholas Maggio 

Kaitlyn McDonald 

Sally Levinson 

. 

Ryan Marc 

II 



Clara McLmden 

m 

William Morgan 

Elizabeth McNamara 

Kara Migausky 

Sarah Merenda 

Silpa Mohapatra 

Lara Mcrullo 

Benjamin Moran 

-- 
1111 

Raymond Murano 

Christopher Michiengi 

Marv Miller 
y 

Alexandra Mitukiewicg 

Alden Morse Daniel Mulcare 

Karl Miller Haylev Miller 

Jonathan Myers Gregory Nash Veronica Natale Manuel Navedo 

152 • Sophomores 



Alexander Norregaard 

Christopher Nicastro 

Katherine 0 Donnell 

Matthew Polianites 

Kelli Peterson 

Christopher Negron Christopher Neighbours 

Michael Pidacks 

Sarah Ricci Katherine Rice 

Alexandra Nigro 

Sarah Pongratg 

Daniel Purchia 

Cristina Richard 

Sophomores • 153 

Tiffany Phan 

Emily Potter 

Nathaniel Quinn 

Danielle Provengano 

Nathaniel Nocera 

.— 

m 

Lauren Primerano 

II 



Samantha Ruminski Gregory Richmond Renee Riva 

Rajan Santhamoorthy Christopher Schluter Matthew Sands Katherine Russian 

Geneva Schneider Rebecca Seferian Taylor Shean 

1 

lik 

Paul Serrano 

Anthony Shimmel Taichi Shinohara Mitsutoshi Shirasaki Brittany Smith 

Danny Sosa John Staffier 

154 • Sophomores 



Miles Stanley Rebecca Steinhauer Kyle Stevenson Timothy Straub 

Tessa Strelow Kimberly Suvak Diana Stroud Brook Swanson 

■—?? 

Samuel Sgabo Sarah Swymer Margaret Swanton 

Ronald Tirella Katherine Tinmouth Haley Thompson Sarah Tavares 

Michael Travaline Phuong Tran Melissa Tower Christian Tirey 

Sophomores *155 



Katherine Van Adgin Caroline Turner Tracv Troisi Corey Travers 

. 

William Walker Martha Vosnak Mika VanOpdorp Brendan Vogt 

Brian Wells Nicolas White Peter Wild Da\id White 

Colin William: Eric WilstermanJr Anna Zink Mason Yang 

Not Photographed 

Thomas Barton 

Edward Fleckenstein 

Paul Pickering 

Matthew Trahan 

John Valone 

Peter Zink 

156 • Sophomores 
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Suzanne Achorn Michael Adehnan Nicole Aldo Julie Aliberti 

SbaifeBiifet 

Hiroe Almedom-DeWaal Ross Anar do Eric Austin \enstem 

— 

Keren Avnery Danielle Bastarache John Bejakian Robert Bellotti 

Christopher Bellows Kimberly Bergen Edward Berberian Christopher Bernard 

Georgios Boubouhs Rebecca Bratt Aisling Brennan Cory Brett 

160 • Freshman 



Nora Brouder 

Alexander Burka 

Benjamin Burchfiel Steven Burgess 

Franklin Burkey 

Stephanie Brown 

Matthew Butp 

Freshman • 161 



Francesca Buxton 

Brian Qstrichini 

John Kevin Conneely 

Devin Ciampa 

Priscilla Cosgrove 

Brian Campbell 

Diane Cataldo 

Shane Connolly 

David Craven 

Christa Campob, asso 

Jinjian Chen 

Susan Colt 

Kevin Constantine 

Max Chou 

Su panne Casey 

Alyssa Conley 

Deena Corany 

Stephen Creanc Nicole Cronin 

162 • Freshman 



Kristen Crown 

John Delurey 

Christopher DiCecca 

Kasey Donahue 

William Crowley 

Cory Degnen 

Natale DeMarcoJr 

Bailey DiOrio 

Theodore Donaldson 

Jamie Culhane 

Ross Degnen 

Martin Demasco 

Thomas Doerr 

Karen Donovan 

S'Vi-r. 

AnujDang 

Tucker Delaney-Winn 

Ouentin Deriot 

Garrett Doherty 

Mark Dooley 
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Bethany Durden Patrick Doyle Scott Duran 

Madeline Eiler John Erikson Justin D Abbraccio 

Kathryn Eeldman Aaron Fatato Emma Eavorito 

Emily Fleming Lauren Foley vnseca 

Catherine Eritg Megan Frit3 Kristen Gagalis 

Ryan Fitgpatrick 

Brittany Durden 

Megan Fallon 

Carol Eraser 

Matthew Gaither 
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Christina Galante 

Joseph Gehrig 

Christopher Gramlich 

Natalie Gyory 

Anthony Gambardella 

Akvile Girdauskaite 

Timothy Gianelli 

Alexander Greaves 

Marcus Garcia 

Leo Goodman 

Eugene Gilbert 

Vincent Guido 

Charles Hale 

Richard Gatelv 

Kellyanne Gill 

Brian Gctsell 

Yikun Guo 

MacKengie Halev 
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Emily Hayward 

Ian Holdstock 

Victoria Hinchey 

Brandon Holladay 

Nicholas Hubbard Franklin Huntington 

Ryan Ingala 

Hitoe Hayasaka 

Brooke Hirschfeld 

Anouck Horsten 

Matthew Hurley 

MarcJabre 

Michael Iantosca 

Elizabeth Jaiman 

-_S. 

Joshua Harris Stephen Harris Yoshie Hayasaka 

Dmitriy Ioselevich 

Eric Hochberg 

John Hosmer IV 
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Daniel Keefe 

Cameron Kennedy 

Hilary Krutt 

JillJulian 

Courtney Keffer-Fries 

Dane Kenney 

Alycia Krystofolski 

Grace Lannon Trevor Larson 

MichaelJumper 

Henry Kellogg 

Alison Kent 

Evan LaLiberte 

Fiona Laugharn 

Kimberly Keating 

JKew'on 

Kelsey Kinton 

Katherine Lauretano 
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Michael Leavitt Bridget Leahy Steven Lauterwasser 

Matthew Lindmark Melissa Lin Mary Leo 

Jaccjueline Lionetta Alyssa Lombard Laura Loewy 

Brendan Lucas Katherine MacDonald 
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Craig Magangini Namika Maki Andrea Malanakarot 

Kevin Ling 

Timothy Lee 
/ 

Cory Maclnnes 

Michael Lopeg 

—-- 

Meghan Malia 
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Katharine Manko Brian McArdlc Gina Marrocco Monte Marrocco 

Jessica McBeck Stephanie McCartney Elizabeth McCreless 'orv McGowan 

Michael McHugh Danielle McKenney Molly McKeown Kaitlin McHugh 

— " . 

Maxwell Meehan Brian Medwar son McWade Connor McNamara 

Madeline Merenda Molli Mercer Michelle Melkisetian Anna Meiler 
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Gabriele Mcsici 

Michael Moran 

Brittany Mills 

Elizabeth Morin 

Julia Mulhern 

Jenna Murphyjudelson 

Kimberly Mullane 

Da\id Mofford 

Michael Morreale 

Rosina Mummolo 

Nur Nadar 

Rebecca Newhouse Therese Nicholson Andrew Novicki 

Carly Moran 

Matthew Morrison 

Ian New 

Meagan Nypaver 
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Christine Ockerblocm Alexander Ogier Matthew Olsen Andrew Ohnigian 

Chelsea Osborne Daniel 0 Connell Erika Olson Charlotte Page 

— 

Christina Pappas Andrew Parsons lessica 

Stephen Pidacks William Pavlenkov Daniel Pennachio 

Susan Randolph Karsten Rathlev Alexander Powell Aaron Pivo 

Freshman *171 



Brendan Riley Vidyachal Ravindra Lauren Regan Lauren Rice 

Suzanne Robichaud Alexandra Rinn Brian a Rodrigues lanme 

Michael Rctondi Catherine Rowland Brittany Rubbico Edward Ryan 

Anthony Sabatino Timothy Sabbag David Samek Bernard Sanchez 

Stephen Scharf Molly Schleicher Gina Scioli Matthew Scott 
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Jacqueline Sharp 

Meenakshi Sivaraman 

Alexa Stern 

Emma Spencer 

Ariel Seligman 

Brendan Sheehan 

Clare Slaughter 

Ethan Setnik 

Michael Sheridan 

Matthew Smith 

Megan Sullivan Michael Suriel-Shcmari 

Jacob Shade 

Leslie Signor 

Eric Spang 

Peter Stein 

Courtney Tavener 
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Julia Thomarn ’one Tedesco Andrew Teahan lames 

Danielle Trakimas Madeline Timlin Miguel Tirado 

Kyla Tucci Alexander Tremallo Michelle Troisi 

Alex Vaskin Max Veggeberg 

Kirk Vitello Bayleigh Von Schneider Michael Walters laune 

174 • Freshman 



Karl Wang 

Brian White 

Elizabeth Wilsterman 

JoonasZager 

Andrew Zani 

Alexander Wankowicg 

Lucy Wild 

Michael Wolbrom 

MikkoZager 

Lacisha Went 

Krista Woodward 

RiikkaZager 

Laura Westover 

Ryan Williamson 

Caroline Wooten 

Lauren Zamierowski 

Not Photographed 

Daniel Healey 
Anothony Martignetti 

Freshman *175 
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U Tt+\)OK ^ THERFFqRT 

A A 

fe+K * 
To my doodles: Thank you for all the hours of amusement. 
vl+D: It’s been crazy, you’ll miss the singing. Thanks. MC: 
Dh, I LOVE JAZZ, your room will smell like that forever. DG: 
-OVAH, footloose, I v driving w/ you/ Turkish puzzles/hotdogs/ 
3urritos. JILLY:stop using that reverse psychology, its mean. 
I.Keat: the OC/englishHW rocks my world. I v colin. SZ: Ahh, 
^an I call to gossip, come over and watch movies anytime. IB: 
A/ait, who am I talking to? LB: I’m accidentally falling in love with 
i'ou. JS: I have to go soon..1 hour later...J.Katz: Im always so 
jnthusiastic when I talk to you. JW: Oh, say Bahaha, it means 
nore. CS: I love being awkward with you. JK: we make the best 
sandwiches. LS: You make me less stressed.ES:AII snowflakes 
ire diff...MG:Learn to speak American.JB: best math partner ever 
^Stop calling me cute.TS (the fake laugh you love)AR:ya put the 
boom boom into myheart.. SM: Cant help it, I love to hug. 

,<S: Snap, revolution. By the way, I v eighties pop. 

ffauq <\fv\ fTrS 
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Ronny Maggio 
Senior Blurbage 

High school has been fun; it has given me an 
experience of a lifetime. I have met great people 

such as the Joes. Nate, Eugene, My girlfriend, 
met some incredible teachers and experienced 
great relationships with them. I can only hope 
that everyone can stay in touch. Hopefully college 
will be just as fun as high school, if its not then 
so be it. I had a great 4 years at WHS. I met the 

best person I could have ever wanted to, my 
girlfriend Heather. I love you © Times have come 
and gone, some good, some bad, the rest is history. 
Everyone be safe and keep in touch. 
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“See you and me have a better time than most can dream of" -DMB 

Jenny- We’ve had so many good times from elementary school to now Sleeping in the snow 

on a Monday night, chiilin in your attic, putting your laundry basket to good use, playing 

DDR, Britney Spears, making friends at kiss concert, underground rap, and hiding in a closet, 
whaa Sam- you’ve been such a good friend to me smee we met and realized we were the 

only two Hanson fans left on the planet. Glue guns, NH, watching elf over and over again I 

couldn’t ask for any more m a friend Maggie- JV hockey, munchkins and bagels, that crazy 

game ending fight I know you had my back, senior year is crazy. Keadv- my favorite junior, 
Shirley temples all around at the 9s, Thursdays at Slobs, Spanish 1, and kissing through a 

window. Hanging out at the playground, layin low (hats down) and my favorite activity is 

still standing between you and miller. Corvn- hockey has been awesome, JV players for life 

or at least 4 years of high school. Bash sisters, Mr. Robinson, munchkins, trampoline and 

soccer mom water cooler, THE SHED, manipulating the guy at the gas station. Paige- the 

99, our double date, late night voyages across town, skipping practice for breakfast. Outward 

Bound, friends in your basement. Pisam-varsitv cooking, thanks for not making me touch the 

gross chicken, giggle giggle mumble mumble. Folev- Foter, wingersheek beach, yelling at 

each other online, our top to Hampton I’ll never forget when you got into the mini fridge 

bebes- good times, last day of school sophmore year Crazy. Francois- soccer ball. I’m going 

to be your super fan in the spring Brook- Spanish, but who would have guessed? Cam- 

Spanish All-Star Deam Team, we’ll get it together someday Ashley;_good times at 

swimming, I will miss our motivational speeches Vince- so glad to have you as a friend for 

the last four years Swimming girls- awesome season I love you all and good luck next year, 

gat- my homeboy, example one of why I love you- you founded the BBQ club, no more 

examples needed Han. Sarah. Renee -swimming and hockey, love it. You guys are 

awesome. Joe- my locker buddy and favorite white trash trucker Class of2006- peace out, 

hold things down next year, and good luck! -Andrea Richmond 

a 
a 
0 

All the people are so happy now, their heads are caving in. 

I'm glad they are a snowman with protective rubber skin. 

But every little thing's a domino that falls on different dots. 

■A*/!- And crashes into everything that tries to make it stop. 

^\~./k../j\And the mirror, it reflects a tiny dancing skeleton, 

# j «|t'' Surrounded by a fleshy overcoat and swaddled in. 

Av/y^A furry hat, elastic mask, a pair of shiny marble dice. 

S°me people call them snake-eyes, but to me 

they look like mice. 

Every time you read this quote another child is born in India. 
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THANK YOU ALL MY TEACHERS AND MY 
FRIENDS AT WINCHESTER HIGH FOR YOUR 
ENCOURAGEMENT. YOU ALL TRY HARD TO 
SHARE WITH ME AT ANY CORNER THAT I 
HAVE A PROBLEM IN. MOU RIINY 

Kristina Burke 
“/ live for the nights I cant remember with the friends I'll never forget" 

LitMes/JKC-Boniiite, bebo, glaice, 311, warped tour, john mayer, tailgating, the cape-the 4th of 
July Mel, UNH, Sox game/parade, wobum -garage, halloween, blueberry hill, the beach, 

dinners, Jezz's NH house, my pool, china mamma, freak-a-leak, dadalinga, slow motion for 
f me/you/them/us, kowloons, bagel land- “salt+pepper?”, surpnsing medford, Aruba will never be 
the same I love you girts Kelly-“what did you say?" oopsss, ASSUMPTION, “mike, wanna play 

dahts?", Altman dance, the handle dance, fat ballet partners, “it’s something I can 
predict. "Claire-your boat, your house in the summer-cleaning/dancing to grace’s cd, hawaiian 
night, braveheart takes place in Scotland, the sandman in the closet in NH, fun times at your 

house Fallon-vanhoo snafu, winterfresh, your notorious night at zach's, inspector gadget dance, 
lana’s letter to bntney, your freshman “get together", jimmychanga Jessica-jezz, aziggazow mon 
non, whereee, taking care of you at Steve's- the bread/face cloth, i hate mayo, your glaice dance, 
NH house. Jarrje-the movie stanng your forearm, trashing the NH room w/ claire, evan the shoe, 
newbury pizza, your cape house- spencer, the baby dance at UNH Coryn-com muraco, muule, 
jetting stuck in the tree, your pool, mcdonalds runs, “this I can't help this ”, NH Leah-campinq in 

your yard, prank calls, zygote, kish/cookie, good times at your house Jenn-sox game at your 
house, math Meg-math,ceVs apartment, nsync concert hahaElizastones on our 

runs Caroi “thing y",bobo Krysten-kwisten Anders-hey there you 
are MikemaiiBellottiCampbe!IJeffMacklin-fun times over the years Dayna-muraco. cake 

tradition Ashley-wednesdavs Steph-ice cube dance Britt-champion arm shake Meq-vou’re not 
going to college Mark-markv. kdoe, the bam Danny-peanuts tibbs, ciggs are kew, 

pappa's.Loui£good times "tiiinnaa’.Loulou+Sarah-you guys rule, have fun next year, zero- 
zero Field hockey 04-FYV sleepover, good luck in 05, i love you girls Laura- thank you for all 
you have taught me Morm-Les-thank you for everything you have done for me.'l love you more 
than all the stars in the sky" you are the best Good luck to everyone next year “So before we 

end and begin again, let's dnnk a toast to how it’s been " 

“Sometimes I wish they’d ask for my wisdom 
more often - there are so many things I 
could tell them; things I wish they could 

change. But they don’t want change. Life 

here is so orderly, so predictable - so 

painless. It’s what they’ve chosen.” 

Lois Lowry 
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|X lookvnq fowiard \z> 

\Ytore of <X 

<§>pe.ak, your lips ar£ /r££. 
§pjz.ak, it is your own tongue.. 
<§>piz.&k, it is your own body. 

<§>p£ak, your li/e- is still yours. 

§pe-ak, this brie-/ hour is long enough 

©e-/ore- th£ death of body and tongue-: 
<f>peak, 'cause- the- truth is not de-ad ye-t, 
§pe-ak, speak, whatever you must speak. 

-fate flhme-d fate 

C3 fld££ba os 

Corvn Severing “I go back to watchin' summer fade to fall, Growin' up too fast and I do recall, Wishing time 
would stop right in it's tracks "Leah- No matter how much we fight we'll always be best friends. Red Sox game, my 

Dirthday, the Easter sleepover, the notebook, my ugly doll, the beach, Sarasota, your house, Busted!, After the pep 

rally junior year .haha, My best memories are with you, Love you Leel! Kry*ten-One of my best friends! Gladys & 

Judith, hot sauce in your eye, letting me drive in the flats, ice cream at the beach, kitchen sink? That night was crazy, "I 

stole his Hawaiian shirt*. Kristina- Friends since kindergarten, I couldn't have done it without you. Dream phone at my 

house, the slippers Grammy made you haha, Chinese food in the middle of the night getting stuck in the tree at 

Muraco, you falling off the pool ladder, Scream in New Hampshire, our trips to Newburyport, dance parties, your Cape 

house, so much fun at field hockey, "gimme back my shoeeeel", remember how I peed my pants when you got pulled 

up to Varsity? Love you Weens! Kelly- Hotel Buckminster, "And I was like Emilioooooo", my formal greetings every 

time I call your house, I still can't figure out that ab machine, never forget physics, beach chairs, "Do not clap back!", 

Vftjafd you just say!?!", and thanks for teaching me how to dance.. Melissa- Balloons, Marc's tattoo, Fire & Ice, "my 

gitf, bagel land, ecsema? Haha Love you Melonl LouLou-Great times at your house- fh sleepover in particular, the 

Orford bump, Halloween- you made a great fire fighter, skipping class for Bill&Bob's milkshakes, the banquet speech 

that made me cry- Keep WHS cool, come and visit me a lot nex yeari Sarah- Our heart Id heart chats on the way to 

the quick mart, cowgirl, remember when I put on the unicorn costume? How about the bracelet you made yourself at 

Papa Ginos? WHS won't be too much fun without us next year, so come see me a lot Dre- My bash sister 4 years on jv 

ice hockey. Mr. Robinson, Hotel Buckminster, "uhh I think you just ran a red light", munchkins, remember when I 

thought I broke your car? Soccer mom thermos, the night on your trampoline! Crazy times. Mike- the hat you found in 

DC, One of my best friends, thanks for everything! We have quite the history, as far back as 8”’ grade. Don't forget 

me.. Danny- Daniel! Chem where we first met sorry about the violence that night haha, sculpture class, don't forget 

the guided meditation I taught you at your retreat! Remember the little wrestling match we had at Anders'? China- 

Soccerball-1 can't believe the plan didn't work! Lou-gym class, I'll never forget the night you knocked the glass over 

and soaked me. Mags- hockey, that early morning in the summer. Maria-My favorite jv player. 2004 Varsity Field 

Hockey Girts- White water rafting, Whitehouses, Joe, bowling, the orange thing LouLou stole, Thriller, my Spanish 

cooking video, the Sleepover, and last but not even close to least.the Hematoma!! Love you girls, I had the time of my 

life. Dad and Mom- Thank you both for all of your support. I'm sorry for giving you so much trouble at times, but I like 

to keep it interesting for you guys. Love you so much! I couldn't have done it without you. Krista- You know you're my 

best friend, and my favorite sister. Thanks for everything, Love you. “It’s something unpredictable, but in the end 
its right, I hope you had the time of your life" 
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Katie Papetti AF 
I can’t believe we made it! Never forget you guys! Sophomore year at Billies 
house, never forget the loyal crew., “hows the doghouse?” the cult. 7-11 trips, 
beverly. almost getting killed junior year, “quick put on the b-spears!” 
Erika-e-r-ika,almost dieing at Good Harbor, babysitting, “I think they’re 
taping us” Erin-Markos office, don’t you like my haircut? Crusin with the 
top down in 30-degree weather. Abbey, Danielle, and Julie- Mondays and 
Wednesdays, Hugfest, party up your senior year! McFoodles-lunch, Subway 
runs, BC football game. Rachel Z~crazy study halls! Waddells class, weve 
had so much fun! Rachel R-from being the good girls in chorus to the good 
charlotte concert, the best princess we know! Ben~so many dances and 
memories with you, going to temple.did you have to leave us! Natawa—my 
siemies twin! Friendlys, sleepovers, soccer games, BC football game.our 
dance, Scooby Doo, I’m going to work at Jiffy Lube! Eric- Always there for 
me, and to help me when im confused, thanks for sticking by me! Kelly- 
shorty and kam, nicole and pans, NH, bumper boys, your the only one who 
knows everything about me, love you cuz! Meggie-best sister ever! “can we 
talk now?” shopping trips, our hott bunk beds. Dont know what ill do with a 
new roommate next year. I love you so much! Joey-Thanks for looking ouf 
for me, especially freshman year! Always taking me out with your friends and 
making me feel welcome, love you! Mom and Dad- Thanks for all the 
support, i know it wasn’t the easiest! I love you guys so much! 
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I go home to the coast. A Fish Pwns 
It starts to rain. I paddle out on the water 
Alone. 
Taste the salt and taste the pain; 
I'm not thinking of you again. 
Summer dies and swells rise. 
The sun goes down in my eyes. 
See this rolling wave. 
Darkly coming to take me 
Home. 
And I've never been so alone. 
And I've never been so alive. 

--Third.Eye Blind 

QT. EN. IS. JFY. AD. XtyJB. MA. MT. AAR. NG. and TD (PIP) 
HI Varsity Sailing, Co-Captain - Sail Fast, Live Slow 

"Every new beginning comes from some other beginnings end"Randy- 
You've been with me through think and thin,you have truly been my best 
friend for all these years.Cape "our prom" fireplace,tuna super melt, 
week of randoou,Tm a llama!",sailing,Mr. Cheeks,B Miles, R.I.P. 
Oldsmobile good timesJon-Sailino w/ the captain, $23 for what?, where 
did that dollar end up?, 5 movies until 7 AM all nighter - How many times 
did we watch this?,poker nights,chips glasses,"I'm a good pitcher",locker 
boxinglfiatassa-puerty,cheesecake factory,"I have that same 
jacket!",I'm lost w/o vouBecca-Girls nights,frenchy,nights w/ the girls 
and boys,kayaking,Mackenzie,teamwork on the poker nights,OC partyt 
Caat-Smilev.davs and nights on the beach w/ the girls,you called 
Dieter?,I know I'm bad luck,Texas "can't" hold'em, KELBASIJenny-Girls 
and boys nights,attic,getting "us" together,OC party,Mr. Bryant,da f 
gigolos - it's not the spelling,it's a state of mindAra-don't wink at me, 
"Stop...pajama time","So, what, what have you guys been talking about 
for the past 45 minutesLaurel-you've taught me a lot in the years I've 
known you and I thank you for all the help you have ever given meMike- 
Mikey what can I say? We go way back kid "oelomap"Chris - sleepovers, 
scrabbleHonorable mentions: Trish - cooking and B miles wow your 
going to miss me,pick a number 1-4..FIVE! iRachel Z -I'd say it but they 
would blur it out anyway you know, draddlePan-Italian buddy, rebel. 
Thank you I'll miss you all -Sarah Vosnak 
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Hello. There are too many cool people out there for me to 

identify individually. I give you all my sincerest thanks for o.' 
making life interesting, and wish you well in whatever you H 
choose to do with your lives. And now for some quote; 

Cw- 

“Great men are they who see that spiritual is stronger than 

any material force, that thoughts rule the world.” 

-Ralph Waldo Emerson 

“Understanding is joyous.” 7" 

-Carl Sagan c 
“Don't clap for destroying America. This place is as good ■s 
as you want to make it.” £ 
-Frank Zappa £ 
“The life which is unexamined is not worth living.” 

-Plato < 
5 

“If rationality were the criterion for things being allowed to X 

exist, the world would be one gigantic field of soya beans!” < 
c 

-Tom Stoppard © 

-Samontho Doucette— To All Mv Friends: I lore you so much. Thank you for 

giving me so many omozing and unforgettable memories and being there for me 

over the past few years. Jenny: I can't even explain how much our friendship 

means to me. Don't forget we will always have our little haven in the woods... 

Jesus Comp? Creative excuses, Crazy nights, mimp, number one soccer ball dote. 

Dre: mmm wait... there is just way too much to say! I wouldn't trade our friendship 

far anything! Thanks for always being there! Concerts, summers by the pool and the 

beach, NH, trips to the malls and the night we just chilled on kitchen floor, working 

wonders with a glue gun and even o spotulo. Rachel: So many good times this past 

summer! Don't worry I can drive, Becca: Sushi nights... Where did that bus come 

from? Sexy belly Covino: you're amazing thanks for the talks. Joe: Truth or Dare? 

Ansen: can I borrow your homework in college? Tim: you stole my seat Michelle: 

Getting lost going to Watertown was by for the funniest night ever! Field Hockey 

Bids: keep it up! You girls ore omazing you'll alwoys have a special place in my 

heart. Mishc movie nights, all the projects... there finally over! Trish: Have an 

awesome senior year! Don't party too much! Jess: I miss you like crazy Larissa: 

Thanks for helping me get through high school and alwoys knowing whot to soy to 

cheer me up. Mom and Dad: Thonk you for all that you've done for me. I couldn’t 

hove done it without you. "Being grown up isn't half as fun as growing up. These 

are the best days of our lives." Good luck Class of2005! 

To *11 VW p«f|t I Me 
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-Sara- 

* good friends are (My stars - You can’t always see 
them, But you know they're always there. ” 

*You only Gve once, hut if you worhjt right, once is 
enough.” 

*goodCuet^Class of2005* 

Mom, (Dad (Bilfy «£ <Brooh$ - 
Yhanhjyoufor everything, 

I Cove you. 

To all of my friends: Thanks a lot. Maria- Greece, late night Uno 
games, running in the Greek sun, Olympics, West Side Story, so many 
great memories, thanks for being a great friend Michelle-spring track 
great fun. Good Luck with Field Hockey. Rachel R- Spanish, it was 
all fun. Rachel A. Spanish, Math good memories. Jess S - Math, 
English, Econ- good times had in all. Keil- study hall was fun Hey 
Katrina- “you missed”. To all my X-C people, Kristen, Alison, 
Emma, K.T., Caroline, Tissy, Tessa, German, Halei, Kathleen, 
Becca Lizzie, Hitoe, Erica and everyone else have fun next year. I 
will be back. Sinfonietta- It was a lot of fun this year. Margo and 
Mulhern- sorry about leaving band lol. To my family I love you all: 
Jon- Thanks for being a great role model. Best of Luck in the Future. 
Jenny- My Amazing race Buddy. It is going to happen. I will Miss you 
next year. Take care of yourself. Abby- have fim in eight grade. I will 
miss you next year. Mom- thanks for all you have done. Dad- thanks 
for the help. I could not have done it without you guys. Sophie- You 
are too cute. 

Rachel Bandi 

To: Emily, Jenna, Julia, and Natalie- 

Thanks for all the times we laughed so 
hard we cried and for all the times we 

cried so hard we laughed. 

Love Always: Saj 

PS: Hopefully soon we can get some 
frozen yogurt, 

or perhaps a whole meal of food. 
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Chris Schleicher 

"When your house has 
quite disappeared, you 
mustn’t complain. You still 
have all that snow to do 
with what you like." 

- Eeyore 

"I think it was John Lennon who said: "Life is what happens when 

you're making other plans," and that's how I feel... Although he also 

said: "I am the Walrus I am the eggman" so I don't know what to 

believe." - “The Office” 

Emily Keefe 
Mom and Dad I love you both so much and don’t fear,I will always 
come home.Thank you for giving me such a wonderful life.I love 
you.Danno EscucharPYou have no idea how much I love you and 
how amazing it is to have you for a brother. I wouldn’t have it any 
other way.I love you, B.StephYou can always make me laugh and 
yon can always de-stress me when I’m going crazy .We pinpoint so 
well.I love you. BeanRemember girls’ night whenever you’re 
sad.Show yourself off to the world, you deserve it.You are amazing 
and I love you.TachHow could I ever forget girls’ nightPYou are the 
funniest person I know, you just get lt.JoeWhere will we be without 
team mojoPPauIWe’ve been through our stuff and you wear the most 
hideous hats I have ever seen, but you are still so 
cooLLaurenSamBad Wedding Dancers for life.Mandel’ve always 
thought you are so talented.Dirty P’s proved it to the woricLYou 

really were there for me no matter whatjakel won’t make the ugly 
face when I say this: show people what I know about you, you are 
going to do great things. I love you.StephBeanThree’s a crowd? Not 
with us! I love and need you both more than you know. Friends I love 

so many of you and there are memories I have that you don’t even 
know exist.Thank you so much and I hope you all find happiness. 

*Mo act of Kindness, no matter how small, is ever wasted* 
To everyone who was always there. Thanx© 

Hilary- hunchback, creepy, ilimatic, Q.0TD dancing, 
Ireland, landscaping, “the bet”. WeVe had some crazy 
times! Than* for being there, xoxo Kristin- Wbat is 
there not to sayi E BIock Girls, car troubles, vision, 
“the other bet”, We go to weird places* £tay Safe 
Always, xoxo Ttieresa- Special driving lessons. Tbanx 
for being my special buddy.© ‘Rachel- Wb° Knows 
whats gonna happen on our random nights! 
Erin- duKe Jared-M the ilimatic staff’ 
The Fam-“One person caring about another represents 
life's greatest value.” 
Tripod- Ratty, Maggie, * Susie always © 

-Anna Brennan 

Katie Connolly - 

Meg-my best friend I don’t know what I would have 

done without you, there is too much to say 1 cant wait 

until we are mooksie and kooksie. Krys-cef, c.food, 

glaice, and a few model pics, Carol-lombo, 

lomchops, and weawy funny times, Martha-mabs, 

mart, marty we have soccer always, crossed eyes, and 

a nervous stomach, Sara-fenwick, fun, all the 

common sense in the world, Meg M-soccer mom, 

superstar, a trampoline for you hair to get ripped out, 
Ebails-true teamate, best sleepover, Mary, Heath, 

Siob, Nardone, loves you guys have fun next year! 

Norbs-ill call you, Jack-a ride? Soccer girls-1 love 

you all good luck next year! Continue the OC parties. 

Tory-nobody skinnier, Liv-my fav munchkin, PT& 

Scott the perfect duo. KS&KC(auto), KC a broken 
finger? BH, AJ, SS, JG, DM, JK and everyone else! 

Mom, Dad, Paul, Kristen, & Rory-1 love you guys!! 
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To be or not to be, that is the question... 
What a piece of work is man! 
My words fly up, my thoughts remain below 
You are a fishmonger 
Frailty, thy name is woman! 
Get thee to a nunnery 
To tell my story... 

A)ii*on E. Brown 
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= Emily Sullivan = 
Nat Nat- you have been such a great friend to me. So many great 
memories with you: Florida, the mannies, talks with Julia about 
flappies, the Nai Nai incident, your prom date, being supportive of my 
obsessions... I have had so much fun with you; you will always be my 
Biggie Shorty. Julia- you are crazy, and I love you. A few things never 
to be forgotten: Angus and the Family, blaming mom for the cookies, 
tb, breaking my mom’s car, trying to scare people in FL- you are 
awesome. Jessica- hating on my truck (joke), open ends, Fran, 
Chinese food when I’m home alone: I’m so glad I met you! Jenna- you 
are my idol. Being religious, the ‘‘e word”—cause it’s hard for some 
people, having your boyfriend hit me with a pool stick, movie nights 
that just never happened, your family wanting to adopt me- you’re the 
greatest. Tina- “Hallo, Andreas Pizza", working with Justin, the hairball 
(by the way—not normal), “umm excuse me do you have umm a 
cousin?” Keep on truckin. Beth- always remember that like 
snowflakes, we are all different. Cait- my new pal. Dogs for lunch at 
Leah’s, and hating the woods, apg. Its been fun- good luck! 
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Staph Walker 
"I’ve got friends in low places..' elects&co. thanks tor everything, I love you guys 

Jackie- aka gramin, where to begin? giggle noodles, back yard soccer, dancing 
around my kitchen to bob martey, colleen who? lemonade stand, lawson pride, 

seriously shut up, country baby. DpO; pre-school till now, yo dayna. wanna skip 
d block, cause I heard my partner in crime in school, hot y guy, racket ball room 

stretching in the mall, wanna go on an adventure? Britt- you ready 8, my lax 

partner, intro to G.brooks, ur dog speaks English, missy, recruit, couldn’t open the 

window, tender age of 15, profile worthy Gurt- cheerleader whattt, ash-bucket, my 
dad paid for our breakfast, the crew, we know all the words to' can i get a’ relationship 

101 Eat was that the mass pike? Ride 'em cowboy night didn’t end till 6am, playing 

video games ahjaurdads for 10 hrs, shaving in the bathroom, concert night, getting 

lost in winchester2*4-2=same numbah. hottie potential Nortov always fun at61 baby 

keep the kitchen clean,SODP, Ann impressions, reading emails, ill bring the $5 tomr 
The guvs- Cack- soccerball date, dance partner, quick back massage, wicked wet. 

Andcrt- sup babe? math buddies, yourbasement, sorry about your steps,love it babe 

Chip- chlpa palumba, don’t sign off without saying bye, we always fight, we re weird, 

love the truck. Mike R have you seen shanade o’connor? What comes after L? watch 
out it’s the QB. Marco- lab partner,ill be your tutor, no more rumors Evan- take those tony 

notes, missy, chicken coup Jeff- mangled. Best dressed, 7th grade was fun Mark- bk 

MjfegJl -yo man, the nfl no way'mike maij-trtck or treat keep all your tins.CambellHvde 
MicWin- goodtimes. Jr boys- Cure- good job w/ don.Love your house, boomshakalaka 

dannytogchunkmark/oioecam.- keep it going Fallon- track cpt, sweedish soccer* lax 
love you girts, mum&dad- I’ll be leaving soon, don’t worry1 love you Jins- why maine? 
3hrs, c’monlwfll-1 broke them in for you, be good! 

C. Norberg— Girls and boys, so much has been done and there is not enough 
room to relive it all but.. .To the elects just know I love u all so much, you’re all 
such great friends!( Gurt: wcc swim team, breaking into your house, remember 
that 2 am phone call?Dayna: weekend fights, looking on my fridge, relationship 
oounciling, we’re trouble together. Jackie: I love boys, a little bit of cranberry 
juke, .always fun at 61 F.mma: founder of the elects, your basement, aim mahon 
creeping, my mom’s fur coats.Britfcbest dates ever, we’re going out, standard 
lifestyles.Steph:swalkaa. dude we’re not going to your house,maybe someday 
I’ll appreciate countryIThe bovs:vou guys are all awesome and you know who 
you are, it has been so much fun with all of you, and I wouldn’t change a thing. 
Thank you so much!! Jeff Pantss. locker buddies, I think you walked in on me, 
soccerball date, don’t forget I still owe you a late night ride home.Caclnao:! 
love u and your laugh, soccerball junior year. Anders: Annass, yooo babe, “she 
sells seashells”Mags: can’t change the past, but I’ll always be here for you, 
friends till the endKellv: peaches on my rug, your awesome.Claire: your house, 
my house, the day I died, sharing ridiculous stories, you me and britt.Kristina: 
joey+steve, good times. Fallon: rutti’s.GC our house, our brothers. 
MsikCwtAfaito; I had so much fun with you guys Soccer. Bbafl, Lai: Keep 
the traditions alive, I love all of you and you’re all CUTE! To everyone else: 
sorry if I missed you, it’s so hard to fit everyone but don’t get caught up on the I 
wish, I could have, I should haves or what ifs, because then life isn’t fan 
anymore! PG’s: It’ hasn’t been the same,Great time had by all kids!!! Thanks For 

Everything - NORBS 

Bigs 

Rov: Ball, the Y, Maine Halo, Poker, TRRRAAIIN, tompson Fuzz: 
pretty much the same, skinder Rolfs: lax, shaky shoulders Conwav: 
Quack quack quack mr biznatch Youmans: DUDE! Bedward: you 
are out of control, skinder Joey: good times at the house, “grunges” 
Hyde: science over the years, “ununscundibum”, skinder Rentas: 
‘Tione, science class, XYZ house Francis: “Hey Buddy” Howlev: 
bro’s since preschool, Sox Evan: St. marys, ball, “Schpangus” 
Anders: “does this thing go higher” Sean: schup dude, “Gifford 
pinchot” Doug: “oo the little one” Keadv: “dude”, little guy Meg: 
yeah, sorry about that Britt + Dayna: what does DS mean?? Norbs: 
failing freshman history, “Chrissy Norbangus” Tory: SA????? Alii: 
mission complete LouLou: what is there to say? Lizzy: love you 
always, “grumbling” Steve: YS, young Stephen, hold up the fort, 
don’t let dad kill you Bob: father, thanks for all the basketball help 
and looking out for me Mom: DayDay, tufts, thanks for always 
knowing whats best for me. later 
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JcffElctare 
Seas: Cackmo- It all started at freshman ball. A tandem was born- the best squad ever in you 
know what. Undefeated. The tunnel. Ur hot tub. You live at my bouse. I own u in golf7 
madden. Fishing. Ridiculous times at Westport- fire in the disco Take it easy on my pets 
You steal my words: “wet”. Ur gonna be bananas in college Marco: MROD. “I’m look 
right at its head”. Baghachoo You turn into a gap. The sleepover. Tunnel. You dropped the 
rack. Westport- scan almost hit the rock, good times on the porch, “new dance”. Evan: 
Middle school ball- Yo Martin. First one to Westport- the fox. Popo at my house haha. 
Tunnel. Lunch at glos- the old guys. I am Greg Brady. All our impressions. Movie/ boot 
marathon. 53 pumpkins. Tufts walk. Anders: Rat D O. double G. UR HOUSE. Hey annas? 
Penny- legend. Nice laugh Tunnel Jammin out Yo dougan Westport-1 worked u in tennis 
Wackobell. Mike: ragging on cackmo. neils. Hyde: The flats. Michigan OSU. Giving u rides 
home- hat in on kids “earthly tones” Freedman Ur house- poker/ red sox/ halo Giving u 
advice. Ah G. Italian project. Mangled. Chip: Always down for a cruise. The range 
Dcstefano: Ur house. Superbowl/ Game 4. Only you can match my mixes. Tear it up next 
year. Majj: Lax. Packin bombs Ashley Gurt. Italian- 7a/// Laguna. My walk. We can’t 
burp Britt: G Face/ Turbo BK walk Me running a red. Ace High beams We took diggers 
The culdasack Always my dog. Chrissy: Norbs The Flats Ur house Best soccerball dates 
ever. Get out of my room Jackie: “Wait” Ur hot tub Lulu and Patricia “Don’t let anyone F 
with u”. Steph 7* grade haha That was legit Dayna The Don. Ugghhh 6th grade Ur 
cackle. Cuse is legit Kelly 64 grade Ur pinky Prom? Haha THE EYE You always laugh 
at my jokes You got ink? Lib: “Hop, on...” Where is Mike? The 3 rd floor Tony Tony 
Geoff Westport- room 7. You are such a big part of my high school career It’s been so fun 
hung around you. You’re the sweetest grl 1 know You mean so much to me Have fun next 
year. Bargca and Ray: thanks for showing me the way. Chemk and Hal: Keep the golf 
tradition alive. I« t! Lets get it done this year its gonna be the tune of our lives 
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*~Rachel Arria~* 
' I rue FriendIt are hard In find, difficult In leave, and impossible to forget" 

Dam- My lil’Vix, we have been through so much, and I know that you are the friend that will 

always be here for me, no matter what happens From the Lexington boys, to the Malden 

times, from getting surprised and everything in-between, you have been there 1 VESTA1 Red 

l ights' Boston, occasional “stupid grins” Diamond Find me!' Pool0 Soccerball0? ‘Shopping’ 

80,000) 1/26/02 .less- One thing- distance ain’t an issue1 You truly have been there for me 

since the begging, and will be with me till the end 1 miss you a lot, and can’t wait till summer1 

I .it- My little Scape, we have had a lot of crazy times, at interesting places. “The Strip”, or 

maybe even a parking lot, beefy. Going to Lowell 9 o'clock. Can’t forget our trip to 

Flampton, with RUDY!1 No double cheeseburgers! But, through all our memories, one will 

stick out the best. Spread the Disease1 Tee-TBonz! We have had our ups and downs, but look 

were it has brought us, friends! Crazy tunes with you Say it1" My house, my car, random 

places we’ve been around Sam- You’ve been there since the begging! Thanks for always 

giving me a shoulder, an ear, and your friendship1 Dave- My Punk' We have been through a 

lot, and I hope it will just bring us closer! You are everything that a friend could ask for' 

HillarvAAnna- My new friends' Thanks for always showing me a good time, and taking me 

to crazy places that I didn't know existed’ Field Hockey Girls!- Never thought 1 could have 

so much fun with a group of girls1 Get us some FYV’s, and never forget all the good times we 

spent together1 MomADad-1 know I haven't always been the little princess, but I hope I 

haven’t been to much to handle1 Thank you for all of your love and support, 1 wouldn't have 

been able to become the person 1 am now without it1 I Love You! Dan&Andv- You two are 

better brothers than any little sister could ever ask for, thanks for putting up with me1 I Love 

you two1 
-lo the days nr can remember, and the nights nc can I forget. Thanks for a great four years' 

('ongrats class of2005, we made it" 

Chip Palumbo 

Jimmy- PK, The juice, Lynch days growing up together, alwyas got my 
back, cruises in fne truck, Chatham is the place to be, the Y, BBall 
unstoppalbe 2 on 2force, PS2 gaming, thanks for lending a bed to 
me.Tom- Fun time at your house my 2nd home, sleepover all the time, 
T square, all the trips, your cape house, Mario kart is the best, too 
many times at 8Tart to remember .Anders- A complete non gem, 1 
time tennis state champs, parties in the basement are the best, 
throwingsnowballs at cars, tunnel .Marco- Always down to fire it up 
whenever, Fridays freshman year were fun. Travis- N reading parties, 
bowling allies, Spinny. Mike- Lynch boys, red kitchen, WWF back in 
the day .Evan- A nice one, hanging out in the room and bike path. 
Sean- Cackmo, our plans for anders never really worked out becasue 
one of us is always a humungous ..Scopton- Lax, Angus what you got 
in your mouth.NDestef- Keep it going next year, always fire up, stepit 
up for the raggers.Jeff-Golfingcfays, driving range. Freedman- Halo 
sesh, poker in the basement/ Dayna-the don, Getting caught by your 
parents, long random talks.Ashley-Early starts at your house 
Saturdays .Jackie- Basement Britt- White hen, talks with mom.Emma- 
Pass out freshman year, thanks for the help, when are we gonna start 
car pooling the long rides?Norbs-Going all the way back toTynch, your 
house wasalways tne place to be. Stephanie- Fun times since 6th 
grade.Alicia- one, good times in cape. Mom, Dad, Tryders,Kim-Love 
you all thanks for tne support, and leading me thourhg highschool. 

Nothing that I put into this little box can 
show you guys how much you mean to 
me - you know who you are. You have 
made my life more amazing, exciting, 
and crazy then I ever thought possible. 

You all mean the world to me, and I 
hope we never forget the time we've 
spent together. Don't forget to stay in 

touch! I love you guys so much =P 

<3, Steph Alpert 

“1 guess when it comes down to it, being grownup isn't half as fun as growing 

up.Tbese are the best days of our lives”-The Ataris 
B*s- To Alicia.Eliza,Meg, Jamie, Katie, and Tess. You girls have been the best I’ll nevei 

forget all the times we’ve had together, from our nights out to just chilling at jamies or 
hanging out on megs porch. Dunks runs and Boston trips. To 6AM phone calls KT’can 

you pick me up from0” and the early text messages meg. We’ll always be the only ones 
caught. Elizes hot tub. tanning days at tess’s. Jimmy Buffet nights at puts pool.Coming 

home w/ no shoes and the nights where there just was no coming home magic 

treehouse.tatoo man.5-0.Parkview Teele sq PR.Fri and Sat.To Ralphie who put up with 

us and has only failed a few times cape beach parties, wellsbonfires.rock, gc, whipple, 

tower, no other grade will enjoy those, thanks to us To Sneaking out and getting caught 

Alicia to Italy, Ireland, and childhood memories The door's always open Walks on Well 
beach Jame T4lyf 4eva hot eliza. 9s Red Sox. Pats parade, “and if nothing can be done 

we’ll make the best of what’s around.” I love you all, don’t forget it The Boys-To 

Macklin. Campbell. Majj. Rucki. Bellotti Hyde Howley Mark, loved growing up with 
you guys To paintball guns, bonfires solomissions.str poker kokos to the hookups+the 

parties, macklin you’ll always be “too emotional”, jk and to majj who will forever be 

asking“who wants to go on a walk”, bellotti-perremck? Campbell- night your head got 
shaved.I love you all.Meg M- dennis’s xmas present? jr.boys- your hilarious, hey man 

rage it.have fun next yr Becca- Make the most out of highschool, you only get to live it 
once and remember to stop and say “What the —” once in a while I love you.Mom and 

Dad- The “Bad Child”. Thanks for putting up with me.I’ll miss you and love you always 

Love, Jenn Fenton 

Hilary Kent“A triend is someone who reaches tor your hand, hut touches your heart" 

ANNA-“Virgin for Life”No one could have been a better best friend to me than 

you were since 8,h grade.We had some tough times thru the years, hut I’ll only 

think of the good ones..sharing the locker,crashing the car into the house,pizza 

throwing,crusty bellybutton,awesome trip to Ireland,Maine tripsfbeing stranded, u 

getting pushed out of the boat),all our jobs,our future castleKRlS-“Can you dig 

it?” We’ve been thru it all.I wouldn’t trade our times 2gether for the world.Fun 

times..Katie’s party <Scthe cab,Ladies of E Block in SMP,rhe store almost 

everyday,photo trips,Sebago Lakefgetting pulled over.nite activities<Stswimming) 

TRIPOD FUN-PattyMaggie&.Susie,sleepovers at Kristins, Maine, 

DunkinDonuts,Bickfords,Kenny BCs,Youth Center, Vision..many more to corned 

love you guys!JARED-“Illmatic” We’ve been thru a lot.I kno we’ll keep in 

touch.Good luck next year. Thanx tor all the fun times at Owens houselTEE- 

We’ve had some good clean fun lately.Thanx tor coming to Woburn with me(fun 

stuff).I kno you’ll do great next year.I love you!SAM-I’m so glad 1 got to kno you 

this yr.Thanx for raking us to Amherst. You always kno who to call if you need a 

certain kind of huddylRACHEL-I had fun hanging out with you on those 

random,hard2remember occasions.HEUNA-My one and only French 

buddy.Thanx for waking me up all those fimes!AMY-l love you more than you'll 

ever kno.Be good while I’m gone nextyr.Don’t ever hesitate to call 

me.MOM&DAD-Thanx for helping me thru tough times.You’ve been the most 

wonderful parents anyone could ask ford love you si) much! 
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Marianna Terzakis 
Mariss-Trips down the Cape, to the movies, to the store, horror 
movies at midnight, Franciosi’s class, 6 years and counting. Ally 
counting cars, the mall, Fen Yang, hanging out at the store, love 
ya babe. Deebs-Best friends since 7,h grade. Spanish, The bookrack. 
Tofu chicken nuggets, bowling, you’re part of the fam for life. 
Lizzie-You’re the best, kid. Never change. Call if there’s even 
the hi/itof cheese. Say hi to Frank. AllvBagel. Alex & l.innca 
You’re the greatest. Drama, Alex? Claire-Little sis. Sheetal If I 
pass Physics, it’ll be all your fault. lase-Best friend, best date, best 
Everything. Maraki-Chin up, koukla. There’s greatness in your future. 
PL Alex. Tyler and the original Peutsh Crew-It’s been a 
fantastic 2 years; try not to miss me too much when I’m gone. 
Merry-The head on my shoulders. Thanks for putting up with 
me. I know it hasn’t been easy. Sam-There’s always food in the 
GreCk house, dancer boy. Anna-We’ve gotten really close these 
last few years, and I wouldn’t trade ‘em for the world. Laura Stone - 
You are the best. I love you, and YOU HUGGED BACK. Kathleen 
Sisters. I’m only a phone call away if you ever need anything. 
Bee-Hottest date in the world, my Emily the Strange. You’re the 
greatest, chica and you know it. Katie-Oh Katie, how I adore you. 
You’re the best, ana you’d have better keep in touch. George - 
Photoshop buddy! Thanks for the talks. Elen-The one person who 
knows me better than anyone else in the world. Thank you for everything. 
Ma & Dad-Thank you most of all. I have not been the easiest kid to live 
with, but thank you for supporting me no 
matter what, and loving me so much. 

A friend is someone who knows you and loves you just the same’-anon My Bs you girls couldn i 
have known me better1 I love you all so much1 I will never, ever forge the hilarious times we've 
had'Alicial could not have made it through Jr year without you Mister Smith Brains Buck 
+George forever! I heart randoms1 Chatham Kokonut Harvard JHop Awkward hugs Phenomenal 
dance skills Don’t ever stop eating candy com JamieChyna college search' Miro Lacrosse, 10 at 
night unforgettable nights in your basement Birthdays at the cape I'll never fully accept that you 
are a yr older than all of us Jenn:Lug Always able to make me laugh 10 mn rager Walking to the 
rock Maine NED PJ was so not worth it Newbury 4eva Ultimate girl Lipgloss 
+glitter=amazing T4lyfe Such songwritmg skills I mean seriously guys, the 
B’s "KatieBabyfine The only reason I can deal with chorus Dominican1 Louisito Psucias The 
cape Dis Latemght Can you say male cheerleader? Meg Shemp' Maine Sketchy long 
walks Snowed in first sn ever invented nonna you go girl You're destined for popstardom TessUg 
It seems like it all began in the attic concord first party ever habla espanol Midgets Dominican1 
Lawngnome is creepin That kid was def 13 311 piece Honduras1 Jefferson's hungry+Misiael s 
scamming right now “And if nothing can be done, we make the best of whats around” Carol 
Hewow Umid WIDGETSIfootpnnts Widgets in the gym ceiling III be doing the old man voice for 
the rest of my life Underwater teaparties S S C we re senous about sleeping KrysOur imaginations 
are insane L A!Skinny1 Homeless man flying across street in a wheelchair Baby with agar and 
moustache Driving thru livingroom Idiot boyfriend (I remembered) Jr beefs Conns my #1 
biddayMeg Mdenms MikeSince kindergarten baby 143 parfaits Watch out for the emergency 
break I LOVE mrs Fd Keep up the goldfish supptylSean You owe me' CackLo Study sessions I 
still don't get how you were so good at physics SeanAAndersSoccertoall 04 waat III cut out the 
middles of hotpockets from now on MarkYour basement every weekend soph yr Awkward econ 
lokes You’re "so insensitive’Ewelu LOU&SarahHowah we?BabsonFh baby Brighams is so dirty 
visit me every weekend I will miss you guys so much' I love you1 Emma Spoo Unbeatable 
Combination The price is right Katey :Keep up the French' FH04We had the best board ever, don t 
let anyone tell you otherwise FYV Brian and LaurenHonduras 04!Jefferson is the man Katherine 
You're maniac and I love it. I couldn’t have a better sister Keep mom's wardrobe in 
check Charlesdo your homework and stay cool kid ©WillThanks for all the parties and goofy 
laughs Mew I LOVE YOU GUYS"Mom and Dadl love you so much Thanks for everything ‘Eliza 

Always something to say.CHARLOTTE qui puis-je dire, 15 
annees de ouf, en avant pour 15 de plus! I love you !! Papa 

merci d’avoir tjs eu confiance en moi, t’es le meilleur ; Gg merci 

de m’avoir appris ce ki est important, Marie- Aimee thanks for 

always taking me literally ; Nils, keep on trucking, Matteo, j’ai 
menti il y a pas de loup . . G2K4=> UNBELIEVABLE TIMES ! 

Finally ... To my winchester crew.. thanks for loving and putting 
up with the frenchness, thanks for always spreading the love and 

making these four years very interesting to say the least! “ Des 
feux d'ete je vole aux sombres hivers Des pluies d'automne aux 

etes indiens Terres gelees aux plus arides deserts Je vais je viens, 

ce monde est le mien Je vis de notes et je vis de lumiere Je 
virevolte a vos cris, vos mains La vie m'emporte au creux de 

tous ses mysteres Je vois dans vos yeux mes lendemains 

Tel est mon destin » C D. 

Manon.. . 

2H. BP. IS, AC , C't. XW, ITT. HD. KS. HK.AL, If 2K 
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~Elizabeth *Liz *Conlon~ 
Danielle aka Cali - Gym gossip is the best. But don’t forget Nicky times 

with Nasos! Which leads me to Lexington college parties! Dropping my 

phone in the woods P face P! You’ll forever have shotgun in my car. 

Rachel aka Idaho - We have something very much in common and it has 

something to do with spread the disease? How about going to Lowell and 

. getting caught in the rain? Just follow the U-haul truck home! Remember 

the Panera crave? Better than the “no double cheeseburger!!”Homie Tee - 

It all started from Chem Lab Partners Bill n Bob’s BLT’s man! Too many 

random things homie. Dying your hair that spot is still on the floor! j/k. 

You can’t go into my house without giving Topper a treat, very nice. 

Natassa - Tasher! Valentine’s Day together in Framingham' Thanks for 

staying with me at my empty house! Do you want Nachos? Are you sure7 

Chunktes! Let’s just call him FJ'Katrina aka Hawaii Goodtimes in your 

pool&Hampton beach on my b-dayJess aka Florida - I miss you' Goodtimes 

during the summer.New Years Eve Oh & don’t forget about the first time we 

chilled.. does Twister ring a bell? Mom&Dad - Thank You for being there, 

especially these past four years. These have been the most challenging years 

and you’ve helped me through everything I encountered along the way. Katie 

Big sis! Thank You for all the advice you have given me, it has helped me 

along the way 

~Jenna~ 

Jillenna- “A friend hears the song in my heart and sings it to me when my memory 

fails”... to my best friend, I can’t even list all the amazing times, I will love you 

forever. Emily- you are so wise; you’ve always understood me so well! You are so 

funny/witty, and so kind. We are so holy. Natalie- I’ll miss your snobiness. We 

ruled Woobs, and together we were queen of the courts for so many years. Tina- 
you have always kept me in hysterical laughter. You’ve always been so sweet; keep 

on charming everyone. Julia- you have turned the word Julia into an adjective. So 
many great conversations and memories. Always send me good lyrics. Jessica- 

Never stop being so compassionate and caring, I would be no where without you. 

Beth- you are absolutely ridiculous. You've kept me in hysterics. Being serious 

isn’t worth it. Jen- great stories, you’ve kept me laughing. I’ll miss your tough 

love. Lyra- You are so funny, so strong, and so passionate. Go spread your 

amazing talents, thanks for the memories! Austin- thanks for always listening and 

understanding. Britt- tri-captains. Sick blend. Love you. Caitlin. Marissa, Chris, 

Manon, Meg. Ingrid. Per. Deebs. Vince- love you all. Thanks for the memories. 

Octets- You are all incredible, thank you for your love and friendship. Never forget 

the amazing memories. Keep singing, Jesus Child and Manfred are with you 

always. Tennis- great times. Yay for team bonding. Good luck! Mom+Dad- thanks 

your continual love and support. Michael- work hard, play hard, be good. Kristen- 

I’ll always be there for you. And everything goes with jeans. 

"It's something unpredictable, but in the end it's right. I hope you had the 

time of ycrur Itfe "-Greenday 

~Megan Mact;augne> - 
Krya/Carol- Kerpal. curry, dance parties, ride the porpous. boston nights, signing lambs,Hooters. 

Tennis."So much for my happy ending ’Olive Garden breadsticks. weddings. Arlington, beach days, 
bike rides field hockey, baby pictures, bajjja fresh, three way calls, mall trips, thanks for everything 
ladies. Can't wait for summer vacas in 10 years with the kids!llCait-You are my twin! Nights out with 

the seniors. Piddidle. movie nights, dances, dresses, ceeg, Maine nights, thank you lor everything 
Eliza-Border Cafe dances, fieldhockey,sweatshirt ordeal. Martha-Ginilll, 2nd grade sleep overe. 

mysterious lamps, swimming, nights at the plot, don't venture into the woods without me! i will never 
race you again, sorry for the tac in the stairs' Coryo-summer bbq's, nil trips, pools, pageuts, unicorn, 

mce kongols. Selenas Norbs-Lvnch.dials, sleepovers. bike rides, hygene.Lou Lou- My comicopiaj ate 

to much,keep it up next year, i ll miss our chats.France-Akward Scale. Feminie Hvgene.Dark room 

maddness Siobhan. Ma. Heath- Nights up at the plot, rides home from softball, want to go swimming? 

Biggs Thanks for breaking my head, mealing Meg & CoQoyplot nights movie nights, maggiano s 

Burkie-Beef Stew! Ugh Want to go negative? Superfan? fra not going to college. FfQloflTnps to 

Michael's, candy projects. I'm on top of that. Mikey-Missing money.Wachusett. dances, mishaps at 

the beach, dreamy movies, announcements, six fiags..less-Birthdav cake disastors.de you want your 

magnets back?Tash-Trips up to CiTam.' Do you want the kids menu?**. Softball capts J&£kk-Ughh. 

pleasurable classes, study seshes, lib trips, summer nights.before GraduatioiiHolleran-Selector s 

DisneyTrips mad drama, cheesecake dateslEmiPa-Seperated at Birth?. Gaad. it s me emraa. 

pleasurable classes. Anders-Ughhii Isa.Want to go Negative9 Sarah-Field Hockey, prom & 

Boston''Natalie-Still waiting lor lhat Tennis Match!!! Douce-FH.Chris - 8th grade semi, need more 

ham west side, soup kitchens, karen and jack.Zack- Dreamy dates, nights at Fed s.Dre-Mv dance 

partner pool parties Danny-Feminine Hygene.dark room actionCam-You are like my hide brother, 

babysitting. Korn, too much stress Lynchic Hello poppet, do you want me to go to Starbucks lor you? 

Mike Dreamy Lib Dates Tom-Trip to DC?. HI galvkeep it up. always remember the antics MbBOL 9i 

Dad- Thank you for everything, the support you have given me has been tremendous, love you always., 

still waiting for that horseSarah & Matt- Dun Dim, bojangles. thanks for putting up with me guys! ill 

miss you1 'Den-Mv big fish."Wonderful World* weddings & movie nights, you are ray best friend, 

thank you for everything 
-Well in the end we can all call a friend, well that’s something 1 know as true, And a tty/M&afld 

years and a thou sou d tears. I'U find my onpoai crew- 

★ the wind always be at your back, the sun always upon your face, 
and may the wings of destiny carry you aloft to dance with the stars.”.-:* ★ 

MvBebes: God Only Knows What I’d Be Without You We’ve been thru so much1 Thanks for always 

staying by my side.Troopers4lyf Parkview. Rock.gc.gamin OC.Roadtrips.goodharbor.So much! Bs do it 

better! I love you all more than you'll ever know! Loudbawq. MahNumbaOneB! Cape Q.RunnmgAway 

PRevere OurCrazySummer! thanks for saving me, I love you! Tessv friends since (he beginning.MJ 

Pubie.Ralphie breaks.Fenton: always cheering me uplPenpal.latenites ShoppingB.DDs.BritneyBlasting 

Maine.StalkingLoves.Such good times! Doylie you keep me smilinglHeyMan.JungleJ CoffeeAddict 

Thanks for the advice! Hoesha: hilarious times.nhd LoveLifeChats.superbowl Cape Chatham You're 

the best! Elizee: elijah! HotTubNites.lawngnome Disneylatemte.Demetrio Ace.ho Ruckface: Best friend 

everlExcessivelyLongPhoneConvos.rides.breaks.dunks.elghetto thebaby luther bedtimemagic Detroit 

What Sleepovers.DominicanPnncess PromDate.Domebiddy.No one comes close I love you so much! 

Putty.myLifesaver poolmghts.jimmy.triptoBtown.myopia.Ayo.Pac SendMeOnMyWay.frontstep oneLove 

my sou I mate. Markus: long chats about life, I love you Mike love my rebound boy, thanks for always 

being there for me.CampbellBabv: amazing memories, miss me next yr1 love you HottiBellotti.Mack 

daddy: you’re the best! We've had crazy times, loved growing up w/ you. Thanks for being such 

sweeties! love you! AFatats: thanks for making senior yr bearable Danny,Tommv.Lou,Spanaa.Whit- 

dawQ,Marco,Fun Casey enjoy senior yr, it flies. LoveYouBoys, keep it ragm! SeanA lucky star 

Soccerball’04 Love you! JNoble: glad i got to know you! have fun! Meg: such fun times, love ya hun! 

CaitlinYou’re the best! have a great senior yr1 Nick,Staf.Codv.Billy,Jesse almost family, love my lil 

pimps! Christopher Missed the belligerence, hollamyname! love you! Andrew I missed you so much 

this yr. We had the best summer & crazy times the past 2 yrs. Thanks for being there to listen & make 

me smile. I love you! Always your DAB & little baby TheFam Thanks for loving me despite how hard I 

push you away. You are my everything. I love you! #44. AF, LM: Never forget Always in our hearts & 

prayers, RIP Everyone else, thanks for making my years at WHS amazing1 V Katie Holleran 

_ 
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BETTER DAYZ JUST THINK ABOUT THOSE DAYZ: 
Treen-you stuck up for me when none else would stood by me no ?'s asked you 

without a doubt are the best friend to me no matter what I love yah©U2-homie 
chem. partners oh gosh and bill&bobs the random things I order /yello© Rach-we 

didn’t like each other at first & now I cant say enough nice things I'm glad were 

close we've def made up for lost time© Danl-the getaway car after andrea's 
tumbling classes , red light no you thought it was green©fH!-always laughs never 

dull moments enjoying every min. of the weekend to sleep or not to sleep the 
giggling is endless always©©Anna-your one of my fav peep, not to mention a cool 

cat lol and I know you love your never ending phone displaysQKristin-new frosh is 

what we were and friends hard core I got nuttin but love for you because you are 

vouQErln -oh man can I finish eating first . © 
EJ.Clearv. Galeno.Greelish.-drama drama drama. . but now memories that are 

worth remembering and company I have missed© 
NICKEL B & DAVIE B-mv bro units you have been there through everything thank 

you for loving me no matter what I did you both are my inspiration for making it this 

far for that I don’t even know what to say 
MOM&DAD-time has flew by .. all of those times in the past are gone just look 

forward to the future I LOVE YOU 

<3Tee PS “You have all inspired me in a way that I can only explain as “true 

friends that care’ I love you all for giving my that chance© 
*1 FINALLY AM TOGETHER AND IM FALLING WILL YOU CATCH ME...ukwur* 

Eileen: so MANY drives, lots of ups and downs. “2pac is alive, he’s just in 

Cuba on vacation.” Thanks for my first drivin lesson, thanks for bein there 

wen 1 needed u most. I luv u babe. Liz: Halo! how u doin chica?! gettin lost in 

Framingham(so sketch), weekends @ ur house went the rents were away, our 

“special” dates, many more good times to come! Katie: many drives in “1 

think a 111, white, convertible.” the MANY posters, Scooby Doo, Cincinnati + 

???, bubble + bobble. Sarah: so many good times, not any 1 can mention, but 

u kno wat they are. many good talks, cooking class has been a blast. Try to 

remember that we DON’T have the same bluejacket. Joe: “I can’t feel my 

face” “wud u like me to warm it up for u?” thanks for the many good times. 

Don’t eva change, ur one of a kind dude. Vince: wat can 1 say...ur the best, 

always there wen 1 needed suml to talk to, thanks so much, “so do u wanna 

hook-up, like right now?!” haha Tee: good times wen we played softball, 

good times at sleepovers. thanx 4 neva callin me bac, haha. ur SUCH as 

awesome friend. Becca: lots of good chats in sewin. def ganna miss those 

frosh haha jk Ansen: my lunch buddy! Lunch everyday was chill, lots of 

good talks ganna miss being neighbors. CVS Crew: Tim, Andrew, Erin, 

Steph, Bill, Mel, Caitlin, Nicole, Julie, Pat. many good times talking, tons of 

fun, many rides on the belt, SOO much drama, lots of gossipin,. Its been fun, 

u guys r like my other family. 1 luv u guys and I’m ganna miss u all!! 

TO EVERYONE: 1 luv u guys! Good luck wit watev u do in the future! 
Love Always, Natassa 

Seany-Sunday night ragers, “HelIIIUloo!’'duct tape'n basement 

doors.p Randoo- Lax camp, catfish camp, you are like a brother to 
me. Atlantic City; Tri-state outlaws. Rock On Brother, Rock On u 
Francois- first class tickets to hell together,/, Joe- Pickle Pirates /, 

Luke- “Ihm Blich! Ahhh” Honorable mention /, Tory- Chuck-E- 
Cheese, i Jenny-Snowboarding, Mexico, all that church stuff was 
awesome with you. n Becca- Random late night hikes.w Sarah- ”23 

dollars for what?!” Locker Boxing y Tcast-Fishing, the best prank 
calls ever, and uhh I love your mom v Jim- great times. South Park, 

“its over hymah” “you know you wanted to laugh"o . Manon- late 
night clubbin, alpeneering,g Jen- Poop stories ,/ To The Captain- 1 
love you. You are my rainbow in a hail storm, w ithout you, it would 
have been so hard for me to make it through high school.n GE2K4- I 
love every one of you, that was the most amazing experience of my 
life, nothing could ever come close. Best times ever, a Angus-One 
love- keep on truckin. Love is a two way street... and we tried to take 
the sign off it... Smoke on the Water the accustic version. Shoutout to 
all those people who I forgot, you know who you are. Best Friendage 
with all of you, don’t fade away. Boston you’re my Home. Jlo 
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ijfJV Claire Mahoney - 

^ 4 years, and I can’t believe its ending, but I've had so much fun! 

V ^ Kelton, Jezz, Jamie, Tina(Tuna), Fallon... over the years, our 
Cj memories are so priceless: Stttes. jkc, the cape, 4®* of july, maine, 

K A^nh, my house, camping, concerts-dispatch, 311, warped 
^ N v tourfoops), tom petty, good charlotte, Christmas partes, FaHon's ^ 

rf r * freshman rager, prom, walkie-talkies, driving around, tetlie square ‘ 

■S i ^ i? china mama, the beach, the gumal, my walls, Halloween, surprise 
"3 \\i Medford drop ins, new years eve, Woburn, bo, da da linga, Fallon 

VL i at Dispatch, Jamie freaking out in NH, Tina’s invincibility^ 
S seriously shel fight anyone, Jezz’s awesome dance, Ketty’sl ^ 
^ handle dance and her morning after annoyance, leave my housed 3 

~pr I love all you guys so much. Coryn- Com you were a sexy bunnyt -n 
Leah- ahh camp, spain, you're house, creative comer, fun fun fun.\ ^ ^ 

<y Sara and Lulu- don’t get in any car accidents w/out us around,*' f ^ 
stay crazy. Shout out to the study hal crew. PEACE 1i > 2 

1/ 

*Pat Howley* 
Mark F, Jeff H, James T- 3 best friends I will have to the end. 
Here’s to the years. Anthony R- Bros forever, keep the BBQ club 
alive. Francis S- Make that Dr. Giggle Monster. Brett- you’re a 
perfect sister. Dave M, Pete C, Pete B, Mike M, James R- The 
pest crew in the world. Dave B, Jeremy D- love from the crib, 
fenny M- We will always have snowboarding. Maggie G- Snow 
days and snowboarding, rad. Andrea R- Lab buddies. Meg D- 
You romantic, you. Jenn F, Tess H, Alicia K, Jamie L, Eliza B, 
Katie H- Long time friends. Coryn S- Don’t get drafted. Nick M 
Ride or die. BBQ Club- Respect your new leader. Vince B- The 
art one. Nick D- BING!!! To Anyone I For Got- Stay strong. 

• 4N The 
Undesputed 

VVl 

AU 
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Maggie (Jranfield 
"If you judge people you have no time to love them 

Treen- im so glad we became friends again. From elementary school being 
sisters at the hips through awkward teen years to now! Many fun memories, 
always remember my house is like your second home,Love ya! Dre- oh yeah 
senior JV hockey, we rulelMunchkins for the munchkins.Mmm soccer ball, 
was it 14?Good times! Corvn- Many good times,never forget Dany picking us 
up at 5am uhh I dunno. Senior JV hockey rules haha.Jenny- Goodtimes at the 
beach ,our houses, dances,lex, and lets forget about Bentley haha!Jfrat- Many 
fun memories,bball,oId men beating us in bacci,and just hanging out! 
Carol Martha.Krvs- remember the box, sshh! Katie C- whiple hill NorbsHoo 
many good times to name.its been fun,always friends at heart! Pete C-my first 
bf haha,many fun times! Pete B- you’ll always be like a bro James: my other 
bro,good times on Holland st and Medford! Pat H-snowboarding Chana: my 
fav junior and yes JV!Meg Jen- always fun times when were out! Anthony- 
rip. Dad-who loves you? Mom- thanks for always being there Jac and Chris- 
couldn’t have two better sisters or best friends! Jeff- thanks for always being 
overprotective, everyone needs a big bro! Love you guys!! Its been a good 
four years guys, remember strangers are just friends waiting to happen, have 

fun at college!!! 

Paul- You’re my boy kid.... Best friends since 6th grade 

and still goin strong. Your like my brother man, and 

never forget it cause I won’t. Laurel- we were friends 

before him; we’ll be friends after, just try to not beat 

him up too much in the interim. Hilary- You know 

how much you mean to me, and if you ever need 

something, you know who to go to... we’ve gone thru 

too much now to let go, so never loose touch. 

TEE- We haven't always seen eye to eye, but you have 

a really warm heart, and it’s in the right place, never 

loose touch... Puzan- I’ve known you longer than 

anyone, your family is awesome, and I’ll never forget. 

Buonopane- You’ll always be a freshman in my eyes, 

and by the way, happy birthday. Nate- It’s cold, roll up the window! Kristen- Your 

still a slacker, pick up the pace! Ferrina- nothing like 

the three of us on the bike path... Anna- YOU ARE NOT THE LLLMATIC. E- 

monev, J-tizzle and B-llnit- Keepin’ it gangsta. Hooker- 1 still question what you 

and Jaime do on those long rides 

down to Connecticut... haha never loose touch man, you know your one of my boys. 

Mv Bro- I’m out, which means you’ll be out sooner 

than you think. It was just yesterday 1 was in your shoes.... Keep doin’ better than 

I did, trust me, it’ll pay off. 
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"Can one tell- that i^ to s-ay,narrate. — 
•time> time. »tsdf,as s\xh,-for \\$ own soktl 
Th0t vgcold sorely be an absurd undertalanq 
A storey which re-ad 'Tim? passed, it ran on} 
the time flowed onward and so -forth— no 
one m his senses could consi&.'r -that a 

rvarvativie. h v«old be as thcuqb one held 
a Sinnle robe or chord for b whole, hoor 
and called It music, for narration 
resembles rousvc \n -this^that \t />//s ^ 

the time/' 
-Thomas KAann 

The MaqvC Mountain 

MA -- 

These 4 years have been awesome but way too short.shout out to all my 

boys and galz that kept it real during these four years. Marco . hilarious 

and awesome four years makin me laugh for all the things you didn’t 

mean to do. Just creepin around keeping it real. Jeff good times we 

shared, all the imitations we shared.All the Tony and Leroy’s we created. 

The old fellas at Glorias, hope someone else keeps them goin. Cackmo, 

legendaiy name that will live forever. “Ricky” keep spittin ur game kid it’ll 

come together some day. Dougan haha u silly doughnut why u creepin 

kid? NO NO NO. Yo Dougan! Heyyyyyyyyy! Creepin at your casa just 

keeping it real. I’Ll catch you workin ur ish online in the later days. 

Freed, gamen hard with halo. Hyde, scallywag.com.Keep those Tony and 

Leroy beats comin baby.Keep that strawberry blonde crop healthy for my 

m om.. Chippa. sorry bout your truck kid, shizzy happens and I’ll hit you 

back some day. Thanks for all the rides mr. M1A.M Romes, good times 

during baseball and Wadell. Don’t you ever forget those Jewels baby. 

Destef- captain kid, itll be a good year, chasen paper bags.Biggs, get a 

freakin haircut.Co-capn buddy, shpangU8..Deroas. You are the biggest 

goon I've ever met thank you, choppas! poker buddies! Thanks to all the 

ladies that were so chill and brought good times to the nights when we 

partied, have an awesome future and keep doin what you do. Ashley, you 

brought light, true love and happiness to my life. 1 think how lucky I am 

to be with you today and all that you have done for me. NH and the all 

the great times on the lake with the wuggziKeep that smile on your pretty 

face and everything will be alright . Thanks to all and good luck to the 

future sachmos. &AU GALAVT^ 

Eric Meeting you was the best thing that has ever happened to me 
I had the best time of my life with you... you are the one who 
made it all happen. I loved every moment spent w/you and I will 
cherish our memories and carry them irrto Ihe fulure w/me. I can’t 
wait to see what the future holds for usl I Love you babe! 
Moo Die remember: late night get a ways, starting trouble, 
breaking hearts and being the cute lil’ girls that we arel After 4 
yrs., we still haven't changed one bit. "Sugar sisters” never lose 
touch, hahal I’m gonna miss you girlie, luv ya lotsl 
Kg!* 4 Mw remember when I used play dress up with you two 
and I would do your hair and make-up? haha the olden dayil We 
go WAY back, you both were my best friends in 3rd grade and you 
still are to this very dayl Good Luck in the future girlsl 
1*9 Itt nice knowin someone is always there for yal Thanks for 
everything! Stay outta trouble in college pleasel Haha keep In 
touch! 

Ppb1:( Call) you're definitely a party girll Freshmen yr=RAGER, 
sophomore yr=late nights, junior yr=none stop fun senior yr= brawl 
in cafl Haha great times togetherl Luv ya 
Eochel: (Idaho) you have been my III side kick since the 1 * day of 
kindergarten. I'll never forget the crazy times we had together 
Clou of 2005 follow your dreams,achieve your goals,and"live like 

you were dieinl” 
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High school has been a crazy experience for me. A lot of things have changed 
some for the better and some for the worse.We’ve all grown up so much since 
the first day we walked into high school in 9th grade. To everyone who went 
down to Sarah’s house religiously in the summer before 9th grade never forget 
the good times and the innocence we all shared. I will never forget it Sarah 
We’ve been through a lot, filings have changed but I hope the best for you 
Emily you’ve always been there for me and understood me Mike miss you! you 
were an amazing friend I will never forget you Lyra we’ve been friends forever, 
you can always count on me if you need me Chris great times at sleepovers at 
your house. To u 5 I miss our times together and look back on them with a 
smile.l can only wish we would reunite Jenny you have been an outstanding 
friend to me and we’ve share many good times Nicole best friends since 1“ 
grade,thanks for always being there for me even when we didnt talk that much 
Dave We’ve been close for a long time now and I’ll miss u To Eoin. Jared. 
Ben, and the rest of the crew that has passed through Eoins thanks for 
accepting me and sharing some serious partying with me. Paul I love you, 
thank you for everything, you have been amazing MWAH To my family, I 
couldn’t have done it without your unconditional love and support, nothing 
could be better!(Whenever one door closes another opens. We’re all closing the 
door on this tiny portion of our lives and opening the door to a whole new 
world. Good luck to everyone and always follow your heart! -Laurel Hosmer 

~Erika Cassino ~ 

“Skipper” 

Emily-we have too many great memoriee together I donf know where to rtart We are 

etalkerelThere'e a ekeeter on my peeter flick it off I'm gona miee our endleee drivei with no 

dettination but one cough cough etalking cough cough .143. beet friend* .Shelly -to many memoriee 

too little epace one thing i will eay ie that you are my beoteet friend in the whole world and i love 

vou.Krvttle-l love you too much and ill never forget our adventure* to florida and 

baltimore Nicky-you are the only one in the family that makee tente cometimee. i love you too 

much and i'm very happy that you're in our family .Erin-i'm going to mitt our lunch talkt and 

cooking fiatcot(writing notet all through tcience.l love t-rex and you love Eddie!Diana-EAT RSH! 

your famout phrate it what did you tay?Katie-thank god that we are ttill alive alter nearly 

drowning at Good Harbor (Never forget being the mexican for halloween and getting egged and 

thving creamed Laura-fun/random timet together,i'm gona mitt you Nicole-white water rafting 

with excel alwayt a fun time P-what would i have done with out you tenior year?Marko-do you 

perm your hair?Mom end Dad-Thankt for alwayt being there for me i love you guyt too 

much Nana Boop-you're the bett nana anyone could ever atk for thankt for alayt being there 

whenever i needed tomeone. "A Friend it tomeone who knowt all about you and lovet you 

any way 11! •' R .1P ANTHONY FTRNANDES 2/23/87-11/16/03 YOU WILL ALWAYS BE 

itrmFOTFn IN 0111? HFARTSIIH 
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Hey, high school was a lot of fun, but glad to be 
moving on to college. Jake: skipping JB, 
distracting me in math, basketball in the rain 
Mande: Dirty Penguins! THE duck Catherine: 
grilled chicken with ketchup on a very berry bagel, 
disturbing your chem class Austin: Bagel land, 

alvarez..-Tcass: more DPs, your attempts to seduce 
me during JB. good times at the Y, seeing ML + 
AS. Can’t forget JB, PR, EK, RZ, SA, JK, JS-K, 

XW, JM, PA. good times with friends, Jazz Band, 
baseball....that’s what it’s all about. Everyone 
else, good luck and thanks for everything! 
-Josh Burdick 

Meg Foley 
Katie-lots of great times and many more to come, soph. Soccer 
ball break up, kooksie! Marth-never ending questions, cooking 
w/mase face,beef. Maryalice-*** sounds like a name for your 
hoohah, ur laughing fits, our “nature walks”, ur obsession 
w/boys. Krys-cant believe we hung out with mini-mike, cant 
wait to see all of Donnys pics of us. Heathaah-me slapping ur 
face in marths car, the knife!, Garnet. Carol-ur fall in the caf, ur 
sophmore bball pic Jen-ur amazing bed, our bored days-aka 
the lime game in ur kitchen, my first real night at ur house. Sara- 
fenwick! “oh, that’s fun”, ur amazing sense of direction. 
Nardonie-great nickname that I came up with, frank,have fun 
w/Russell! Lanny-diapers! (there may be other things but this is 
the only one that matters) Nobs-fear in walsh’s class, all of our 
sports together. MacCaughs-never see u ever this year but good 
times before. PT and Scott-fun times, only took a year and a half 
for u to talk to us scoot. Mom, Dad, Mike and Dave— love you 

kcxsd oA wMA-S, of wvyh, scUo! 
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Danielle S. Diamonc 
Rachel: We were able to pick up were we left, Ivesta. 3am B&B to 
dispose the night. Red lights. Lex boys. Strippe pool. Gilldog. Spooning 
late night Frosh Bball. Officer Beaver. Cones. C-gars. "Surprise!". 
Stupid grin. Falling in Boston. 1/26/02. Jingle ball. Beach ball. The 
semi's. I love you ViX. Scape: Not 1 fight! Chris; the stalker. J. Lo. 
Gymbo. Lex Prom, Kyle you're just jealous. Hampton. Curb. PfaceP! 
Roller Blading Club. Treen: Hawaii. Summer 04. BARREL! Infamous 
Veggie Sub, windows up, onions flying. Beach trips. OUR fight. Monday 
Madness @ Nicky's To TdcD's. Hampton. Commando, Skirt Despatch. 
Jenny: Pat's Parade. Tag T. Hidden meaning in the church programs. 
ACC. Jello Drink & guacamole. $40 ID Jess: "im 15" "no you're 17". 
Blueberry Hill. Girls Night. Rachel's Bro. Rabbit. Karoeke Night. D.W. 
Ryan. July 4th. Roof tanning. McDonald Reid. "Cultural Music" "Hey, 
Can I come over now?"-Ryan, 5pm. Watching baseball practice, ice 
cream, & 2 spoons. Revere beach. Quist. Trose: Crazy cat. Andrea 
Window. Shotgun. Chuck: Always looking out for me. Thanks you. 
Megga & Katie: "Oiy"_Indiana Male Cheerleaders. Amy: Be Good! 
Kristi, Eaton, & the girl*: It's been something. Good Luck. Kelly: 
I'm glad I can count on you for everything. You are a beautiful person, 
inside and out. I love you. Mom & Dad: I've put you through a lot, but 
T am your baby and always will be. Dad, thanks for teaching roe how 
to shoot a rubber band and bring me to all of those double features. 
Mom, we have gotten through the worst of times (floods, snow, & crazy 
squirrels). I couldn't ask anything more of you two. I love you. 

James Morin 

Thank you to all my family, friends, teachers, and coaches 

Congratulations and good luck to everyone 

I love you Mom and Dad thank you for 

everything 



Eugene- ha my “festively plump cusint” a lot of good times. Don’t 

shave your eyebrows again and stay out of trouble 

Steve-many good times kid- that’s the stingas-u shouldn’t of 

dropped chipman- crusin with Bilbo.. .Mutton Wus Here 

PT- boni man stop flexin kid good times grillin at good harbor 

with Eugene-there’s only room for one of us- which ways the 

beach Joe- HMC was a good time .watch urself the fry bandit will 

strike again.. .franlans class. Chuck- SOOO AGGRESSIVE 

X'i^V r><st^T very ^ood 

vW*, X'll wvb 
-h,;*: 0 7 

Julian- hippie. . . that mountain bike patrol thing lasted for about 5 

mins haha once a hippie always a hippie FB Team- good season, 

a lot of close ones, WE NEVER QUIT that’s all that matters go get 

em’ next season and BEAT WOBURN 

"T° evccdowt^ qVo £'ve 

Michelle- I love u kiddo, thanks for putting up 

with me for so long, we had a lot of fun together, 
KnovJn, u)V\o%£ k/\ouO^\ 

ice skating- watch it doin those “tricks”-—I got a 

bloody lip haha its ok it was still cute someday 

youll learn how to skate backwards. Love u shell 

l Peace WHS have fun in the Orange walls and 

1 you c\v\c^ 

| remember FEAR THE ANGUS 
-Scott Gradv ** A^rekJ 

There are no words to describe the best of times at WHS. It _ 
has just been such a joyful and learning experience to have ;£r 
the greatest friends and family in such a high spirited 
community such as Winchester. Never forget... Remember O 
the Sachems! There are too many shout-outs to give, so I’ll 
make it short, simple, and sweet. First of all, to all the YO 7^ 
DOUGANs out there. Then there’s the dougnuts of all time. O) 
Just gotta tackle senior year kid.. Socca Never forget u boys < 
mhm laterr patty cacky Hey # 14... Boyy run it next year, all ^ 
u guys keep rollin. My dawgs, freed hyd Jele Mrod camp ^ 
ruck summatime spiderman trim-spa. ROCK ON. Tennis 
rules, can we say 3-peat? Chippa we got this kid Love it! >» 
Howcomteka. Now to all the babes out there. How u doinn? H 
YOO BABES. Mrs dougan, Sup Babe Baby girls & ladies 
ughh negative boos&foos. Hey there u are! Dudes keep it <r 
real. College is gonna be wack without everyone. Goodluck qy 
and hope to cya’ll around. To my bro, keep Rath-Attack goin 

at WHS. AK all the way. Honey and babe. I’m Home!-RaT\) AVI G- 
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"Truly great friends are hard to find, difficult to leave, and impossible to forget." 

Emma-Thanks for 18 years of memories,best friends since birth! CREEPY COMBO! ‘The first 

symptom is creepy eyes”gym partners forever,Meatball subs,Walks/talks at Horn 

pond.Gretchen.Conrad.Bubbla.Davna-mv Donnylour reflection on sat. mornings are the best, always 

up at the crack of dawn,your schedule is so flexible,HOT TUB SESSIONSII’m always down for 

tickles.Jackie-thanks for bringing country into my life.Gretchen,Conrad,Bubbla. HOT TUB 

SESSIONS,our DEEP convos.We'd make the best couple.Seriously shut uplFunniest pair.Britt-l love 

cuddling at your house, 106.7(billy joel),vietnamese,your doubles are the best Steoh-oood thing we 

were winter cheerleaders together!Next time we go out to breakfast.try not to ouke.Norbs-“Alwavs fun 

at 61” “cheezits?” How many bfs have you had?Most secretive person everEvan-snuoalv 

Sundays,never ending tickles,NH trips,Quebec.sorry for always falling asleep.Thanks for always being 

there for me,you always know how to make me smile.You make life so much fun.Thanks for all the 

memoriestLove vou!Sean-Cackmo!Economics wouldn't be the same without you!We are basketball 

superfanslJgff-FantsN knew I created the namelMangled will never forget us!faft.Anders-Douaan!You 

have a way with the ladies.Thanks for always letting us go to your house.Penny's birthday party Hyde- 

you are so grouchy in the morningsIFirst hook.Chio-l'm still waiting for a trip to WestwoodIMike-sorrv 

about your car!Marco-vou have gotten a few cheap grabs in your day.Mark-Vine St.Maii-vour my 

dawg Campbell&Bellotti-thanks for the great timesINH trips this summer!Alicia-Janoles!l love your 

stories,Swimming twms.it wouldn’t have been the same without vou!Cuse-You have a great 

soullThanks for always taking care of my donny!Your house was the best!Kellv-Gurt.Gurt!Matt 

Keatino.Claire-studv halls were a blastlJumor Guvs-keep ragin' it next vearlSwimmina-Good Luck next 

year guys!Lax-"Closeness and high-five!”Great seasons!Mom.Dad.Jared-Thanks for always 

encouraging me!l love you guysIThanks for everything!Everyone else-Good Luck! 

“Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened.” 

Ashley Aiken(Gurt) 

- 
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DAYNA TROCK1 

“You miss 100% of the shots you don't Xake.’'7Elects-m\ little babies 

Ilove you all soso much. Elects and “ourbovs'Thanks for the endless amount 

of good times. Britt- where to start thanks for All the rides, and letting me 
make ur house my 2nd home. Sleepover parties with vritti Ash-Gurtv- NH 

hot tubs, relationship advice. Many good talks over the Past six years. Jackie 

Jacks been in it since trio baby, to many good times to even write my friend. 

Emma- Always getting in some kind of trouble Together, hah concert what? 
NY trips. Norbs- “Da ...’love the secrets what?always fun at 61. Steph 

Preschool.. now. Every class together you always made school fun. “OURbovs " 

Chip-mv truck dreams never came true, ill miss our sketchy talks. Marco- 

I have been hearing ur wise comments since the bowl haircut,im gona miss em’ 
Evan-ihope to be attending your wedding. JeffFants-uhhg mengaled?Cack- 

ur house, mac and cheese? MarkF-Dlink Always making fun of me, while 

im loving itMaii-ohh our talks, besties.hah our almost night. An das- yoo babe 

Iovee it.best times at your housebabe.JEffH-hilarious.MikeR- sculpture, we will 

always have a child together,ryanJDanS-keep things goin next yr danny!Campbell 

Macklin,bellot-alwavs down to rage. NickfcuseVndestef thanks for dealing w/me all 

Those nites, I never expected we would be here,but I couldn't be happier, Ilovevou 

JuniorboysDannwf 134JMarkAf hah oo mark vl.maacoo. cam Tmaclouioechuckdave 

keep things goingnext yr boys. glax-love u all great season!”Bebes”hah so many 

lovely times together girls.kellvT&Kristina-there have been some good times. 
nickyt-begood’love u mom&dad-iknow I have been so much fun!haha ilove you 

Jason 
“If I leave here tomorrow, would you still remember me? For I 
must be traveling on now, there’s too many places I’ve got to 
see... cause I’m free as a bird now” Marianna- The one I have 
turned to, the one I will always turn to. Maria- long talks, my rock, 
you keep me sane. Adeeba- More beautiful than Ariel, you will do 
great things Beth- sit on a tack! Natalie- have you ever not been in 
my class? Thanks for all the support. Sam- Slovenia is so cool! 
Marissa- Raskolnikov, ESPN, CCD...really good times! Ben- The 
future of video game technology is in your hands Kavita- all hail 
the empress Anna- Starbucks, Thursdays Laura- is that a one- 
period hot chocolate or a two? (aka. Grande or Venti...Tall is for 
neophytes) Billy- Insomnia party!?!? Dinga-vou guys rock!!! 

Much love and good luck to all those in the Class of 2005 

3 just wish w could all get along life vpe did in Piddle 

School 3 Svish 3 could bafe a cafe made out of rainbows 

and smiles so w could all eat it and be happy... 

I don t even go to this school. I just have a lot 

of feelings. 

Best wishes to everyone. I love you all more 

than you could ever know. 

Keep in touch, xoxoxo 

•Jill* See you and me have a better time than most can dream 

JiUfMi There are just too many memories. You are my sister, the other half of my 
mind and I will love you forever Boo, you wh**e - you are FABULOUS Jennifer 
AaaThank you for being my oldest friend, for your honesty, talent, and constant 
support. We really have done everything together. MarcvYou are so much to me 1 
can’t begin to say. Thanks for the crime and the downtime Natalie 1 hate you, you hate 
me, let’s just accept it. Thanks for the laughs Julia I am so grateful to know you - your 
beauty and wisdom astonish me. Go do great things BethvYou fascinate me, thanks 
for your trust and for being you.Emily Your understanding and humor accomplish 
great things, Sul. Thanks for the after prom sleepover SajoYou are everything that is 
good in the world. Lyra I love you so much, your individuality, compassion, and 
strength are truly remarkable. JcssKeep up the search, we will find them someday Calt 
My sister-in-law?BrittTri-captains = mad tight and obscene blending. Two 7 hour 
plane rides later, 1 love you Anna, Deebs, Maria, Deren, Ingrid, Manon, 
Leah Thanks for all the good timesOrche dorksStav cool — I’m so glad 1 got to know 
so many of you. Earnest Why such reckless extravagance in one so voung?BbaMSo 
many good times, girls. I wish you so much luck and great memories this year. You 
deserve it. Lax 1 have come to love the game so much because of you, girls. To my 
beloved Octets You are all so different and so amazing. Your friendship means so 
much to me. Thank you for helping me become myself. Praha, Manfred, Marie, and 
the Jesus Child have changed my life forever. Always keep singing Mom. Dad. 
Mike You know you are my best friends 

/ may not have gone where I intended to go, but / think I have ended up where I 

intended to be. 

. 

Jessica bacla FpattaroO ^ 
"As we go on we remember all the times we had together. 

And as our lives change come whatever, we will still be friends forever." 

Natalie-1 don’t know where to start. You've been there for me since the sixth grade 

without exception. Hammock, backyard karaoke, Bert Bert Buddy Bert, cuddling the 

lack of sun tan lotion and the abundance of green gel, Carmello and lazy sleepovers. 

Maggie- From freshman basketball to our pending Italy excursion. Splitting up 

fights, your six man sled, art, defending your violent basketball conduct loosing to 

old men bocce players, Santa Lucia fun. Sophie. Liza. Tara. Nat- The best part of 

high school was my eleven days with you four in Washington. Eurotrip 2005,1 rest 

my case. Pielech- What can 1 say, my favorite junior in the world. You made field 

hockey fun for me. You better come visit me next year no matter where I go and take 

care of my Italian club. Manon- You are the most stressful lab partner I've ever had. 

Maureen- Mo you are an awesome girl. I know you're not as funny as I am but I'll 

deal with it Kaitlin- You are so talented and above all you're an exceptional person. 

Corvn- You are one of the most passionate and intelligent people I know. From camp 

to Italy, to the hematoma or making questionable study guides. Philip- You don't 

even know how much 1 look up to you. You're everything that I want to be. You've 

paved a path for the three of us to follow. Daniella- You are my best friend in the 

world. You are the only person who understands me, you've been there for me all 

my life. Mark- I'm so proud of you, you challenge me. Papa- You gave me the 

opportunity to be all I can be. You taught me to work hard and to settle for nothing 

less than I am capable of. Mom- You are my best friend, my biggest fan, and my 

support system. You are the best thing in my life. 
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-Lyra- 

“Remember everything ...when only memory remains. ” 

Did you ever hover in the distance? Did you ever swoop down 

from the sky to the bright green rocks all draped with seaweed 

and the deep blue ocean rolling by? Maybe I will lose today. Maybe 

I will find tomorrow. Gonna rock chi to the Oceanside. Did you ever 

see into the future? See the big red sun that won't go down? 

And the giant birds upon the cliffside. In the deep red scar that was 

our town? Gonna rock on to the Oceanside. Baby, we're the king and 

queen of something. Everybody glows and we can make a 

moment last forever. Gaze across the ocean to the sky . Maybe I will 

keep today Maybe I will find tomorrow Everybody goes and then 

they come. “Running down a dream-going wherever it leads. ” 
To my friends and family-you have made life thus far spectacular. 

Thank you.“ To live in hearts we leave behind is not to die” 

(no regrets) Daddy-this is for you. 

rs, Cs JW AG fL 
DG 55 MC he m X JW 

What you think this is a casino? Rathead Feed us 
R.I.P. Scatman Supper Case of mistaken identiy 
EE-BA-DAT Justifiable homicide Agreshmi Wolves 

don’t eat bread. As much as he made playing in 

college? Jeff the hitchhiker Quack Quack Mr. 
Biznatch Kip Van Winkle Pnmoniatacular Snuffy 
Spontaneous Combustion Hit and Run Off-roading 

Mini-Hoops Risky Maneuver Steve Perry Felipe 
Wenus Sinus Infection Ducks can fly? This isn’t my 
car, I don’t even know you Swimming Hole Traiiin 
Anger Management Y Bonnie Nolan- 4th person 
Robert Swift #1 in the NBA I’ll break all your little 
fingers Scare Tactics I’m just not sure you’ll spend it 

on milk. 

Gurt- my neighborhood pal. Washing the rugs and walls. Little bit of an awkward stage Creepy 
eyes makes creepy combo The first symptom NH, bubbla and Conrad You're the only person I 
would spoon with all night when it is 100 degrees out. You’re going to have to send me 
meatball subs Don- Mansfield’ We are really smart together Caldrons are cool Asian pear? 
Jacques- bubbla is calling you FL gals were pretty cool Wait I think you should just like go see 
your special friend, you know cause that’s what fnends do Ashley Simpson game perhaps? 
Thanks for catching my fall.. naked Steph- concerts in the car, getting lost in Winchester. Yes, 
late night can turn into early morning when your out with some cowboys Hottie potential I 
think so Bntt-1 think its safe to say we were the only two people in the US who watched 
Fraternity Boys My double lunch partner, ill never get enough of’ second chance” Great 
Success. Looks like we watched a lot of TV Norbs.-I know that atleast 5% of what you say is 

true, so that is comforting. Always fun at 61! Don’t eat anything Elects Rulee- right Jackie? 
Cuse- Capital C, from the moment you puked in my Christmas cookies, to when you fell out of 

the trunk in a spandex FedEx suit, I knew you were perfect for Don Megga- Humanities partner 
God? It’s me, Emma. Dennybaby left me a little note to give to you. Ko^N- someday people 
will say your name nght Weiner- you will always be Osama to me. Kelly- summer m the 
driveway, strobe lights, interesting fresman year- dress up at the nines Fal- you are the only 
person who would willingly sleep on an ironing board, or give themselves a bloody nose 
Marco R - studt hall buddy, need a ride? You love me. Marco D -1 promise I will try graham 
crackers and cream cheese Hyde- you never fail to say the absolute wrong thing, when I am in 
a bad mood too bad its usually pretty funny Chippa- don’t faint, ill cause a scene, see you on 
the highway Bubba- my jolly teddy bear You sam and pisam my only chem friends Aimee- 
you rule, come visit me next year. Jim- soccer ball buddy, you’re the best. I will never think of 
Ozzy the same, seriously. Thanks for always being so mcee. Flash and Nick- you guys are 

really cool, you should get together sometime. 

★ <Dan Wu ★ 
-★Alex- All 1 can say is 1 won’t be able to survive in college without you. 
Still remember our concert?! Love you as always! -★ Shisanvi-You know 
you mean a lot to me, I couldn’t go through that difficult phase without you. 
Love you and Thank you! -★ Ally- You know I’m always by your side; our 
sky and our sea will never change in our hearts.-★ Qianshun- It’s amazing 
we have been good friends for 14 years; remember I always support you and 
never forget our commitment! -★Shirley- You won’t feel lonely because I’m 
always with you. -★ T- You always make me feel better, thanks for all the 
great advice -★ C-Los- You are a amazing poet; I’m looking forward to 
reading your book -★ Henna- Keep in touch whatever college you may gol- 
★ Adeeba- You inspire me a lot; I wish one day I could read as many books 
as you do.-A Marissa- You have a lovely family and thank you for 
everything.-★ “Forever Class 2”- No matter wherever you may go, please 
bring my heart with you guys; I miss you and every single day with you guys. 
★All friends, family, teachers, alums-1 appreciate the relationships I have 

had with you. Thank you! Good luck to everyone in the future. -★ 
Grandparents- You know how much I love you and how important you are 
to me. I love you with my truly heart! ★- No one gets left behind or 
forgotten...-★Mom & DadA- You are the best parents in the world, I own 
you everything and 1 couldn’t have done anything without your support in 
my life. 1 love you forever!!! 
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RACHEL ZAUDERER 

* got along without you before I met you, can’t get along 
without you now * 

If I had the chance I wouldn’t change a thing. I love 
every person I’ve met here, and I love and cherish all 

the memories I have made. If it weren’t for my amazing 
friends and family, I wouldn’t be half the person I am 

today, and I thank you all for that. I wish every one of 
you all the luck in the world in whatever life throws your 

way next, and maybe someday, our paths will once 
again cross. 

* Friendship is more than just words - it’s the love that 
comes from a thousand tears cried on each other’s 

shoulders and a thousand jokes that nobody else would 
understand. * 

v Natalie* 

No matter where life takes you, 
we will all take a little bit of each other everywhere... 

To all my friends, you guys are the best. I love you. Emily- baby 
lips pie poop, movie nights, writing on my homework, migraine, 

numnumnum...I love sail and Jib. Julia- boy problems, late night 
gossip, boy problems, florida, boy problems. Tina- My Armenian, 

Prom?! Mmm..these fries are good. Jenna- WRC tennis, bizzle, 
capt with Jess! Yea doubs! Cait- WYC, boys, movies, good times. 

Jess- from falling off the hammock to Italy, we’ve had so many 
good times, lazy nights, buying you ice cream, I don’t need sun 

screen... I’m Italian, banana boating. Marissa eating leaves 
(Mandy). Deren- this summer was so much fun, FR04-05, 

Katya=evil, Nico, Latin Comer, POUF! Zack- watching movies 

with the girls. Sarah- you’re the best! Good luck next year! 

Burlde-1 don’t know what I would’ve done without you. BS, DF, 
MG, LB, MM, IB, JS, JK, love you guys Mel- you’re my favorite 

sister. Ray- you’re awesome, good luck in high school. Mom and 
Dad- thanks for everything. I love you. 

Every new beginning comes from some other beginnings end 

Good Luck Class of 2005 
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I go back to watotun' summer fade to fan /Grown up too fast and l do recall / Wishing time would stop right in it's tracks 

My B’s - Jenn, Eliza, Meg, Tess, Katie, Jamie, you girls are unforgettable I'll always remember 
how much fun we've had, from Ambrose days, to dress up at Eliza’s, to our nights out I've had the 
best time of my life with you all, I couldn't have asked for better friends these past years1 Fenton - 
from 3™ grade on you've been there for me State police in 4,fl grade, twins, Ireland. Italy (mr fuji), 
the makeup table (uzi), planting radishes, rager in the dark, isleboro - the island kids, the rich ones, 
dan, crystal, late night at our houses Eliza - brains, buck, T. Harvard, beamer, dress up, lunches, 
soccerball cruising, meg's puke, many get togethers. my school buddy forever1 Meg - superbowl & 
evinar's dancing, walks on the beach in wells - frenchy, magic treehouse. you are a true 
mcdonald's fan1 Tessie - my crazy testy, clovers, ainng out your house late night on the porch, 7* 
grade beatles being a ctique' in 4*’ grade Katie - babyfine, you're so strong! Dunks runs, 
thanksgiving game, always rememba, nights at patille s, jimmy buffet Jamie - the little truant, 
you’ve been in school half the time! Your ragers were always the best Tanning on your porch, FBI 
girt Everyone - the cape, Chatham parties, evinar's, mark's, the rock, the tower, gc, whippie hill, 
9s, bo sox, teele square, paul revere, boston tnps To Ashley & Dre - my swimming buddies! 
Giovannis, rainbow lane, Thompson island, bus rides Ashley - driving partner, we're going out 
Paige, Wilson, Libby, Lauren - troopers, hold the team up for next year! Tina - you've always 
been there, thank you Loulou - Harvard & John Hopkins' Andrea - Gingerbread houses Boys - 
Campbell, Macklin, Mark, Bellotti, Hyde, Rucki, Majj, Tully - from 8th grade on, from nights at 
Pats trampoline, to Tully s, Koko's - you guys have been hilanous Mark - 3 years "official', from 
trampolines (bumto), to the cape, highway downpour, mothman, cobles, outback, 9s, fasche, new 
years, napkin roses, cremsies, Waterville, candy com, skittles, you have been so much fun and I'll 
never forget you. love you Anders A Sean, "alwaj^ Ifememba soccer ball 04" you guys are 
hilarious - foot fetish, dumb & dumber, hot pockets Sean - forever my cooking partner, red 
kitchen, always an intense baker, "I always have fun ", you have been an awesome friend' Chip - 
you & your "jk". thank you for always saying "_ you" when I needed it, cranberry - it's been fun, 
don't forget me' Foley - class officers, post soccerball - you are hilanous Kelsey - have fun in 
high school. & don't forget to come visit me1 I'm going to miss fighting over dothes, & whatever else 
with you - along with breakdanang & being weirdos in general Bess (freak) the same goes for 
you' You two will always be boy crazy Mom & Dad - Thanks for always supporting me and putting 
up with me I couldn't have done it with out you I love you all so much' Thank you for the good 
times, everyone has been unforgettable and I will miss you all so much! V alicia kinton 
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top left: Elizabeth Wilsterman, top right: Katie MacDonald, bottom left: Katie Pennachio, Bottom Right: Laila Ewing 
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top left: Catherine Mulhern, top right: Will Lakritz, bottom left: Emily Keefe, bottom right: Danielle Monteiro 
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top right: Livia Veneziano, bottom left: Molli Mercer, right: Liana Arujo-Lane 
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CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 2005 

com 

Access account information - 24 hours a day / 7 days a week 

You can easily and quickly: 

• Obtain Account Balances 

• View Account History 

• Get Current Rates 

PLUS: 

• Pay Bills* 

Setup your payees once and eliminate the need to write checks and mail bills. 

For WCB Online Help call 
877 409-0278 

or 
For more information call 

781 729-3620 

*Bill payment free for 3 months and $5.00 per month thereafter 

Co-operative Bank 

Access account information 
24 hours a day / 7 days a week 

m u ’n\ vcbonline.com 

WCB Online Help 
877 409-0278 
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PH.: (781) 729-1400 
FAX: (781) 729-6472 

www.wildeinsurance.corr 

7n). Titian Ititide and Son 
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC. 

ALLAN WILDE 
WENDY DOHERTY 887 MAIN STREET 
ELEANOR A PAOLILLO WINCHESTER, MA 01890-1911 

LITHO- 
CRAFT 

Established 1976 

A Complete Printing Service 

One Lowell Avenue • Winchester, MA 01890 

781 / 729-2012 • FAX 781 / 729-5717 

WINCHESTER ORTHODONTICS 

Dr. Robert C. Wilson 
Specialist in Child and Adult Orthodontics 

Assistant Clinical Professor of Orthodontics 

Tufts School of Dental Medicine 

15 Dix Street, Winchester, Ma. 01890 

(781) -729-8180 

Pediatric Dental Associates 
Joseph P O'Donnell DMD 

955 Main Street 
Winchester, MA 01890 
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Winchester’s Leading Insurance Agency 

A Homeowners Policy: 
Assure peace of mind...insure against loss. 

Saltmarsh 
Insurance 
Agency 

Expert Personal Service Fact is, a home is the largest single asset most people acquire 
in a lifetime. As such, it deserves the best possible protection 

Free Rate Quotation against loss. A homeowner’s policy provides the best dollar-for- 
dollar protection value. 

Immediate Coverage 

Nationwide Claim 
Service 

One policy does it all. A homeowner's policy includes coverage 
for your home and other structures on your property, as well as 
your personal possessions -- from your living room furniture to 
the clothes on your back. 

Flexible Payments 

Money-Saving 
Deductibles 

Complete Insurance 
Services 

Convenient Hours 

A homeowner’s policy can even provide for increased living 
expenses if your home is ever damaged to the point of being 
uninhabitable. 

If any person is injured on your property, a homeowner’s policy 
provides a minimum of $100,000 for liability should a lawsuit 
arise. 

At Saltmarsh, we are dedicated insurance experts, well qualified 
to discuss your insurance needs for coverage — from summer 
cottages to corporate headquarters, compact cars to private jets. 
With complete insurance services for auto, home or life, we are 
committed to working for your needs so that you can enjoy the 
rest of what life has to offer - with peace of mind. 

Hours: 
Mon.-Fri. 8:00 - 5:00 

Thurs. ‘til 7:00 

Sherman W. Saltmarsh, Jr. 

www.saltmarshinsurance.com 

751 Main Street 
Winchester, Massachusetts 01890 

Telephone: 

781-729-4615 
F** cix * 
781-729-3756 

% 
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Joshua Feblowitz 
The future belongs to those 

who believe in the beauty 

of their dreams." 

You've brought so much joy and 

music into our lives. 
Love always. 

Mom, Dad, Dan and Mike 

Keep Smiling Tiny Dancer 

Love, 

Mom, Dad, Dan and Jakey 
209 

Michelle Hall 

We are very proud of you 
and wish you success and 

much happiness. 
Love, 

Mom, Dad, and Michael 



Chris Schleicher 

"I'll give you 
the whole 
megillah in a 
one-word 
sentence. 
Reach." 

Patrick Howley 

To quote Manny Ramirez the night the 

Red Sox became World Champs (Octo¬ 

ber 27, 2004), "You make your own 

destination." Patrick, you're on the 

way to your own destination and des¬ 

tiny, too. You are our World Champ. 

Frank Sinatra Love, 
Mom, Dad and Brett 

Caitlin Leonard 

You have always been your 

own person and that person 

is wonderful! 

You make us very proud. 

We love you. 
Mom, Dad, and Nick 
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Laura, 
We will always love you. 

Dad, Mom, Jen 

Reach for the "Stars", 
Anders, as you leave 

High School. 

Love, 

Mom and Dad 

R eally great daughter 
O ccasional shark diver 
S panish loving dancer 
E nglish map expert 
R omps with Pupsicles 
S leep deprived Senior 

We're so proud! 

Love, Dad, Mom, Greg, Carly and 

Daphne (ruff, ruff) 
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Samantha Doucette 

Mags, 

We think you are the best. 

Your motivation and determination 

will make you a success. So... go get 

"Em"! We love you — 

Mom, Dad, Jac, 

Leroy, Jeff and Christie 

Joe Bryan 

Congratulations Sam! 
We are very proud of you. 

Love, 
Mom, Dad and Larissa 

Glenn Marmon 

You are a wonderful young man! 
We are very proud of you. 

Congratulations! 
Love, Mum, Dad and John 

Congratulations! 
Mom, Dad, 

Karen and Nancy 
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Check you later! Aude. 
Just Kidding! Charlotte. 
Bad Boy! Eglantine. 
Live the life you've 
imagined, Mumsie. 
Keep your humor and 
energy, love. Dad. 

Allison Brown 

You see the world with your 

own eyes. Do you know 

what a rare and precious 
gift that is? 

Love, 
Mom, Dad, Emma, Eric 

Your laughter, your smile, and 
passion for life have given us endless pride and 
joy. We are proud of the sincere, compassionate 

and loving young you have become. You are 
our shining star, let your spirit shine for all the 

world to enjoy! 

Congratulations! 

Love, Mommy, Daddy and Stephanie 

We love you more than 

all the grains of sand. 

Mom, Les and Laura 

pH* 
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MICHAEL 
From a baby, to a boy, to a young 

man, you were full of life and filled with 

surprises. Trying to keep up with you 

has been many things: 

rewarding, challenging, hopeful and 

fulfilling. 

You've become the young man 

we've always hoped you would be; we 

just wish it didnt happen so fast! 

You're a son, you're a brother, 

you're forever. 

Love, Dad, Mom, Christopher, Jimmy & Annie 
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Congratulations Josh, 

live your dreams! 

Love, Mom, Dad, Ahma, 

and Greena 

Brittany Elizabeth- 
Light of your father's eyes 

Song in your mother's heart 

The fun and laughter of our home 

Mom, Dad & Jake 

"Papa is smiling on you 

from the heavens" 
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Well here you go!!! K. Jameson Loubsky 

Love, 

Dad, Alice, Amdie & Jon 

1 Corinthians 13:11-13 

You're off and run¬ 

ning! 

Follow your 

dreams 

and you will never 

get lost. 

We're so proud of you. 

With love. 
Mom & Dad 

Ben your asprations 

are your possibili¬ 

ties. 

We are so proud of 

you not only for 

what you have 

achieved but more 

importantly for 

who you are! 

Dear Jason, 

Continue to reach 

for the starts in 

fullfillment of 

your dreams. 

Stay strong, retain 

your concivtions, and always 

be true to yourself. 

Always with you and 

eternally proud! 
We love you. 

Mom, Dad, 

Ollie & Chalupa 
Love, 

Mom 
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from your Oceantown 

birthplace 

to your Mountaintown 

mirthplace— horses. Shannon 

to the Happiest Place on 

earthplace 

In our lives, we love 

you more 

Love, Mom & Dad 

Nick, 

Just like the Red Sox, 
you will forever be 
a champion to us! 

We will always believe 
in you and celebrate your 

success! 

Love, 
Mom, Dad, and Kristen 
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You're a great 

kid, Chris! 

We're so 

proud of you! 

Congratulations 

and love. 

Mom, Dad 
& 

Caitlin 

Congratulations, Sara! 

Whatever the future holds we 

know you'll be a huge success! 

Love, Mom, Dad 

"Whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things 

are honest, whatsoever things are just, whatso¬ 

ever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of 

good report; if there be any praise, think on these 
things." 

St. Paul, in his Epistle to the Philippians(4:8) 

Our love always. 

Mom, Dad & Becca 
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Dandan 
Congratulations! 

Your determination, thoughtfulness, dedi¬ 

cation and compassion make us proud of 

you. You fill our hearts with much love 

and happiness. You will take our hearts 

with you, wherever you may go. 

All our love. 
Mom & Dad 
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May All you Dreams Come True! 

Love, 

Mom, Dad & Pat 

M...Merry all the time 

E...Enjoys helping others 

G...Good at sports 

A...A caring person 

N...Never neat! 

Congratulations Meg! 
We're so proud of you! 

Love, 
Mom, Dad, Sarah, 

Matt & Chester 
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Congratulations Leah 

Love, 
Mom, Dad and Johnathan 

Jennifer Katz 
Congratulations to my 

perfectly happy, 
perfectly tireless, perfectly 
wonderful dancing bear. 

Love, Mom 

Mom, 
Dad & Kelsey 

Alicia Kinton 

We wish you success on your 
own terms and much 
happiness. You deserve it! 

You are a wonderful daughter 
and sister. 

We love you! 
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PAUL RICHARD 

It was written in the sky today, 
by the morning sun. 
It sure looks like a good day to run. 

We love you. Mom, Dad and Cristina 

"Why some¬ 

times I've 

believed as 

many as six 

impossible 

things before 

breakfast." 
- Lewis Carroll 

Congratulations! 

Love, 
Mom, Dad, Chad, & 
Eric 

Treen, 

Congrats, 
Best Wishes. 
We Love You. 

Mom, Dad & 

Brett 
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Meagan and Michael Foley 

Meg, 
Follow your heart 
and know that you 
are always in ours. 

Congratulations!! 
Love, 

Mom, Dad and 

David 

Mike, 
For all that you are 
and all that you will 
be... 

MARIANNA "NOODLE" TERZAKIS 

Marianna, 
Congratulations on your graduation! 
Be encouraged about what lies ahead. We are so proud of you! 

Love, 
Ma, Daddy, Eleni, Michael & Libbey 

II 
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Congratulations, Jeff! 

You are an amazing young man, and we are so proud of you. 
We wish you happiness in all that lies ahead! 

Love from your fan club. 

Mom, Dad, Pete, Amy S., Amy E. and Hannah! 

" Happiness is when what you think, what you say, and what 
you do are in harmony." 

-Ghandi 

Zack Me Wade 

We love you! 

Mom and Jackson 

Where did time go? 

am so very proud of the 
extraordinary young man 

you have become, 

and all 
that you have accomplished 

Reach for the stars, 
follow your dreams and 

try to enjoy life! 
Thank you for all the joy and 

happiness you have brought 
to our lives. 
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June 2005 

Jessica, 
We are so proud of you! 

You enrich our lives with your 
curiosity, compassion and creativity. 

You are a shining light in all of 
your many roles; daughter, sister, 

friend, student and leader. 
Congratulations "Ms. President". 

We love you. 

Mom and Papa 

May you always know who you are 
and never miss an opportunity to 

earn from what happens around you 
May you always know where you 

want to go and take the hardest 
road to get there. En boca lupo 

Philip 

Congratulations Jessica! 
Love, Daniella and Mark 
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Congratulations 
to the Class of 2005! 

The McMurry Family 

Go confidently in the direction 

of your dreams. Live the life you 

have imagined. 

Thoreau 

Sc o the 
Remain connected to 

God, family and friends. 
We are proud of you! 

Love, 
Mom, Dad and Heather 

Reach for the stars, Ben. 
We love you now and 
always. 

Love, 
Mum, Dad, Sarah 
and Emmaline 

We are all so proud of 
you. Reach for the stars! 

Love, 

Mom, Dad, Derek and Dana 
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Travis Tremblay 

Congratulations! 
We are so proud of you and all your accomplishments. 

All our love, 
Mom, Dad and Lorelle 

Charlie 

The world can be a 
hair raising experience." We 

have all the faith in you. 

May you always find a 
welcoming stage. 

Love, 

Mom, Dad, 

Kle and Brent 
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Theresa, 
Independent, strong and sometimes funny, 

but always loved. We're your biggest fans. 
We're proud of all you've done in school, now 
college is waiting. 

Mom & Dad 

Love, 

Jonathan Lord 

Enjoy the ride. 

You are the best. 

Go 
Red Sox! 

Go Jiayu! 

We love you 

Mom, Dad & Ally 
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Jeff Hyde 

You have made us so proud 
and happy. And the best is yet 

to be. 

Love from us all, 

Mom, Dad and Dave 
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Marissa Cohler 
Congratulations Marissa! You have accomplished 

so much, and it's only the beginning. We are all so 

proud of you. We wish you much joy and 

happiness wherever life takes you. 

With much love. 

Mom, Dad, Justin and Emily 



Thomas, 
The last of the tribe. 

You're the best! 
Thanks #23. 

Love, 
Big D and Mom 

"All journeys have secret 
destinations of which the 

traveler is unaware." 
-Martin Buber 

Love, Mom, Dad, Laura and 
Sarah 

Brian Roy 
Congratulations Bri! 

Life is an adventure. 

Always keep your 

wonderful sense of humor and 
you will go far. 

We are so proud of you! 

Love, 

Mum, Dad, Matt and Melanie 
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Eugene 

You have displayed great 
strength and an enduring 

positive attitude. 

Love, 

Dad 

Thanks for 
being you! 

Love you 
always! 

Mom and Dad 

Congratulations, 
David 

Congratulations, Stevie 

Love, Mom, Dad, Patrick, 
James and Laura 

We are very proud of you. 

Love always. 

Mom, Dad and Stephen 
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Elizabeth, Stephanie Alpert 
Know that we are your 

greatest allies and fans. We 
will continue to applaud 

your victories and our love 
and support will be with you 
in all life's challenges ahead. 

Love always. 

Mom, Dad & 

Katie 

Congratulations! 

We are so proud! 

May your future 

be as bright as 

your past. 

Love, 

Mom, Dad and 
Warren 

Hilary Kent 

"Oh, the places you'll go!" 

We are so proud of you and we love you very much. 
Mom, Dad and Amy 
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Never lose your 
enthusiasm, spirit, compa¬ 
ssion and love of life. 

You are our sunshine 

and our diamond in the sky! 

Love & Congratulations, 
Mom, Dad & Kelly 

Your first day of school, 
you smiled, turned and 
never looked back. We are 
so very proud of you! 

f’ ", 

Congratulations 
We are so proud of you 

Love, 

Mom & Dad 

Dayna Trocki 

Congratulations Dayna! 

We are Very Proud of You. 

We love you. 

Mom, Dad 
& Nick 
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Stephen Donnelley 

Stephen, our joy and blessing. 
We love you always. 

Mom, Dad, Elisa, Chrissy, and Paul 

Jen Keating 
With character and charm, 

forever faithful to her family and 

friends. Understanding and 

forgiving almost to a fault, happy 

is her middle name. Competent 

and curious, she will go on to do 

great things. 

GO FOR IT JEN!!! 

Congratulations! 
Love, MOM, DAD, 

and KIM 

Now and then... 

Always Proud 

Love, 

Mom, Dad, Erin, Grace 



Rachel Zauderer Martha Bilicki 

"The roots of true 
achievement lie in the will 
to become the best that you can 
become." 

Congratulations on your 

achievement! 

Love, 

Mom, Dad Joel 

and 

Frisky 

We are very proud of your 
accomplishments!When you 

reach the top, keep climbing! 

Love, Mom, Dad & Bobby 

Jessica Signor 

You are such a caring and 
sincere person; we are so 
fortunate to have you in 

our lives. May your days be 
filled with the sunshine you 

brought into ours. 

Best Wishes for continued 

success. 

With all our Love, 

Mummy, Daddy, Leslie, and Kyle 



I 

Dear Tess, 

May all your wildest 
dreams come true. 

Love, Mom, Dad & Jill 

Congratulations Ashley! 
Great Job! 

We couldn't be 
more proud of what 
you've accomplished 
in High School. 

Lots more to 
enjoy and achieve 
ahead in college. 

Love Mom, Dad, and 
Jared. 
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Katie Holleran 

Be brilliant! 
Love, 

Dad, Mom 
Tracy, Kerry 
Emily and Ted 

Jenna, 
From baby steps to big steps we watched you 

grow into an amazing person... 

You have enriched all of our lives with your 

passion for life and boundless energy. We are so 

proud of you. 
Congratulations and love always. 

Mom, Dad, Michael and Kristen 
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Congratulations Kelly! 
We love you! Mom, Dad, and Lauren 

C ongr atulations. 

For all that 
you are 

and all you 
will be. 

We love you 
forever. 

Relax Now! 
We love you. 

Dad, Gege, Marie, Nils, 
Matteo 

Keep Smiling! 

Love, Mom, Dad, Dan 
and Andrew 
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Dear Eliza, 

"Take-it-ah-de-dee." 

We love who you are. 

Mom+Dad 

William 

Katherine 

Charles 
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Congratulations! 
Love, Mom and Dad 

Linsey and Will 

"Life is a journey, not a 
destination..." 

Love, Mom, Dad, Chris 
Kelley, Courtney, 
and Chaneigh 
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Congratulations 

Carlos, Dan, 
Jacob, Jiayu and 

Mou 

Best wishes, 
Mrs. Dove 

Nick, 
You are a star! 

Love, 
The whole family 

Austin, 
Keep searching and you 

will find it! 
Love, 

Mom, Dad & Ashley 
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Congratulations 
Jas-Face! 

We are so proud 

of you! 

Love Auntie Di 
and Auntie Lynnie 

congratulations 

everybody to the limit! 

Eric Duzan 
Happy-Go-Lucky from the get-go! 

We laughed the moment we saw you 
And you still brighten our day 

You're a great son, a great broher and a geat friend. 

Your independent, self-sufficent, confident personality 
will take you wherever you want to go. 

you've done what you have to. Go do what you want to. 
Follow your dreams wherever and whatever they are. 

Congratulations! 
May you always see the brighter side. 
Love Mom, Dad, Robert, Candy& Cat 
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Robert, 

O Lifestyle guru 

Martha Stewart 

begins serving 

a five-month jail 

sentence in West 

Virginia, after being 

found guilty of lying 

about a suspicious 

stock sale. 

3 In November, Minnesotan Chai 

Vang allegedly shoots and kills six 

hunters and wounds two others 

after he is caught trespassing on 

a hunting platform in Wisconsin. 
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O Ronald Wilson Reagan, 

40th president of the 

United States, dies in 

June at the age of 93. 

at stake thr 
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THE 

front page headlines 
© Shaun Heasley/Reuters/Corbis 

C Republican incumbent 

George W. Bush narrowly 

Reuters/Landov 
m 

defeats Democratic Wm 
l challenger John Kerry in 

g^jpi the hotly contested 2004 A 
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Tom Ridge leaves his Health and Human Secretary of State 

position as secretary Services Secretary Tommy Colin Powell 

of homeland security. Thompson resigns. steps down. 

Attorney General John 

Ashcroft relinquishes 

his cabinet post. 

o National Security Adviser Condoleezza 

Rice makes history as the first black 

female to become secretary of state 

world Photos 

© Reuters/Corbis 

£ The Center for Disease Control’s Youth Risk Behavior 

Survey finds 6.1 percent of teenagers surveyed have 

tried steroids as compared to 2.7 percent in 1991. 
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O The United Nations 

reports the AIDS 

epidemic is growing 

in Africa and worsening 

dramatically across 

eastern Europe 

and Asia. 

After more than a 

year of ceasefire, civil 

war re-ignites in the 

Ivory Coast as a result 

of President Gbagbo’s 

ordering air strikes 

on rebel positions. 

global 
UPl/Landov 

PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat, 

75, dies in a Paris hospital. 

Palestinians view him as 

a leader who sought a 

homeland for his people, 

but many Israelis see 

Arafat as a ruthless terrorist. 

In October, more than 10 

million Afghan men and 

women vote in the country’s 

first presidential election — 

a milestone in the country’s 

transformation after 25 years 

of war and Taliban control. 

o At 885 feet the new Millau bridge in southern France 

is the tallest bridge in the world. 

o The Ukrainian Supreme Court 

invalidates that country’s disputed 

presidential election because of vote 

tampering. In the revote, pro-West 

opposition leader Viktor Yushchenko 

claims victory. 

3 In September, Chechen rebels kill 

more than 430 people in a series of 

terrorist attacks in Russia, including 

the bloody attack on an elementary 

schoolhouse. 

Karel Prinsloo/mWide World Photos 

3 After 22 months, the conflict in the 

Darfur region of Sudan continues to 

grow, leaving more than 2.3 million 

Africans in need of humanitarian aid. 
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human interest 

O Countries and individuals around the world join together to 

pledge over $4 billion in relief for those devastated by the 

December tsunami disaster. 

O Christopher Reeve dies at age 52. 

Reeve is remembered for his movie 

role as Superman and as an advocate 

for spinal cord research after being 

paralyzed in an accident in 1995. 

c 

C According to the Lance Armstrong 

Foundation, over 20 million people 

are wearing the yellow “Livestrong” 

wristbands that help fund and promote 

the organization’s cancer research. 

O The National World War II 

Memorial is unveiled in 

Washington, D.C., in 

honor of the millions of 

Americans who served 

during World War II in 

the military and on the 

home front. 

Due to manufacturing errors, the 

United States faces a flu vaccine 

shortage. The U.S. Department of 

Health reserves vaccinations for those 

most at risk — people over 65 and 

infants six to 23 months of age. 

3 In August, the National 

Underground Railroad 

Freedom Center opens 

in Cincinnati, Ohio. 

c 

A prolonged deployment 

of over 200,000 U.S. 

troops to Iraq leaves 

many families struggling 

at home. 

own 

In September, Microsoft Chairman 

Bill Gates announces a SI 68 million 

donation to fund malaria research. 

c 
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EasyShare printer dock plus 

Hong Kong-based toymaker 

Wow Wee Ltd. sells 1.5 million 

Robosapiens since the toy's 

introduction in April. Among other 

“talents,” the $100 robot can belch 

and pass gas on command. 

c Portable photo printers 

that do not require 

a computer are a 

hot item for digital 

camera owners. 

Kodak 

Ullill 

O The Food and Drug Administration links the use of 

antidepressants such as Zoloft, Paxil and Prozac 

to suicidal behavior in teens. 

The Indianapolis Star/Matt Detrich/AP/Wide World Photos 
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O SpaceShipOne, 

the world's first 

privately developed 

spacecraft, is named 

“2004 Invention 

of the Year” by 

Time magazine. 

Apple’s iPod is the 

year’s hottest tech 

gadget, fashion 

accessory and 

advertising personality, 

all in one credit- 

card-size package. 

Noah Berger/Bloomberg News/Landov o After four years on the market 

and billions of dollars in revenue, 

pharmaceutical company Merck 

recalls the arthritis drug Vioxx 

due to increased risk for 

cardiovascular disease. 

O General Motors releases 

the industry’s first full-size 

gas-electric hybrid pickup 

truck, the Chevrolet Silverado. 

O Toshiba’s HD DVD and Sony’s 

Blu-ray battle for supremacy 

over the next generation of DVD 

technology. Major movie studios 

are evenly divided in their backing 

of the two technologies. 

o/AFP/Getty Images 
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o In October, Mount 

St. Helens vents 

ash and steam for 

the first time since 

its major eruption 

in 1980. 

£ Threatened by 

the spread of 

hormone-disrupting 

chemicals and global 

warming, polar 

bears are added 

to the endangered 

species list. 

nature 

Pierre ffGffz/Reuters/Corbis 
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o Swarms of locusts destroy millions 

of acres of crops in West Africa. 

C In September, astronomers 

announce the discovery in the 

Milky Way galaxy of a new and 

possibly abundant class of planets. 

Fabrizio Bensch/Reuters/Landov 

C On a remote island in Indonesia, 

scientists find 18,000-year-old 

skeletons of a hobbit-like human 

species that grew no larger than 

today’s average three-year-old child. 

£ Designer dog breeds like 

the “Goldendoodle,” an 

allergy-friendly cross between 

a golden retriever and 

a poodle, are in high demand. 

O Although Saturn’s rings look solid from Earth, images taken by the 

international Cassini spacecraft show they are more like rivers of dust 

and ice, with particles ranging in size from specks to mountains. 

O African lions join the 

endangered species list 

because they are being 

killed to protect domestic 

livestock and their habitats 

are being destroyed. 
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o Airbrush tans, capable of lasting five to 14 days, provide a 

fashionable and safer alternative to harmful ultra-violet rays. 

Salina Journal/Jeff Cooper/AP/Wide World Photos 

O Italian link charm 

bracelets become 

the biggest jewelry 

trend of the year. 

The “grunge” style 

of the early ’90s 

resurfaces with 

camouflage patterns 

and T-shirts with 

long-sleeve 

shirts underneath. 

3 Catch phrases used to encourage 

people to get out and vote become 

a fashionable cause, appearing on 

everything from T-shirts to ties. 

3 Thanks to the popular movie 

Dodgeball: A True Underdog Story, 

the high-flying, body-bashing 

sport makes its way back into 

gymnasiums across the country. 

\ 
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Hardees © MacDonald's Corp 

"*ETSTra uss/C u rt i s/Corbis o Fast-food restaurants offer kids’ 

meals with healthy alternatives 

to fries and soda, including apples 

and milk. 

Bucking the health 

trend, Hardee’s 

serves up a Monster 

Thickburger with 

1,420 calories and 

107 grams of fat. 
C The scrapbooking craze reaches 

new heights with more people 

wanting to capture their memories 

in creative ways. 
£ Events like the 

All Girl Skate Jam, 

founded in 1997, 

bring skateboarding 

to peak popularity 

among young girls. 

3 With DVDs delivered right to 

your door and no late fees, Netflix 

and Blockbuster Online become 

popular choices for movie rentals. 

3 Soft-drink makers join the diet 

bandwagon with low-carb 

sodas like Coca-Cola C2 and 

Pepsi Edge. Sales of the new 

products, however, quickly go flat. 

3 With more than 7 million 

participants, paintball 

is the third most 

popular extreme sport, 

behind in-line skating 

and skateboarding. 

O Muscle cars like the revamped Ford Mustang GT regain 

their presence on American roads. 
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J) Johnny Depp scores 

his second straight 

Oscar nomination 

for Best Actor with 

his performance in 

Finding Neverland. 

Jim Carrey and Kate Winslet 

garner Golden Globe 

nominations for Eternal 
Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, 

which also earns a nod for Best 

Picture, Musical or Comedy. 

o Shrek 2 ranks third on the list of the 100 top-grossing movies, 

with a total haul of just over $436 million. 

© Walt Disney/Courtesy: Everett Collection 

o The Incredibles, Pixar 

and Disney’s movie 

about a superhero 

family trying to live 

a normal life in 

the suburbs, is a 

box-office smash. 

o Jamie Foxx delivers an eerily 

convincing and Oscar-nominated 

performance as the late Ray 

Charles in Ray. 

Already named best picture by 

film critics from New York to 

Los Angeles, independent film 

Sideways finds even more 

celebrity with a leading seven 

Golden Globe nominations. 

© Miramax/Courtesy: Everett Collection 

O Clint Eastwood 

directs another hit 

with Million Dollar 
Baby starring 

Hilary Swank as a 

31 -year-old boxer. 

The Aviator, starring Leonardo 

DiCaprio in the role of eccentric 

billionaire Howard Hughes, earns 

eleven Oscar nominations. 

uam 
The SpongeBob Squarepants Movie Napoleon Dynamite Star Wars: Episode Ill-Revenge of the Sith National Treasure 
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television 

NBC’s “Joey” “Seinfeld” is released on DVD 
© ABC/Courtesy: Everett Collection 

The WB’s “One Tree Hill” 

3 Ty Pennington and company 
improve lives while making 
homes better on the successful 
ABC home improvement 
show “Extreme Makeover: 
Home Edition.” 

3 Fox’s “Arrested Development" 
wins the Emmy for Best 
Comedy Series after an 
inaugural year that is critically 
acclaimed but poorly rated. 

ABC’s “Wife Swap” 

O Stephen, “Lo,” Kristen and friends bring their real Orange County 
adventures to MTV in the hit reality show “Laguna Beach.” 

Rodrigo Varela/Wirelmage.com 
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o “You’re fired!” becomes a household 
phrase as Donald Trump plows 
through executive wannabes on his 
hit NBC show, “The Apprentice.” 

C ABC gets big ratings from its new 
hit drama “Lost,” the intriguing 
story of 48 plane crash survivors 
stranded on an island. 

£ To kick off her 19th season of 
CBS’s “The Oprah Winfrey Show,” 
Oprah and Pontiac join forces 
to give each of the 276 audience 
members a brand new Pontiac G6. 

o Pausing and recording 
live television with 
DVR is rapidly replacing 
VCRs in households 
across America. 

3 Before his unbelievable 
74-game winning 
streak comes to an 
end, NBC’s "Jeopardy” 
contestant Ken 
Jennings wins 
$2,520,700 — a TV 
game show record. 
He delivers over 2,700 
correct responses. 
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o Pop superstar Prince gives his concert 
ticket-holders something to cheer 
about before the concerts start... 
a free copy of his Musicology CD. 

JINTERPOI 

tin Winter/Getty Images 
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O Nelly continues to 
wrap up big sales 
and hit songs with the 
simultaneous release 
of his two albums, 
Sweat and Suit. 

O Ashlee Simpson, 
Jessica’s younger 
sister, makes 
headlines with her 
triple-platinum debut 
album Autobiography 
and a lip-synching 
gaffe on NBC’s 
“Saturday Night Live." 

o Legendary ’80s alternative rock band 
The Pixies, known for inspiring 
“grunge” music, reunites after 
13 years fora sold-out U.S. 
and European tour. 

o In December, Usher 
dominates the Billboard 
Music Awards, taking home 
11 awards, including Album 
of the Year for Confessions. 

Kaszerman/Zum Gina Gayle/AP/Wide World Photo: 
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Joss Stone Green Day Ray Charles dies at age 73 Destiny’s Child reunites Julie Roberts 

Rahav Segev/Retna 

C With bands like Interpol, 
The Killers and Snow Patrol 
alternative rock returns to 
the mainstream music 
scene in a big way. 

3 U2’s new album How to 
Dismantle an Atomic Bomb 
hits No.1 in Billboard magazine, 
and the band is inducted into 
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame 
in March 2005. 

(J Rapper Kanye West collects a whopping 10 Grammy nominations, 
including Album of the Year, for his debut The College Dropout. 



£ Video game giant Electronic 
Arts buys exclusive rights 
to the teams, players and 
stadiums of the NFL for 
its popular Madden video 
game franchise. 

3 After three years, Microsoft 
and Bungie Studios release 
the most eagerly anticipated 
video game sequel, Halo 2. 
Over 5 million copies of the 
game sell in the first month. 

W FOOTBALL 

o The newest trend in video games is to go “old school,” with 
plug-and-play systems featuring ’80s games from the likes of 
Atari and Namco. 
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O 2004 is the year of celebrities having 
babies, as Courtney Cox-Arquette, 
Gwyneth Paltrow, Kate Hudson, 
Julia Roberts, Liv Tyler and others 
all become first-time mothers. 

O The hottest 
“hard-to-get” toy for 
the holidays is the 
Nintendo DS handheld 
gaming system. 

C Thousands of young people 
become avid poker players, a trend 
sparked by TV shows featuring 
tournaments for celebrities and 
professional poker players. 

£ Even though it won’t 
reach bookstores 
until July 16, 2005, 
preorders in December 
help J.K. Rowling’s 
Harry Potter and the 
Half-Blood Prince 
top several 
best-seller lists. 

C The challenging “Metroid Prime 
2: Echoes” takes home the prize 
as IGN.com’s Gamecube Game 
of the Year. 
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O In one of the worst brawls in U.S. 
sports history, five Indiana Pacers 
players clash with Detroit Pistons 
fans on court and in the stands. 
The Pacers’ Ron Artest is suspended 
for the year for his involvement. 

O Following his win 
in September at 
the Deutsche Bank 
Championship, Vijay 
Singh unseats Tiger 
Woods as the 
world’s No.1 golfer. 

Guang Niu/Reuters/Corbis 
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3 Heisman Trophy winner Matt 
Leinart leads the USC Trojans 
to a second consecutive NCAA 
National Championship by 
routing the Oklahoma Sooners 
in the FedEx Orange Bowl, 55-19. 

(J With a series sweep of the St. Louis Cardinals, the Boston 
Red Sox lift the “Curse of the Bambino’’ to win their first 
World Series title since 1918. | 
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C Carly Patterson joins Mary Lou 

Retton as the only American 

gymnasts to win the women's 

all-around Olympic gold medal. 

Michael Phelps swims 

his way to eight individual 

Olympic medals, six gold 

and two bronze. 

O Together for the last time, the “Fab Five” of U.S. women’s soccer 

— Julie Foudy, Joy Fawcett, Mia Hamm, Kristine Lilly and Brandi 

Chastain — bring home an Olympic gold medal. 

MWide World Phot 

o The NHL takes 

the 2004-2005 season 

off as players and 

team owners fail to 

come to an agreement 

on players' 

salary limitations. 

O Kurt Busch wins the NASCAR 

Nextel Cup. It is his first career 

title and the closest battle in 

cup history. 

C The Detroit Pistons, led by Ben 

Wallace and finals MVP Chauncey 

Billups, win the 2004 NBA title. 

£ The Tampa Bay 

Lightning claim the 

2004 NHL Stanley 

Cup by winning the 

seventh game of the 

Stanley Cup Finals, 

2-1, over the 

Calgary Flames. 

C Barry Bonds joins Babe Ruth and 

Hank Aaron as baseball’s only 700+ 

home run hitters. However, his 

performance falls under scrutiny 

after it is revealed that Bonds and 

other major leaguers have been 

using illegal steroids. 
©■Lou Dematteis/Reuters/Corbis 
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In a year of entertainment 

dominated by teen 

queens, Lindsay Lohan 

makes the biggest splash 

of the bunch with the hit 

movie Mean Girls and her 

debut CD Speak. 
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O Ukrainian presidential 

candidate Viktor 

Yushchenko suffers 

from debilitating 

illness and scarring 

caused by dioxin 

poisoning, allegedly 

at the hands of 

his opponents. 

O Democratic vice presidential and 

presidential nominees John Edwards 

and John Kerry make the 2004 

election a very close race. 

3 Former NFL player Pat Tillman, 

who chose the Armed Forces 

over the NFL, is killed while on 

duty in Afghanistan. 
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o In remembrance of those who have died and those who 

continue to risk their lives in the war in Iraq. 

AFP/Getty Images 

3 Actor Zach Braff from NBC’s 

“Scrubs” makes his big screen 

acting, writing and directorial 

debut in the critically acclaimed 

Garden State. 3 Rodney Dangerfield, 

82, veteran comedian 

famous for getting 

“no respect,” dies 

from complications 

following heart surgery. 
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